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Dr. Carl York
Office of Science and Technology
Room 282
Executive Office Building
Washington, D. C.

Dear Dr. York:

The following is in response to your request of June 30 for
a statement on the charge to the Astronomy Survey Committee. A
formal request for the study was made in a letter dated January
22, 1969 from Leland J. Haworth, then director of the National
Science Foundation, to Harvey Brooks, Chairman of the Academy's
Committee on Science and Public Policy. That letter asked for
an independent study to assess the priorities of astronomy from
the scientific point of view, cutting across the lines of agency
responsibilities. In response to this request, COSPUP establish-
ed an ad hoc working group to consider the question; the group
concluded that a study should be pursued in response to Dr.
Haworth's letter. Following this decision, Dr. Jesse L. Green-
stein was asked by the President of the Academy, then Dr.
Frederick Seitz, to chair a study under the auspices of the
National Research Council to determine the status and future
requirements of ground-based astronomy, focused on the question
of priorities for major facilities. There was then consider-
able discussion between Greenstein and senior members of the
astronomical community as to the best way in which this study
could proceed. Unfortunately, the majority of this took place
in person, via telephone, or via private correspondence.
am, therefore, unable to provide you with a formal statement
of the charge to the Committee as it was developed among the
principals. In fact, even the agreement among the members of
the Committee to serve on the Committee was initially achieved
by Greenstein through direct communications. The letter of
appointment to members, signed by President Handler, merely
states that "the study group is being established to examine
the current state of astronomy." As it developed, the manner
in which the Committee should respond to the request to
undertake a study of astronomy, to follow the original COSPUP
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study, Ground-Based Astronomy, a Ten-Year Program, the Whitford
report, was discussed in considerable length during the course of
early meetings of both the Committee and its panels.

I am enclosing the list of members of the Committee and its
panels.

I regret that I can not be more helpful in supplying you with
a more detailed description of a charge to the Committee, but I
fear that the problem is that no specific formal charge exists. If
I can be of any further assistance, please feel free to call on me.

Very truly yours,

Prue Boge
Bruce N. Gregory

BNG : kd

Enclosure



MEMBERSHIP
ASTRONOMY SURVEY COMMITTEE

Steering Committee

Dr. Jesse L. Greenstein (Chairman) - California Institute of Technology
Dr. Helmut Abt - Kitt Peak National Observatory
Dr. Jacques Beckers - Sacramento Peak Observatory
Dr. Geoffrey Burbidge - University of California, San Diego
Dr. Bernard F. Burke - Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Dr. A.G.W.Cameron - Yeshiva University
Dr. F. D. Drake - Cornell University
Dr. R. L. Duncombe - U. S. Naval Observatory
Dr. GeargeB.Field UUniversity of California, Berkeley
Dr. Herbert Friedman - Naval Research Laboratory
Dr. John Gaustad - University of California, Berkeley
Dr. Lea Goldberg - Harvard College Observatory
Dz. Robert Hardie - Dyer Observatory, Vanderbilt University
Dr. David S. Heeschen ~ National Radio Astronomy Observatory
Dr. Geoffrey Keller - Ohio State University
Dr. Robert P. Kraft - Lick Observatory, University of California, Santa Cruz

- Dr. Robert Leighton - California Institute of Technology
Dr. Donald Morton - Princeton University Observatory
Dr. Robert W. Noyes - Harvard College Observatory
Dr. C. R. O'Dell - Yerkes Observatory
Dr. J. BP. Ostriker - Princeton University Observatory
Dr. Bruno B. Rossi - Massachusetts Institute of Technology
.Dr. Harlan J. Smith - McDonald Observatory, University of Texas, Austin
Dr. Lyman Spitzer - Princeton University Observatory

Infrared Panel

Dr. John E. Gaustad (Chairman) University of California, Berkeley
Dr. Eric Becklin - California Institute of Technology
Dr. F. C. Gillett - University of California, San Diego
Dr. James R. Houck ~ Cornell University
Dr. Harold P. Larson - University of Arizona
Dr. Robert B. Leighton - California Institute of Technology
Dr. Frank J. Low - University of Arizona
Dr. D. P. McNutt - Naval Research Laboratory
Dr. Russell Walker Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratory
Dr. Neville J. Woolf - University of Minnesota

Optical Panel

Dr. Helmut Abt (Chairman) - Kitt Peak National Observatory
Dr. Arthur Code - Kitt Peak National Observatory
Dr. Stirling Colgate - New Mexico Technical Institute
Dr. I. J. Danziger - Harvard College Observatory
Dr. John T. Jeffries - University of Hawaii
Dr. Robert P. Kraft - Lick Observatory, University of California, Santa Cruz
Dr. Donald C. Morton - Princeton University Observatory
Dr. C. R. O'Dell - Yerkes Observatory
Dr. J. B. Oke - California Institute of Technolgoy
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Optical Panel (Cont'd)

Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

George W. Preston - Hale Observatories
Stephen E. Strom - State University of New York
William F. van Altena - Yerkes Observatory
Ray J. Weymann - Steward Observatory
George Wallerstein - University of Washington
Allan Sandage (Consultant) - Hale Observatories

Radio Panel

Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

David S. Heeschen (Chairman) - National Radio Astronomy Observatory
Geoffrey Burbidge - University of California, San Diego
Bernard F. Burke - Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Marshall H. Cohen - California Institute of Technology
F. D. Drake - Cornell University
George B. Field - University of California, Berkeley
James W. Warwick - University of Colorado
Gart Westerhout - University of Maryland

Solar Panel

Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
.Dr.
Dre
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

Jacques Beckers (Chairman) - Sacramento Peak Observatory
John W. Evans - Sacramento Peak Observatory
Carl Fichtel (Consultant) - Goddard Space Flight Center
Robert F. Howard - Mt. Wilson & Palomar Observatories
Icko Iben, Jr. - Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Werner M. Neupert - Goddard Space Flight Center
Robert W. Noyes - Harvard College Observatory
N. R. Sheeley - Kitt Peak National Observatory
Edward A. Spiegel - New York University
James W. Warwick - University of Colorado
J. B. Zirker ~ University of Hawaii

Space Panel

Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

A. G. W. Cameron (Chairman) - Yeshiva University
Robert C. Bless ~ University of Wisconsin
Robert 0. Doyle - Harvard College Observatory
Richard Goody - Harvard College
Robert J. Gould - University of California, San Diego
Richard Huguenin - University of Massachusetts
J. P. Jokipii - California Institute of Technology
D. P. McNutt - Naval Research Laboratory
Tobias Owen - State University of New York
J. B. Zirker - University of Hawaii
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Statistical Panel
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

Geoffrey Keller (Chairman) - Ohio State University
Richard E. Berendzen - Boston University
R. O. Doyle - Harvard College Observatory
Frank K. Edmondson - Indiana University
W. E. Howard - National Radio Astronomy Observatory
J. P. Ostriker - Princeton University Observatory

X-ray, Gamma-ray Panel

Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

Herbert Friedman (Chairman)- Naval Research Laboratory
Giovanni G. Fazio - Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory
Riccardo Giacconi - American Science & Engineering, Inc.
Robert J. Gould - University of California, San Diego
Kenneth Greisen - Cornell University
William Kraushaar - University of Wisconsin
Bruno B. Rossi - Massachusetts Institute of Technology
F. D. Seward - University of California, Livermore

Astrophysics and Relativity Panel

Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

George B. Field (Chairman) - University of California, Berkeley
Geoffrey Burbidge - University of California, San Diego
George W. Clark ~ Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Donald D. Clayton - Rice University
R. H. Dicke - Princeton University
Kenneth Kellerman - National Radio Astronomy Observatory
Charles Misner - University of Maryland
Eugene N. Parker - University of Chicago
Edwin E. Salpeter - Cornell University
Maarten Schmidt ~ California Institute of Technology
Steven Weinberg ~ Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Theoretical Astrophysics Panel

Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr. Russell Kulsrud - Princeton University Observatory)
Dr. Donat Wentzel - University of Maryland

Geoffrey Burbidge (Chairman) - University of California, San Diego
Peter Goldreich ~ California Institute of Technology
Philip Solomon - Columbia University
Edward A. Spiegel - Columbia University
P. Strittmatter - University of California, San Diego
Stephen E. Strom - State University of New York

Consultants
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Theoretical Astrophysics Panel (Cont'd) - Working Group, Computers

Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

David Arnett - Rice University
Morris Davis - University of North Carolina
Pierre Demarque - Yale University
Dimitri Mihalas - Yerkes Observatory
Richard H. Miller - Kitt Peak National Observatory

- Contributors to Panel
Charles Barnes - California Institute of Technology
Stanley Bashkin - University of Arizona
Alexander Dalgarno - Harvard College Observatory
Karl Kessler - U. S. Bureau of Standards
Marvin A. Ruderman - Columbia University
Patrick Thaddeus Institute for Space Studies
Ward Whaling - California Institute of Technology

Working Group on Planetary Astronomy

Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

Tobias Owen -(Chairman) - State University of New York
Richard M. Goldstein - Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Richard Goody - Harvard College
Thomas McCord ~ Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Guido Munch - Mt. Wilson & Palomar Observatories
Elizabeth Roemer University of Arizona
Carl Sagan - Cornell University
Irwin Shapiro - Massachusetts Institute of Technology
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Pests and Pesticides:
Deciding Between Them

N 1972 THE ADMINISTRATOR of the U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Agency canceled most uses of DDT,
and explained that available data "have established at the
very least the risk of the unknown." Although he drew
upon a large body of information, his decision illustrates
a dilemma common to environmental problems. Evidence ] great revolutions in outlook are long in the making, and at last

is often incomplete and conflicting and stakes are high. If
nontechnical considerations are part of such decisions,
how can available scientific information best be used? A
new study in the Board on Agriculture and Renewable
Resources, of the National Research Council's Commis-
sion on Natural Resources, is intended to shed light on
this question as it relates to pest control.
The Study on the Acquisition and Use of Scientific and

Technical Information in Pest Control Regulatory Deci-
sion-Making at the Federal and State Level is funded by
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. It is one of
several studies on the use of scientific information in regu-
latory decision, undertaken for the Environmental Protec-
tion Agency by the Commission on Natural Resources.

Headed by W. G. Eden, professor of biology at Lawson
Community College in Birmingham, Al., a study com-
mittee will look at the place of science and technology in
regulation of pesticides and the effects of policies and
regulations on pest control. Major issues include:

e The scientific method is sometimes viewed as incom-
patible with the adversary system of the law. Because
regulations are written to undergo legal testing, what are
the responsibilities of the scientific, legal, and administra-
tive communities in understanding technical issues in the
regulatory process?

® The Federal Environmental Pesticide Control Act of
1972 provides that when a decision to cancel or suspend
a pesticide is appealed, the scientific evidence may be re-
ferred to a panel established by the National Academy of
Sciences. The provision has raised questions of how best to

(continued on page 2)

Detlev W. Bronk 1897-1975
Detlev Wulf Bronk, president of the National Academy of Sciences from
1950 to 1962, died November 17, 1975, in New York City, of complica-
tions following a mild stroke. The following statement was issued on
behalf of the National Academy of Sciences by Philip Handler, president.

:

HE
deeply felt personal shock. Although the Academy wasa

only one of several institutions to thrive under his vigorous:

leadership-among them The Rockefeller University, The Johns
Hopkins University, and the National Science Board-we cherish
our special memories. During his three years as our foreign secre-
tary, from 1947 to 1950, he created new patterns for international
cooperation in science. In his 12 years as president, from 1950 to
1962, he brought the Academy to unprecedented levels of service
to science, to the Federal Government, and to the general public.
In the years that followed he was our constant friend and guide.
Those who know the recent history of the Academy understand

how much it is an expression of the wisdom, dedication, and vision
of this one man. It will take time to accept the loss and consider
how his many years of leadership of this institution and of the
national scientific enterprise can best be memorialized.

Science and Social Values
N The Common Sense of Science, Jacob Bronowski wrote "The

they change all our ways of thought. But the change strikes first
in one field of knowledge, which has a special place in the social
and intellectual life of the day." What are the present revolutions
in science that will influence future thinking?
Such is the starting point for a series now in progress, of four,

half-day public meetings by the Academy Forum of the National
Academy of Sciences. Entitled "A Series of Forums in a Bicen-
tennial Context," the meetings are intended to explore the broad
effects of scientific theories and knowledge.
This Forum series began in November 1975 with "Scientific

Theories and Social Values," examining the validity of claims that
science has shaped values and asking whether modern science
portends similar change.

Issues underlying the second Forum, "The Citizen and the
Expert," January 20, include the responsibilities of the scientist
as originator of ideas, in relation to the public, which translates
and acts on them.
"Frontier Expansion or Inward Development," March 16, will

look at current choices between the search for new fields of
knowledge and management of established areas.
The series will end in May with "Rude Colony to Dominant

Power," broadly exploring the future of science and society.
Each of the meetings, held in the National Academy of Sci-

ences building, is organized around a panel of speakers, invited
discussants, and public interaction.

News Report is a register of activities of the National Academy of
Sciences, National Academy of Engineering, Institute of Medicine, and
National Research Council.
FEBRUARY 1976 VOLUME XXVI, NUMBER 2

Part | of two parts



New Projects
The following new projects are announced by the Institute of Medicine and units of the National Research Council.

ASSEMBLY OF LIFE SCIENCES
Medical and Biologic Effects of Environmental Pollutants: Ammonia. Subcommittee on Ammonia, Committee on Medical and Bio-
logic Effects of Environmental Pollutants, Division of Medical Sciences; Henry Kamin, professor of biochemistry, Duke Univer-
sity Medical Center, chairman; U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, sponsor.

Medical and Biologic Effects of Environmental Pollutants: Iron. Subcommittee on Iron, Committee on Medical and Biologic Effects
of Environmental Pollutants, Division of Medical Sciences; Clement A. Finch, professor of medicine and head of the Division of
Hematology, University of Washington School of Medicine, chairman; U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, sponsor.

VII International Congress on Photobiology Travel Grants. U.S. National Committee for Photobiology, Division of Biological
Sciences; Anthony San Pietro, professor of plant sciences, Indiana University, chairman; National Cancer Institute, initial sponsor.

COMMISSION ON NATURAL RESOURCES
The Acquisition and Use of Scientific and Technical Information in Pest Control Regulatory Decision-Making at the Federal and

State Levels. Board on Agricultural and Renewable Resources; W. G. Eden, professor of biology, Lawson Community College,
Birmingham, Al., chairman; U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, sponsor.

A Multimedia Approach to Municipal Sludge Management. Environmental Studies Board; Harvey O. Banks, president, Harvey O.
Banks, Consulting Engineer, Inc., Belmont, Ca., chairman; U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, sponsor.

Panel on Low Molecular Weight Halogenated Hydrocarbons. Coordinating Committee on Scientific and Technical Assessments of
Environmental Pollutants, Environmental Studies Board; Julian B. Andelman, Graduate School of Public Health, University of
Pittsburgh, chairman; U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, sponsor.

Panel on Nitrates. Coordinating Committee on Scientific and Technical Assessments of Environmental Pollutants, Environmental
Studies Board; Patrick L. Brezonik, associate professor of water chemistry, University of Florida, chairman; U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, sponsor.

Study of Jojoba Production System Potential. Committee on A Study of Joioba Production Systems Potential, Board on Agricul-
ture and Renewable Resources; Parker F. Pratt, professor of soil science, University of California, Riverside, chairman; Office of

NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES + NATIONAL ACADEMY OF ENGINEERING
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News keport
1975 News Report Index
Vol. XXV Nos. 1-6

News Report records the major activities of the National Acad-
emy of Sciences, National Academy of Engineering, Institute of
Medicine, and National Research Council. Six issues were
published in 1975.
This index is intended insofar as possible to provide a digest of

the contents of the 1975 issues of News Report. Because the
publication is devoted in large measure to discussion of reports
issued by committees and panels of these organizations, principal
entries generally are listed by title of report discussed (not by
title of News Report article), alphabetically. Names of persons,

organizations, and agencies also are listed alphabetically. Subject
headings and cross-references are included for topics of
particularly wide interest (e.g., agriculture, energy, environment).
The News Report Index is compiled by Gay Mackintosh.
The 1976 index will be issued early next year. Copies of the

1973 and 1974 indexes are available from the News Report
office, National Academy of Sciences, 2101 Constitution Avenue
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20418. Back volumes of News Report
in microform can be ordered from Xerox University Microfilms,
300 North Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, Mi. 48106.

Native American Programs, U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, sponsor.

Pesticides
(continued from page 1)

present and interpret data in science panels and public hearings.
® Because government may, when necessary, make public

trade secrets and other confidential information provided for
regulatory reasons, many feel incentive for innovation is
weakened. The problem is to assure the information neces-
sary for purposes of regulation while protecting proprietary
interests.

The administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency
may exempt emergency uses of pesticides from regulation by
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the Federal Environmental Pesticide Control Act of 1972.
But because definitions of emergency conditions differ, there
is need to consider the scientific basis for decisions as to when
exemption provisions apply.

e Benefits and risks from use of a particular pesticide are
assessed largely on the basis of estimates of economic loss
from pests or pest-related disease. Because reliable estimates
of health costs of pesticide use are scarce and difficult to ex-
press in dollars, there is need to ask how this information can
be improved.

As it becomes possible to measure smaller quantities of
chemicals in foods, questions are raised regarding use of these
measurements in regulatory action. How can Federal agencies
use new data in setting permissible levels for pesticide residues?

As a way to derive general principles for use of scientific
information in regulatory decision, the study committee will
conduct case studies of major issues as part of its task.

Ammonia: A Problem?
COMMITTEE of the National Research Council Assembly
of Life Sciences is taking a look at ammonia, an appar-
ently innocuous atmospheric pollutant.

Like some other natural constituents of the atmosphere,
ammonia appears hazardous only at high concentrations.
Troublesome pockets of ammonia pollution do occur in cities,
where ammonia can be released in the combustion of fuels
and incineration of waste. But the major sources of ammonia
in the atmosphere, and promising areas of inquiry, are such
natural processes as the decomposition of organic matter and
the release of ammonia from fertilizers.

The Committee on Medical and Biologic Effects of Envi-
ronmental Pollutants was established in 1970 for just such
studies. Funded by the Environmental Protection Agency, the
work of the committee is to evaluate current knowledge of
effects of each of a series of pollutants on public health and
welfare and to indicate research needs relating to controls,
safety margins, and possible dose-response relationships. Sub-
jects of past studies include fluorides, lead, asbestos, manga-
nese, nickel, and polycyclic organic matter.

Chairman of the Subcommittee on Ammonia is Henry
Kamin, professor of biochemistry, of the Duke University
Medical Center.

News Report

A bdellah, Faye G., of U.S. Public
Health Service, elected to NAS Institute of
Medicine-Autumn, 5

Ackerman, William, ended term on NAE
Council Apr, 1

Adler, Stephen L., of Institute for Advanced
Study, elected to National Academy of
Sciences Apr, 2

Agricultural Production Efficiency, NRC Board
on Agriculture and Renewable Resources'
Committee on Agricultural Production
Efficiency, report offers mixed appraisal of
U.S. agricultural prospects following study
of the economics of agriculture and its
scientific and technological base while
output has grown, some production
efficiency trends show diminishing rates of
increase, and available measures of inputs
and outputs for U.S. agriculture are
inadequate for assessing changes in produc-
tion efficiency. Report points up uncertainty
about the future, and the challenge of this
mixed appraisal for public policy; "promising
basic research areas" for greater productivity
include cell fusion, photosynthesis, and
biological nitrogen transformations, and
special research emphasis is urged for
legumes and livestock reproduction-
Jan, 1, 6-7

agriculture: see Agricultural Production
Efficiency; Arid Lands of Sub-Saharan
Africa; Products from Jojoba: A Promising
New Crop for Arid Lands; The Winged
Bean: A High-Protein Crop for the Tropics;
see also food resources

Air Quality and Power Plant Emissions, NRC
Review Committee on: see Air Quality and
Stationary Source Emission Control

Air Quality and Stationary Source Emission
Control, NRC Commission on Natural
Resources, report follows U.S. Senate
Committee on Public Works request for
analysis of scientific and technical issues
in assessment and control of sulfur-oxides
and nitrogen-oxides air pollution from

Part II of two parts

stationary sources, chiefly power plants.
Studies in epidemiology, atmospheric chem-
istry and physics, fuel economics, and
boiler engineering were examined; report
involves contributions from the commission,
NRC Assembly of Life Sciences, and NRC
Assembly of Engineering's Committee on
Public Engineering Policy and Review
Committee on Air Quality and Power Plant
Emissions Mar, 1, 4; principal findings and
recommendations reprinted from report-
Mar, 4-8

Alberts, Bruce M., of Princeton University,
received U.S. Steel Foundation Award in
Molecular Biology at NAS annual meeting
Apr, 3

Aldrich, Daniel G., Jr., of University of Cali-
fornia at Irvine, chaired NRC Committee
on World Food, Health and Population
reporting on Population and Food Crucial
Issues Autumn, 4

Ancker-Johnson, Betsy, Assistant Secretary of
Commerce for Science and Technology,
elected to National Academy of Engineering
-Apr, 6

Anderson, Arthur G., of IBM Corp., elected to
National Academy of Engineering Apr, 6

Andrews, Henry N., of University of Connecti-
cut, elected to National Academy of Sciences
Apr, 2

Arid Lands of Sub-Saharan Africa, Advisory
Panel on Arid Lands of Sub-Saharan Africa,
NRC Board on Science and Technology for
International Development, report con-
cludes severe drought cycles in the region
will continue and must be considered in
long-term development plans. Panel
collaborated with Rockefeller Foundation
in 1974 international meeting, leading to
recommendation to establish an institute
in the Sahel to improve food production
and management of the six Sahelian nations
by broadening the region's economic base-
Autumn, 5

Aris, Rutherford, of University of Minnesota,
elected to National Academy of Engineering
Apr, 6

Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, U.S.:
see Long-Term Worldwide Effects of
Multiple Nuclear-Weapons Detonations

Assessing Potential Ocean Pollutants, Study
Panel on Assessing Potential Ocean Pollu-
tants, NRC Ocean Affairs Board, report
explores ways to anticipate need for control
of potentially significant marine pollutants
released by human activity, and calls for
systematic review of possible ocean contam-
inants for key characteristics: rate of release,
lifetimes in the environment, tendencies to
concentrate, and toxicity. Transuranic ele-
ments and chlorinated hydrocarbons are
two materials presenting "clear potential
problems" for human health and the integ-
rity of ecosystems; but panel found lack
of data on production, use, and environ-
mental release of such materials a very
serious obstacle to assessment of potential
impact Jan, 2

An Assessment of the Impact of World Data
Centers on Geophysics, Committee on Data
Interchange and Data Centers, NRC Geo-
physics Research Board, report on World
Data Centers-established through the
International Council of Scientific Unions
for deposit and international exchange of
geophysics findings finds the network has
a large, scientifically productive clientele
and makes possible improved quality of re-
search: "WDC data exchange arrangements
are a strong and necessary component of
national and international efforts in geo-
physics" May, 2

Astin, Allen V., Home Secretary of National
Academy of Sciences, announced re-election
of NAS President Handler-Feb, 1; D. R.
Goddard elected to succeed Astin as home
secretary-Apr, 1

Astronomy Manpower Committee, NASNews Report is published by the National Academy of Sciences, 2101

Committee on Science and Public Policy:Constitution Avenue N.W., Washington, D.C.20418. Second-class
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see Employment Problems in Astronomy
Atkin, Rupert L., of TRW, Inc., elected to

National Academy of Engineering Apr, 6
atmosphere: see Air Quality and Stationary
Source Emission Control; Atmospheric
Chemistry, NRC Panel on; Environmental
Impact of Stratospheric Flight: Biological and
Climatic Effects of Aircraft Emissions in the
Stratosphere; Long-Term Worldwide Effects
of Multiple NNuclear-Weapons Detonations;
Medical and Biologic Effects of Environ-
mental Pollutants, NRC Committee on;
Nickel (Medical and Biologic Effects of En-
vironmental Pollutants)

Atmospheric Chemistry, Panel on, NRC
Climatic Impact Committee: began assess-
ment of possible effects of halocarbons, Space
Shuttle emissions, and other contaminants
on the stratospheric ozone layer; study is
supported by National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, National Science
Foundation, Environmental Protection
Agency, and National Oceanic and Atmo-
spheric Administration Mar, 1

awards, National Academy of Engineering:
1975 Founders Medal awarded to J. B. Fisk;
Vladimir K. Zworykin Award to J. S. Kilby
Apr, 8

awards, National Academy of Sciences: James
Craig Watson Medal awarded to G. M.
Clemence; John J. Carty Medal to J. T.
Wilson; Henryk Arctowski Medal to J. M.
Beckers; U.S. Steel Foundation Award in
Molecular Biology to B. M. Alberts;
Benjamin Apthorp Gould Prize to L. Woltjer;
NAS Award in Environmental Quality toJ.T. Middleton; Arthur L. Day Prize and
Lectureship to D. H. Matthews and F. J.
Vine; NAS Award for Distinguished Service
toS. Jablon Apr, 3

B..... Richard M., NAS member, died
November 26, 1974 Jan, 3

Baker, W. O., of Bell Laboratories, Inc.,
elected to National Academy of Engineering-Apr, 6

Ballou, Clinton E., of University of California,
Berkeley, elected to National Academy of
Sciences-Apr, 2

Beard, Leo R., of University of Texas, Austin,
elected to National Academy of Engineer-
ing Apr, 6

Bechtel, Stephen D., Jr., of Bechtel Corp.,
elected to National Academy of Engineering
Apr, 6

Becker, Gary S., of University of Chicago,
elected to National Academy of Sciences-
Apr, 2

Beckers, Jacques M., of Sacramento Peak

Observatory, was awarded Henryk Arctow-
ski Medal at NAS annual meeting Apr, 3

Beermann, Wolfgang, of Max Planck Institute
for Biochemistry, Germany, elected NAS
foreign associate-Apr, 3

Benditt, Earl P., of University of Washington
School of Medicine, elected to National
Academy of Sciences-Apr, 2

Berry, Brian Joe L., of University of Chicago,
elected to National Academy of Sciences
Apr, 2

Binger, Wilson V., of Tippetts-Abbett-
McCarthy-Stratton, elected to National
Academy of Engineering Apr, 6

Biological Oceanography: Some Critical Issues,
Problems, and Recommendations, NRC
Ocean Affairs Board's Ocean Science Com-
mittee, panel report on research needs of
biological oceanography bears on world
food supply problem in its finding that
reliable estimates of food-producing potential
of the sea require better quantitative infor-
mation and evaluation Autumn, 5

Bjerknes, Jacob, NAS member, died July 7,
1975 Autumn, 3

Bloch, Herman S., of Universal Oil Products
Co., elected to National Academy of Sciences
-Apr, 2

Bloembergen, Nicolaas, of Harvard Univer-
sity, elected to three-year term on NAS
Council-Apr, 1

Blumberg, Baruch S., of Institute for Cancer
Research and University of Pennsylvania
School of Medicine, elected to National
Academy of Sciences Apr, 2

Bobeck, Andrew H., of Bell Laboratories, Inc.,
elected to National Academy of Engineering
-Apr, 6

Boffey, Philip, quoted from his book The Brain
Bank of America: An Inquiry into the
Politics of Science May, 2

Bogdanoff, John L., of Purdue University,
elected to National Academy of Engineering
Apr, 6

Boley, Bruno A., of Northwestern University,
elected to National Academy of Engineering
-Apr, 6

Booker, Henry G., of University of California
at San Diego, chaired NRC Climatic Impact
Committee reporting on Environmental
Impact of Stratospheric Flight: Biological
and Climatic Effects of Aircraft Emissions in
the Stratosphere; quoted Mar, 1, 2

Boudart, Michel, of Stanford University,
elected to National Academy of Sciences
Apr, 2

Boulding, Kenneth E., of University of
Colorado, elected to National Academy of
Sciences Apr, 2

Bovey, Frank A., of Bell Laboratories Polymer
Chemistry Research Department, elected to

National Academy of Sciences-Apr, 2
Brady, Roscoe O., Jr., of National Institute of
Neurological Diseases and Stroke, elected
to National Academy of Sciences Apr, 2

The Brain Bank of America: An Inquiry into
the Politics of Science (McGraw-Hill, 1975),
by Philip Boffey, critique of National Acad-
emy of Sciences for the Center for Study of
Responsive Law May, 2

Branscomb, Lewis M., of IBM Corp., to end
term on NAS Council-Apr, 1; elected to
NAS Institute of Medicine Autumn, 5

Branson, Herman R., of Lincoln University,
Pa., elected to NAS Institute of Medicine-
Autumn, 5

Breslow, Lester, of University of California
School of Public Health, Los Angeles, elected
to NAS Institute of Medicine Autumn, 5

Brian, P. L. Thibaut, of Air Products and
Chemicals, Inc., elected to National Academy
of Engineering Apr, 6

Bricker, Neal S., of Albert Einstein College of
Medicine, elected to NAS Institute of Medi-
cine-Autumn, 5

Brobeck, John R., of University of Pennsyl-
vania School of Medicine, elected to National
Academy of Sciences Apr, 2

Bronk, Detlev W., of Rockefeller University,
scheduled to speak at special symposium in
recognition of Nationa! Science Foundation's
25th anniversary at NAS annual meeting
April 21, 1975--Feb, 2

Brooks, Chandler M., of State University of
New York Downstate Medical Center,
elected to National Academy of Sciences-
Apr, 2

Brown, Alfred E., of Celanese Research Co.,
elected to National Academy of Engineering
Apr, 6

Brown, J. H. U., of Southwest Research Con-
sortium, elected to National Academy of
Engineering-Apr, 6

Burnett, James R., of TRW Systems Group,
elected to National Academy of Engineering
-Apr, 6

Burns, John J., of Hoffmann-La Roche, Inc.,
elected to National Academy of Sciences-
Apr, 2

Burton, Glenn W., of Georgia Coastal Plain
Experiment Station and University of
Georgia, elected to National Academy of
Sciences Apr, 2

alabresi, Guido, of Yale University,
quoted from NAS Institute of Medicine
conference report Ethics of Health Care-
Jan, 4-5

Calhoun, Noah R., of Veterans Administration
Hospital, Washington, D.C., elected to NAS

2 News Report
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Institute of Medicine-Autumn, 5
Cameron, Eugene N., of University of Wiscon-

sin, served on Subpanel on Fossil Fuel
Resources, Panel on the Estimation of
Mineral Reserves and Resources, NRC
Committee on Mineral Resources and the
Environment-Feb, 4

Cannon, Robert H., Jr., of California Institute
of Technology, to be succeeded by C. D.
Perkins as chairman of NRC Assembly of
Engineering; elected to three-year term on
NAE Council Apr, 1

Carter, H. E., past chairman of National
Science Board, co-chairman (with N.
Hackerman) of special NAS symposium in
recognition of National Science Foundation's
25th anniversary scheduled for NAS annual
meeting April21,1975 Feb, 2

Case, Kenneth M., of Rockefeller University,
elected to National Academy of Sciences-
Apr, 2

Cassel, John C., of University of North
Carolina School of Public Health, elected to
NAS Institute of Medicine Autumn, 5

Chalmers, Bruce, of Harvard University,
elected to National Academy of Sciences
Apr, 2

Chapman, Dean R., of Ames Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion, elected to National Academy of
Engineering-Apr, 6

Charpie, Robert A., of Cabot Corp., elected to
National Academy of Engineering-Apr, 6

Chase, Merrill W., of Rockefeller University,
elected to National Academy of Sciences
Apr, 2

Chenea, Paul, ended term on NAE Council
Apr, 1

Clemence, Gerald M., posthumously honored
with James Craig Watson Medal at NAS
annual meeting-Apr, 3

climate: see Arid Lands of Sub-Saharan Africa;
Atmospheric Chemistry, NRC Panel on;
Environmental Impact of Stratospheric
Flight: Biological and Climatic Effects of
Aircraft Emissions in the Stratosphere;
Long-Term Worldwide Effects of Multiple
Nuclear-Weapons Detonations; Marine Sci-
entific Research and the Third Law of the
Sea Conference; see also agriculture; food
resources

Climatic Impact Committee, NRC: see Atmos-
pheric Chemistry, Panel on; Environmental
Impact of Stratospheric Flight: Biological
and Climatic Effects of Aircraft Emissions
in the Stratosphere

Cloud, Preston, to end term on NAS Council
Apr, 1

Coffin, Louis F., Jr., of General Electric Co.,
elected to National Academy of Engineering
Apr, 6

Cohen, Edward, of Ammann & Whitney, Con-
sulting Engineers, elected to National
Academy of Engineering Apr, 6

Cohen, Melvin J., of Yale University, elected
to National Academy of Sciences-Apr, 2

Cohn, Zanvil A., of Rockefeller University,
elected to National Academy of Sciences-
Apr, 2

Cole, Jonathan, of Columbia University, con-
sultant to NAS Committee on Science and
Public Policy studying government decision
process behind the distribution of research
funds-Autumn, 2

Cole, Stephen, of State University of New
York at Stony Brook, consultant to NAS
Committee on Science and Public Policy
studying government decision process behind
the distribution of research funds-
Autumn, 2

Collman, James P., of Stanford University,
elected to National Academy of Sciences
Apr, 2

Controls on Health Care, Institute of Medicine,
National Academy of Sciences, papers of
1974 Conference on Regulation in the
Health Industry examine the state and
implications of governmental regulations of
health-care costs; conference rapporteur
Jonathan Spivak's observations on 'Imposing
Better Methods of Cost Control on the
Health Industry' conclude that fiscal ties
between Federal programs (such as Medi-
care and Medicaid) and health-care
institutions preclude a return to the free
market and necessitate more effective regu-
lation to moderate cost increases and make
medical outlays more predictable for
government and consumer. Conference
experts disagreed on such cost control
methods as health maintenance organiza-
tions, certification of need, state rate control,
incentive reimbursement arrangements,
economic stabilization controls, and Medi-
care and Medicaid controls; thus Spivak sees
the most essential task to be devising ways
that ideas of health care consumers can be
entered into the debate and adopted-May,
6-7

Coolidge, William D., NAS member, died
February 3, 1975 Feb, 3

Cooper, Leon N, of Brown University, elected
to National Academy of Sciences Apr, 2

Cox, Gertrude Mary, of North Carolina State
University, elected to National Academy of
Sciences Apr, 2

Crawford, Bryce, Jr., of University of Minne-
sota, elected to three-year term on NAS
Council Apr, I

Creutz, Edward C., of National Science Foun-
dation, elected to National Academy of
Sciences Apr, 2

Cromwell, Florence S., of University of
Southern California's Occupational Therapy
Department, Downey, elected to NAS
Institute of Medicine Autumn, 5

Cronkhite, Leonard W., Jr., of Children's
Hospital Medical Center, Boston, elected to
NAS Institute of Medicine-Autumn, 5

Cummings, Martin M., of National Library of
Medicine, elected to NAS Institute of
Medicine Autumn, 5

D ahlstrom, Donald A., of Envirotech
Corp., elected to National Academy of
Engineering-Apr, 6

Daily, James W., of University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor, elected to National Academy of
Engineering-Apr, 6

Darlington, Sidney, of University of New
Hampshire, elected to National Academy of
Engineering-Apr, 6

Data Interchange and Data Centers, Com-
mittee on, NRC Geophysics Research Board:
see An Assessment of the Impact of World
Data Centers on Geophysics

Davenport, Wilbur B., Jr., of Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, elected to National
Academy of Engineering-Apr, 6

Davis, Bernard D., of Harvard University
School of Medicine, elected to NAS Institute
of Medicine-Autumn, 5

Davis, W. Kenneth, of Bechtel Power Corp.,
re-elected to three-year term on NAE
Council-Apr, 1

deaths (of NAE and NAS members and for-
eign associates): R. M. Badger; J. Bjerknes;
W. D. Coolidge; M. Doudoroff; L. R. Drag-
stedt; J. R. Dunning; D. T. Griggs; H.
Heffner; W. Hodge; P. L. Julian; W. K.
Lewis; A. L. Loomis; R. Robinson; K.
Schwartzwalder; M. Souders; M. C. W.
Westergaard sce entry under individual
names for date of death and issue reported

Debus, Kurt H., of Cocoa Beach, Fla., elected
to National Academy of Engineering
Apr, 6

Demand for Fuel and Mineral Resources,
Panel on, NRC Committee on Mineral
Resources and the Environment: see Mineral
Resources and the Environment

Den Hartog, Jacob P., of Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, elected to National
Academy of Engineering-Apr, 6

Dietrich, Joseph R., of Combustion Engi-
neering, Inc., elected to National Academy
of Engineering-Apr, 6

Dillard, Joseph K., of Westinghouse Electric
Corp., elected to National Academy of
Engineering Apr, 6

Dinneen, Gerald P., of Massachusetts Institute
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of Technology's Lincoln Laboratory, elected
to National Academy of Engineering Apr, 6

Doell, Richard R., of U.S. Geological Survey,
chaired Panel on Demand for Fuel and
Mineral Resources, NRC Committee on
Mineral Resources and the Environment-
Feb, 5

Doermann, August H., of University of Wash-
ington, elected to National Academy of
Sciences-Apr, 2

Doudoroff, Michael, NAS member, died April
4,1975 Apr, 4

Dragstedt, Lester R., NAS member, died
July 16,1975 Autumn, 3

Dunlap, John C., consulting geologist, served
on Subpanel on Fossil Fuel Resources, Panel
on the Estimation of Mineral Reserves and
Resources, NRC Committee on Mineral
Resources and the Environment Feb, 4

Dunning, John R., NAS member, died
August 25, 1975-Autumn, 3

de Duve, Christian, of Catholic University of
Louvain, Belgium, and Rockefeller Univer-
sity, New York, elected NAS foreign
associate-Apr, 8

E... Harry, to end term on NAS
Council Apr, 1

economic affairs: see Agricultural Production
Efficiency; Air Quality and Stationary Source
Emission Control; Controls on Health Care;
Evaluating Integrated Utility Systems;
Graduate School Adjustments to the "New
Depression" in Higher Education; Mineral
Resources and the Environment; Products
from Jojoba A Promising New Crop forArid Lands; Toward an Understanding of
Metropolitan America

Economic Opportunity, U.S. Office of: see
Protecting Individual Privacy in Evaluation
Research

education: see Employment Problems in
Astronomy; Graduate School Adjustments
to the "New Depression" in Higher Educa-
tion

Eisdorfer, Carl, of University of Washington
School of Medicine, elected to NAS
Institute of Medicine Autumn, 5

Eldred, Kenneth McK., of Bolt Beranek and
Newman Inc., elected to National Academyof Engineering-Apr, 6

elections, NAS Institute of Medicine: 41
individuals were elected to IOM membershipfor five-year terms, bringing total member-
ship to 306 Autumn, 5 (list of names)

elections, National Academy of Engineering:C. D. Perkins was elected NAE presidentfor remaining three years of term vacated
by R. C. Seamans, Jr.; R. H. Cannon, Jr.,

and R. G. Folsom were elected to three-
year terms on NAE Council (succeeding
W. Ackerman and P. Chenea) and W. D.
Lewis and W. K. Davis were re-elected-
Apr, 1; 86 U.S. scientists were honored by
election to NAE membership for important
contributions or unusual accomplishments
in engineering Apr, 6-8 (list of names
and NAE citations)

elections, National Academy of Sciences:
P. Handler was re-elected NAS president
for a six-year term Feb, 1; at 1975 annual
meeting, D. R. Goddard was elected NAS
home secretary (succeeding A. V. Astin);
named to NAS Council for three-year terms
were N. Bloembergen, B. Crawford, Jr., I. C.
Gunsalus, and F. Press (succeeding L. M.
Branscomb, P. Cloud, H. Eagle, F. H. West-
heimer)-Apr, 1; 84 U.S. scientists were
elected to NAS membership, and 12
individuals were named NAS foreign as-
sociates-Apr, 2-3, 8 (list of names)

Elias, Peter, of Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, elected to National Academy of
Sciences Apr, 2

Elliott, John F., of Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, elected to National Academy of
Engineering Apr, 6

Emery, Kenneth O., of Woods Hole Ocean-
ographic Institution, chaired Panel on the
Estimation of Mineral Reserves and
Resources, NRC Committee on Mineral
Resources and the Environment; also chaired
panel's Subpanel on Fossil Fuel Resources
--Feb, 4

Employment Problems in Astronomy, Astron-
omy Manpower Committee, NAS Committee
on Science and Public Policy, report
examines training and employment trends,
finds the field crowded, and emphasizes
strengthening astronomy teaching to draw
individuals out of doctoral programs and
research. Recommended are notifying
astronomy graduate students of limited
research jobs; redirecting would-be research-
ers into education and industry; reducing
astronomy-doctorate production without
imposing arbitrary barriers; and adapting
the conduct of astronomical research to
provide research opportunities for those
engaged primarily in teaching Mar, 2

energy: see Air Quality and Stationary Source
Emission Control; Evaluating Integrated
Utility Systems; Measurement of Energy
Consumption: Data Needs and Methodolo-
gies, NRC Committee on; Mineral Resources
and the Environment; Solar Energy Research
Institute Committee, National Research
Council; see also Toward an Understanding
of Metropolitan America

Energy Research and Development Administra-

tion, U.S.: see Solar Energy Research
Institute Committee

Energy Studies, NRC Board on: see Measure-
ment of Energy Consumption: Data Needs
and Methodologies, NRC Committee on

environment: see Air Quality and Stationary
Source Emission Control; Assessing Potential
Ocean Pollutants; Atmospheric Chemistry,
NRC Panel on; Environmental Impact of
Stratospheric Flight Biological and Climatic
Effects of Aircraft Emissions in the Strato-
sphere; Evaluating Integrated Utility Sys-
tems; Long-Term Worldwide Effects of
Multiple Nuclear-Weapons Detonations;
Medical and Biologic Effects of Environ-
mental Pollutants, NRC Committee on;
Mineral Resources and the Environment;
Nickel (Medical and Biologic Effects of
Environmental Pollutants); Petroleum in the
Marine Environment; Scientific and Tech-
nical Assessments of Environmental Pollu-
tants, NRC Coordinating Committee on;
Toward an Understanding of Metropolitan
America

Environmental Impact of Stratospheric Flight:
Biological and Climatic Effects of Aircraft
Emissions in the Stratosphere, NRC Climatic
Impact Committee, report, at request of
U.S. Department of Transportation, con-
siders problems of stratospheric change
especially ozone reduction leading to in-
creases of biologically harmful ultraviolet
light at ground level and expected conse-
quences from effects of supersonic air
transport (SST). Report concludes that
increased stratospheric jetliner traffic will
diminish earth's ozone shield, with expected
increases in incidence of skin cancer and
possible changes in surface temperature and
rainfall. Committee recommended: alerting
national and international regulatory authori-
ties to potentially serious problems and need
for constraints on aircraft emissions and
fleet sizes; directing aircraft-engine research
and development to reduce NOx emissions
and control sulfur content of fuels; increas-
ing biological and medical studies of effects
of changes in ultraviolet radiation and
studies of skin cancer; increasing strato-
sphere studies by international scientific
organizations and monitoring of stratospheric
change; undertaking of research on strato-
spheric phenomena by U.S. National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration, and high
priority for continuing its study of strato-
spheric effects of the Space Shuttle Mar,
1, 2-3

Environmental Protection Agency, U.S.: see
Medical and Biologic Effects of Environ-
mental Pollutants, NRC Committee on;
Scientific and Technical Assessments of

News Report
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Environmental Pollutants, NRC Coordinat-
ing Committee on

Ernst, Wallace G., of University of California,
Los Angeles, elected to National Academy of
Sciences-Apr, 2

Estabrook, Ronald W., of University of Texas
Graduate School of Biomedical Sciences,
elected to NAS Institute of Medicine-
Autumn, 5

Estimation of Mineral Reserves and Resources,
Panel on, NRC Committee on Mineral Re-
sources and the Environment: see Mineral
Resources and the Environment

Ethics of Health Care, papers of the Confer-
ence on Health Care and Changing Values,
organized by NAS Institute of Medicine's
Committee on Human Value Issues in
Health Care, examine kinds of value ques-
tions that are emerging for health policy
and health care. Excerpts from report quote
A. R. Jonsen, S.J., and A. E. Hellegers on
problems of justice in design of medical
institutions and policies; G. Calabresi on the
social problems and costs of 'tragic choices';
D. Mechanic on medical care responsive to
patients as persons; and P. H. Schuck on
lack of consumer sovereignty in the health
care field-Jan, 4-5

Evaluating Integrated Utility Systems, NAE
Integrated Utility Systems Board (estab-
lished to review program and prospects for
Modular Integrated Utility Systems at
request of U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development), report deems MIUS
promising and potentially valuable but urges
further study since costs and technology are
uncertain. Hoped-for benefits of integrated
systems include conserving resources, reduc-
img energy consumption, lessening environ-
mental impact, easing housing shortages,
improving land use and development, reduc-
ing costs but both benefits and possible
adverse effects require further study. Report
recommends development of innovative tech-
nologies, with high priority for system con-
cepts which integrate water treatment,
liquid and solid waste processing, and total
energy in a meaningful way; and additional
studies of economic feasibility of different
MIUS packages, cost-benefit comparisons,
compliance with environmental! standards,
and extensive institutional problems Feb,
2-3

Evans, Ersel A., of Westinghouse Hanford
Co., elected to National Academy of Engi-
neering-Apr, 6

adum, Ralph E., of North Carolina State
University, elected to National Academy of

Engineering Apr, 6
Farber, Saul J., of New York University
Medical Center, elected to NAS Institute of
Medicine Autumn, 5

Federal Agency Evaluation Research, NRC
Committee on: see Protecting Individual
Privacy in Evaluation Research

Federal Energy Administration, U.S.: see
Measurement of Energy Consumption: Data
Needs and Methodologies, NRC Committee
on

Federer, Herbert, of Brown University, elected
to National Academy of Sciences-Apr, 2

Feenberg, Eugene, of Washington University,
elected to National Academy of Sciences
Apr, 2

Feher, George, of Revelle College, University
of California, elected to National Academy
of Sciences Apr, 2

Fisk, James B., of Bell Laboratories, Inc.,
awarded Annual Founders Medal at NAE
annual meeting Apr, 8

Folsom, Richard G., of Napa, Calif., elected
to three-year term on NAE Council Apr, t

Food and Nutrition Board, National Research
Council: see Nutrition and Fertility Inter-
relationships Implications for Policy and
Action

food resources: see Agricultural Production
Efficiency; Arid Lands of Sub-Saharan
Africa; Biological Oceanography: Some
Critical Issues, Problems, and Recommenda-
tions; An International Centre for Manatee
Research; Long-Term Worldwide Effects of
Multiple Nuclear-Weapons Detonations;
Nutrition and Fertility Interrelationships:
Implications for Policy and Action; Popula-
tion and Food Crucial Issues; The Winged
Bean: A High-Protein Crop for the Tropics;
see also agriculture; climate; health; social
problems

Ford, Gerald, U.S. President, requested that
National Academy of Sciences design a
program to mobilize U.S. resources to im-
prove world food and nutrition Autumn, 4

Fossil Fuel Resources, Subpanel on, Panel on
the Estimation of Mineral Reserves and
Resources, NRC Committee on Mineral
Resources and the Environment: see Mineral
Resources and the Environment

Fowler, William A., of California Institute of
Technology, scheduled to speak at special
symposium in recognition of National Sci-
ence Foundation's 25th anniversary at NAS
annual meeting April 21, 1975--Feb, 2

Fox, Renee C., of University of Pennsylvania,
elected to NAS Institute of Medicine-
Autumn, 5

Frauenfelder, Hans, of University of Illinois,
elected to National Academy of Sciences
Apr, 2

Fredrickson, Donald S., president of NAS
Institute of Medicine, scheduled to address
plenary session at NAS-NAE annual meet-
ings April 23,1975 Feb, 1

Friedlander, Sheldon K., of California Institute
of Technology, elected to National Academy
of Engineering Apr, 6

Fultz, Dave, of University of Chicago, elected
to National Academy of Sciences Apr, 2

CFarabedian, Paul R., of Courant Institute
of Mathematical Sciences, New York Univer-
sity, elected to National Academy of
Sciences-Apr, 2

Garwin, Richard L., of IBM Corp., Thomas J.
Watson Research Center, elected to NAS
Institute of Medicine-Autumn, 5

Geophysics Research Board, National Research
Council: see An Assessment of the Impact
of World Data Centers on Geophysics

Giaever, Ivar, of General Electric Co., elected
to National Academy of Engineering
Apr, 6

Gilman, John J., of Allied Chemical Corp.,
elected to National Academy of Engineering
Apr, 6

Goddard, David R., of University of Pennsyl-
vania, elected NAS home secretary for four-
year term, succeeding A. V. Astin Apr, 1

Goldberg, Edward D., of Scripps Institution of
Oceanography, chaired NRC Ocean Affairs
Board study panel reporting on Assessing
Potential Ocean Pollutants; quoted Jan, 2

Goldberg, Leo, of Kitt Peak National Observa-
tory, chaired NAS Astronomy Manpower
Committee reporting on Employment Prob-
lems in Astronomy Mar, 2

Gomory, Ralph E., of IBM Corp., elected to
National Academy of Engineering Apr, 6

Goody, Richard M., of Harvard University,
chaired NRC Space Science Board reporting
on Opportunities and Choices in Space
Science, 1974 Jan, 1

Gordon, Roy G., of Harvard University,
elected to National Academy of Sciences-
Apr, 2

Gordon, William E., of Rice University,
elected to National Academy of Engineering
Apr, 6

Gottschalk, Carl W., of University of North
Carolina and American Heart Association,
elected to National Academy of Sciences-
Apr, 2

Graduate School Adjustments to the "New
Depression" in Higher Education, National
Board on Graduate Education (joint board
of National Research Council, Social Science
Research Council, American Council on
Education, and American Council of
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Learned Societies), staff study on U.S.
impact of recent economic change on US.
graduate departments and doctoral enroll-
ments since 1967. Excerpts from the board's
commentary and interpretation of findings
conclude with need for continuous monitor-
ing and assessment of issues investigated in
this project, and for high research priority
to current and prospective U.S. ability to
conduct scholarly and scientific research-
Feb, 6-8

Granger. John V. N., of Federal Council for
Science and Technology, elected to National
Academy of Engineering Apr, 7

Gray, Paul E., of Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, elected to National Academy of
Engineering Apr, 7

Griggs, David T., NAS member, died Decem-
ber 31, 1974-Jan, 3

Griliches. Zvi, of Harvard University, elected
to National Academy of Sciences Apr, 2

Gross, Robert E., of Harvard University Medi-
cal School, elected to National Academy of
Sciences Apr. 2

Gunsalus, Irwin C., of University of Illinois,
Urbana, elected to three-year term on NAS
Council Apr, I

Gutowsky, H. S., of University of Illinois,
Urbana-Champaign, member of NAS Com-
mittee on Science and Public Policy: chairs
NRC Panel on Atmospheric Chemistry
studying effects of stratospheric contaminants

Mar, 1

H....... Norman, chairman of Na-
tional Science Board, co-chairman (with
H. E. Carter) of speciat NAS symposium in
recognition of National Science Foundation's
25th anniversary scheduled for NAS annual
meeting April 21, 1975-Feb, 2

Handler, Philip, elected to second six-year
term as president of National Academy of
Sciences; also serves as National Research
Council chairman Feb, 1; announced
"Policy on Public Access to Information
Concerning Studies Conducted Under the
Auspices of the National Academy of Sci-
ences"--May, 1; letter transmitting NRC
report Long-Term Worldwide Effects of
Multiple Nuclear-Weapons Detonations to
U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency warns that anticipated consequences
of a major nuclear exchange underscore the
urgency of reducing the world's nuclear
arsenal-Autumn, 1, 6-7; text of letter
Autumn, 7-8

Harris, Cyril M., of Columbia University,
elected to National Academy of Engineering-Apr, 7

Harris, Milton, of Harris Research Labora-
tories, chaired NRC Committee on Jojoba
Utilization reporting on Products from
Jojoba: A Promising New Crop for Arid
Lands May, 2

Haurowitz, Felix M., of Indiana University,
elected to National Academy of Sciences-
Apr, 2

Hawkins, W. Lincoln, of Bell Laboratories,
Inc.. elected to National Academy of Engi-
neering Apr, 7

Hawley, Amos H., University of North Caro-
lina sociologist, chaired NRC Social Science
Panel on the Significance of Community in
the Metropolitan Environment reporting on
Toward an Understanding of Metropolitan
America May, 4

Hayes, Thomas J., III, of International Engi-
neering Co., Inc., elected to National Acad-
emy of Engineering Apr, 7

Hayes, Wallace D., of Princeton University,
elected to National Academy of Engineering
Apr, 7

health: see Air Quality and Stationary Source
Emission Control; Assessing Potential Ocean
Pollutants; Controls on Health Care; En-
vironmental Impact of Stratospheric Flight:
Biological and Climatic Effects of Aircraft
Emissions in the Stratosphere; Ethics of
Health Care; Implications of Declining
Pediatric Hospitalization Rates, NRC Com-
mittee on: Legalized Abortion and the Public
Health; Long-Term Worldwide Effects of
Multiple Nuclear-Weapons Detonations;
Nickel (Medical and Biologic Effects of
Environmental Pollutants); Nutrition and
Fertility Interrelationships: Implications for
Policy and Action; Petroleum in the Marine
Environment; see also food resources

Health, Education, and Welfare, U.S. Depart-
ment of: see Implications of Declining
Pediatric Hospitalization Rates, NRC Com-
mittee on; Products from Jojoba: A Promis-
ing New Crop for Arid Lands

Heffner, Hubert, NAE member, died April 1,
1975--Apr, 4

Hellegers, Andre E., of Georgetown University,
quoted from NAS Institute of Medicine
conference report Ethics of Health Care-
Jan, 4

Henle, Werner, of University of Pennsylvania
School of Medicine, elected to National
Academy of Sciences-Apr, 2

Henry, David D., of University of Hlinois,
chairman of National Board on Graduate
Education, which issued report Graduate
School Adjustments to the 'New Depres-
sion" in Higher Education-Feb, 6

Hill, Genevieve T., of Atlanta University
School of Social Work, elected to NAS
Institute of Medicine Autumn, 5

Hill, Robert (Robin), of University of Cum-
bridge, England, elected NAS foreign
associate Apr, 8

Hill, Robert L., of Duke University, elected to
National Academy of Sciences Apr, 2

Hodge, Sir William, NAS foreign associate,
died July 7, 1975-Autumn, 3

Holm, Richard H., of Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, elected to National Academy
of Sciences Apr, 2

Hornbeck, John A., of Bell Laboratories, Inc.,
elected to National Academy of Engineering
Apr, 7

Horsfall, James G., of Connecticut Agricultural
Experiment Station, chaired NRC Committee
on Agricultural Production Efficiency report-
ing on Agricultural Production Efficiency
Jan, 6

Horstmann, Dorothy M., of Yale University
School of Medicine, elected to National
Academy of Sciences-Apr, 2

Housing and Urban Development, U.S. Depart-
ment of: see Evaluating Integrated Utility
Systems

Hrones, John A., of Bell Laboratories, Inc.,
elected to National Academy of Engineering
Apr, 7

Hubbert, M. King, 1962 NAS energy-resources
report cited Autumn, 4

Huebner, George J., Jr., of Chrysler Corp.,
elected to National Academy of Engineering
-Apr, 7

Hurvich, Leo M., of University of Pennsyl-
vania, elected to National Academy of Sci-
ences-Apr, 2

L. + Fred C., director of U.S. Arms Con-
trol and Disarmament Agency, recipient of
NAS President P. Handler's letter trans-
mitting NRC report Long-Term Worldwide
Effects of Multiple Nuclear-Weapons Deto-
nations to the agency; quoted from October
1975 press conference where he warned that
the uncertainties and risks inherent in nuclear
war necessitate a program of substantial
arms reduction to prevent accidental war as
well as deliberate attack Autumn, 7

Implications of Declining Pediatric Hospitali-
zation Rates, NRC Committee on: organized
to look at data on pediatric bed-occupancy
rates and out-patient visits and recommend
improved data-collection methods with the
goal of planning adequate distribution of
pediatric care resources; committee's work
is supported with U.S. Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare Office of
Maternal and Child Health funds
Autumn, 2
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Institute of Medicine, National Academy of
Sciences: IOM, chartered in 1970, is NAS'
principal unit for addressing issues of health
policy; work and programs scheduled for
discussion at NAS and NAE annual meet-
ings Feb, 1-2; 41 individuals were named
to IOM membership for five-year terms,
bringing total membership to 306-Autumn,
5 (list of names); see also Controls on
Health Care; Ethics of Health Care;
Legalized Abortion and the Public Health;
"Policy on Public Access to Information
Concerning Studies Conducted Under the
Auspices of the National Academy of
Sciences"

Integrated Utility Systems Board, National
Academy of Engineering: see Evaluating
Integrated Utility Systems

international affairs: see Arid Lands of Sub-
Saharan Africa; An Assessment of the Im-
pact of World Data Centers on Geophysics;
An International Centre for Manatee Re-
search; Long-Term Worldwide Effects of
Multiple Nuclcar-Weapons Detonations;
Marine Scientific Research and the Third
Law of the Sea Conference; Mineral Re-
sources and the Environment; Nutrition and
Fertility Interrelationships: Implications for
Policy and Action; Petroleum in the Marine
Environment; Population and Food Crucial
Issues; see also agriculture; food resources

An International Centre for Manatee Research,
report of a 1974 workshop sponsored by
U.S. National Academy of Sciences, Guyana
National Science Research Council, and
International Development Research Centre
of Canada; proposes international center for
basic research in manatee biology, studies
of manatees as weed-control agents, manatee-
conservation studies, and broader tropical
Science-Mar, 8

International Council of Scientific Unions:
see An Assessment of the Impact of World
Data Centers on Geophysics; Marine Sci-
entific Research and the Third Law of the
Sea Conference

International Nutrition Programs, Committee
on, NRC Food and Nutrition Board: see
Nutrition and Fertility Interrelationships:
Implications for Policy and Action

ablon, Seymour, of National Research
Council's Medical Follow-up Agency,
received 1975 National Academy of Sciences
Award for Distinguished Service-Apr, 3

Jacobsen, Lydik S., of Atherton, Calif., elected
to National Academy of Engineering-
Apr, 7

Jameson, Dorothea, of University of Pennsyl-

vania, elected to National Academy of
Sciences Apr, 3

Jerne, Niels Kaj, director of Basel Institute for
Immunology, Switzerland, elected NAS for-
eign associate-Apr, 8

Jojoba Utilization, NRC Committee on: see
Products from Jojoba A Promising New
Crop for Arid Lands

Jonsen, Albert R., S. J., of University of
California School of Medicine, San Fran-
cisco, quoted from NAS Institute of Medi-
cine conference report Ethics of Health
Care-Jan, 4

Jordan, Richard C., of University of Minne-
sota, elected to National Academy of
Engineering Apr, 7

Julian, Percy L., NAS member, died April
19,1975 Apr, 4

Juster, Thomas, of University of Michigan,
chairs NRC Committee on Measurement of
Energy Consumption: Data Needs and
Methodologies studying data needs for
energy policy questions Autumn, 2

K.... Herman, quoted Autumn, t

Kates, Robert W., of Clark University Gradu-
ate School of Geography, elected to National
Academy of Sciences-Apr, 3

Kellermann, Kenneth I., of National Radio
Astronomy Observatory, elected to National
Academy of Sciences Apr, 3

Kerr, I. Lawrence, dentist, Endicott, N.Y.,
elected to NAS Institute of Medicine-
Autumn, 5

Kiefer, Jack C., of Cornell University, elected
to National Academy of Sciences-Apr, 3

Kilby, Jack S., consultant, Dallas, received
Fourth Viadimir K. Zworykin Award at
NAE annual meeting Apr, 8

Kingery, W. David, of Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, elected to National Academy
of Engineering-Apr, 7

Knuth, Donald E., of Stanford University,
elected to National Academy of Sciences
Apr, 3

Kodaira, Kunihiko, of Tokyo University,
Japan, elected NAS foreign associate
Apr, 8

Krevans, Julius R., of University of California
School of Medicine, San Francisco, elected
to NAS Institute of Medicine-Autumn, 5

Kuh, Ernest S., of University of California,
Berkeley, elected to National Academy of
Engineering-Apr, 7

henbruch, Arthur H., of U.S. Geologi-

cal Survey, elected to National Academy of
Sciences-Apr, 3

de Laguna, Frederica A., of Bryn Mawr Col-
lege, elected to National Academy of Sci-
ences Apr, 2

Lal, Devendra, of Physical Research Labora-
tory, Ahmedabad, India, elected NAS foreign
associate Apr, 8

Langford, H. Dale, appointed assistant editor
of News Report Autumn, 4

law: see Legalized Abortion and the Public
Health; Marine Scientific Research and the
Third Law of the Sea Conference; Protecting
Individual Privacy in Evaluation Research

Law of the Sea: see Marine Scientific Research
and the Third Law of the Sea Conference

Lee, Erastus H., of Stanford University, elected
to National Academy of Engineering-
Apr, 7

Lee, Thomas H., of General Electric Co.,
elected to National Academy of Engineer-
ing-Apr, 7

Legalized Abortion and the Public Health,
NAS Institute of Medicine, study group
report finds risks of illegal abortions "clearly
greater" than those associated with legal
abortion, with evidence suggesting that
legislation and practices permitting abortions
in proper medical surroundings will lead to
fewer deaths and lower rate of complications
May, 1

Levine, Sol, of Boston University, elected to
NAS Institute of Medicine-Autumn, 5

Lewis, Warren K., NAS and NAE member,
died March 9, 1975 Apr, 4

Lewis, W. Deming, of Lehigh University, re-
elected to three-year term on NAE Council
-Apr, 1

Liebowitz, Harold, of George Washington
University, elected to National Academy of
Engineering-Apr, 7

Lindzey, Gardner, of University of Texas,
Austin, elected to NAS Institute of Medicine
- Autumn, 5

Long-Term Worldwide Effects of Multiple
Nuclear-Weapons Detonations, NRC Com-
mittee to Study the Long-Term Worldwide
Effects of Multiple Nuclear-Weapons Deto-
nations, study undertaken at U.S. Arms Con-
trol and Disarmament Agency request con-
siders extended, interrelated biological and
physical environmental effects that might be
expected from a series of nuclear explosions
for countries not directly involved. Report
assesses possible consequences of radioactive
fallout, reduction of stratospheric ozone,
and other factors on atmosphere and climate,
natural and managed terrestrial ecosystems,
aquatic environment, and human health.
Expected adverse effects include incapacitat-
ing cases of sunburn or snow blindness,ac
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increase in cancer death rate and significant
genetic diseases for many generations, dis-
ruption of world agriculture and food pro-
duction, and unpredictable climatic changes
-Autumn, 1, 6-7: report findings and sum-
mary of evidence reprinted Autumn, 9-12;
NAS President Philip Handler warns, in let-
ter transmitting report to Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency, that although report
indicates immediate physical and biological
consequences of a major nuclear exchange
may be less prolonged and severe for non-
participating nations than had been feared-
the "economic, social, and political conse-
quences of the resultant worldwide terror
are entirely unpredictable"--Autumn, 6-7;
text of letter Autumn, 7-8; Arms Control
and Disarmament Agency director F. C.
tklé concurred that the intolerable risks of
ecological backlash for human society neces-
sitate a program of substantial nuclear arms
reduction to prevent accidental war as well
as deliberate attack--Autumn, 7

Loomis. Alfred L.. NAS member, died
August 11, 1975-Autumn, 3

Lorenz, Edward N., of Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, elected to National Academy
of Sciences-Apr, 3

M..... Patricia A., of University of
Colorado Medical Center. elected to NAS
Institute of Medicine Autumn, 5

Maccoby. Eleanor E., of Stanford University,
elected to NAS Institute of Medicine-
Autumn, 5

manatees: see An International Centre for
Manatee Research

Margoliash, Emanuel, of Northwestern Uni-
versity, elected to National Academy of Sci-
ences-Apr, 3

Marine Scientific Research and the Third Law
of the Sea Conference, NAS-NRC US. Na-
tional Committee for the Scientific Commit-
tee on Oceanic Research, of the International
Council of Scientific Unions, report analyzes
alternative ocean-research legal regimes
under consideration by law-of-the-sea nego-
tiators and urges adoption of a regime to
protect coastal state interests while fostering
oceanographic research that will serve the
needs of the world community. Citing needs
of all nations for understanding oceanic
processes affecting climate, hence agriculture,
and fisheries, committee favors an "interna-
tionally established standards regime for
marine scientific research conducted in the
economic zone" as best serving world com-
munity interests, protecting coastal state
interests, and honoring the Common Heri-

tage of Mankind concept Jan, 1

Mason, Edward A., of U.S. Nuclear Regula-
tory Commission, elected to National
Academy of Engineering Apr, 7

Mathews, Max V., of Bell Laboratories Be-
havioral and Statistical Research Center,
elected to National Academy of Sciences
Apr, 3

Matthews, Drummond H., of University of
Cambridge, received, with F. J. Vine, the
Arthur L. Day Prize and Lectureship at
NAS annual meeting Apr, 3

Mead, Margaret, of American Museum of
Natural History, elected to National Acad-
emy of Sciences-Apr, 3

Measurement of Energy Consumption: Data
Needs and Methodologies, NRC Committee
on: organized at Federal Energy Admin-
istration request for NRC advice on design
and collection of energy-demand statistics,
new commitee, in cooperation with NRC
Committee on National Statistics and Board
on Energy Studies, is considering major
policy questions relating to energy to de-
termine kinds of data needed and develop
appropriate data-collection methods
Autumn, 2

Mechanic, David, of University of Wisconsin,
quoted from NAS Institute of Medicine
conference report Ethics of Health Care-
Jan, 5

Medical and Biologic Effects of Environmental
Pollutants, NRC Committee on: prepares
summary reports primarily on air pollutants
for U.S. Environmental Protection Agency-~
Autumn, 2; see also Nickel (Medical and
Biologic Effects of Environmental Pollutants)

Medicare and Medicaid: see Controls on
Health Care

Meister, Alton, of Cornell University Medical
College, elected to NAS Institute of Medi-
cine Autumn, 5

Mendes da Rocha, Manuel Coelho, director of
National Civil Engineering Laboratory,
Portugal, elected NAS foreign associate-
Apr, 8

Merchant, M. Eugene, of Cincinnati Milacron
Inc., elected to National Academy of Engi-
neering Apr, 7

Mertz, Edwin T., of Purdue University, elected
to National Academy of Sciences Apr, 3

Michael, Harold L., of Purdue University,
elected to National Academy of Engineer-
ing Apr, 7

Middleton, John T., named to receive 1975
National Academy of Sciences Award in
Environmental Quality, in honor of Fred-
erick Gardner Cottrell-Apr, 3

Millar, Gordon H., of Deere & Co., elected to
National Academy of Engineering Apr, 7

Milliken, Frank R., of Kennecott Copper

Corp., elected to National Academy of
Engineering Apr, 7

Mineral Resources and the Environment, NRC
Committee on Mineral Resources and the
Environment, wide-ranging report is
basically a compilation of panel reports
considering the kinds of interrelationships
between environment and materials (includ-
ing energy materials) that ought to be taken
into account in the shaping of public policy,
and suggesting areas in need of study. Dis-
cussion finds the state of the art of estimat-
ing oil and gas reserves unsatisfactory, with
the best interpretation implying that a large
increase in U.S. production of oil and gas
is unlikely; thus conservation of fossil fuels
and preference for energy-efficient tech-
nologies are indispensable to a sound U.S.
energy policy. Panel on the Estimation of
Mineral Reserves and Resources looked at
implications and methods and quality of
resource estimates for fossil fuels and for
copper, with help from its Subpanel on
Fossil Fuel Resources; Panel on Demand for
Fuel and Mineral Resources urged attention
to policy alternatives that limit demand;
other panels considered health effects of
small particulates and coal mining, pollution
worries of seabed mining, engineering and
economic problems-Feb, 1, 4-5

Moody, John D., petroleum consultant, served
on Subpanel on Fossil Fuel Resources, Panel
on the Estimation of Mineral Reserves and
Resources, NRC Committee on Mineral
Resources and the Environment Feb, 4

Morales, Manuel F., of University of Califor-
nia School of Medicine, San Francisco,
elected to National Academy of Sciences
Apr, 3

Morgan, James N., of University of Michigan,
elected to National Academy of Sciences
Apr, 3

Moses, Lincoin E., of Stanford University,
elected to NAS Institute of Medicine
Autumn, 5

Mountcastle, Vernon B., of Johns Hopkins
University School of Medicine, elected to
NAS Institute of Medicine Autumn, 5

Mueller, Erwin W., of Pennsylvania State
University, elected to National Academy of
Sciences Apr, 3; elected to National Acad-
emy of Engineering-Apr, 7

Mumford, David B., of Harvard University,
elected to National Academy of Sciences-
Apr, 3

Murphy, Franklin D., of Times-Mirror Corp.,
elected to NAS Institute of Medicine-
Autumn, 5

Murray, Robert F., Jr., of Howard University
College of Medicine, elected to NAS Insti-
tute of Medicine-Autumn, 5

News Report

MYE-PEN

Myers, Jack E., of University of Texas, Austin,
elected to National Academy of Sciences-
Apr, 3

ational Academy of Engineering, U.S.:
plans for 1975 annual meeting April 23-24
explored-Feb, 1-2; C. D. Perkins was
elected NAE president for remaining three
years of term vacated by R. C. Seamans, Jr.;
named to NAE Council were R. H. Cannon,
Jr., and R. G. Folsom, and re-elected were
W. K. Davis and W. D. Lewis Apr, 1; 86
US. scientists were honored by election to
NAE membership Apr, 6-8 (list of names
and NAE citations); 1975 Founders Medal
was presented to J. B. Fisk, Fourth Vladimir
K. Zworykin Award to J. S. Kilby Apr, 8;
see also Evaluating Integrated Utility Sys-
tems; "Policy on Public Access to Informa-
tion Concerning Studies Conducted Under
the Auspices of the National Academy of
Sciences"

National Academy of Sciences, U.S.: plans for
1975 annual meeting April 21-23 explored-
Feb, 1-2; P. Handler elected to second six-
year term as NAS president; changes since
he took office discussed-Feb, 1-2; at 1975
annual meeting, D. R. Goddard was elected
NAS home secretary (succeeding A. V.
Astin); named to NAS Council were N.
Bloembergen, B. Crawford, Jr., I. C.
Gunsalus, F. Press (succeeding L. M.
Branscomb, P. Cloud, H. Eagle, F. H. West-
heimer) Apr, 1; 84 scientists were elected
to NAS membership, and 12 named as for-
eign associates Apr, 2-3, 8; B. M. Alberts,
J. M. Beckers, G. M. Clemence, S. Jablon,
D. H. Matthews, J. T. Middleton, F. J. Vine,J.T. Wilson, L. Woltjer were honored with
awards Apr, 3; Council issued "Policy on
Public Access to Information Concerning
Studies Conducted Under the Auspices of
the National Academy of Sciences"-May, 1

National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion, U.S.: see Environmental Impact of
Stratospheric Flight: Biological and Climatic
Effects of Aircraft Emissions in the Strato-
sphere; Opportunities and Choices in Space
Science, 1974

National Board on Graduate Education: see
Graduate School Adjustments to the "New
Depression" in Higher Education

National Research Council, National Academy
of Sciences: new Articles of Organization
provide for assemblies and commissions,
with Governing Board members drawn from
NAS Council, NAE Council, and IOM
members Feb, 1-2; see also "Policy on
Public Access to Information Concerning

Studies Conducted Under the Auspices of
the National Academy of Sciences"

National Science Foundation: special sym-
posium in recognition of 25th anniversary
of NSF scheduled for NAS annual meeting
April 21, 1975-Feb, 1; see also Science
and Public Policy, NAS Committee on;
Population and Food: Crucial Issues

National Statistics, NRC Committee on: see
Measurement of Energy Consumption: Data
Needs and Methodologies, NRC Com-
mittee on

Natural Resources, NRC Commission on, of
the National Academy of Sciences and
National Academy of Engineering: see Air
Quality and Stationary Source Emission
Control

Nelson, Alan R., of Memorial Medical Center,
Salt Lake City, elected to NAS Institute of
Medicine Autumn, 5

News Report: schedule and format changes
described-Autumn, 1

Nickel (Medical and Biologic Effects of Envi-
ronmental Pollutants), NRC Committee on
Medical and Biologic Effects of Environ-
mental Pollutants, panel report reviews
literature on effects of environmental nickel
and concludes that natural concentration in
waters, soils, and foods do not constitute
a biologic threat but increased amounts in
the biosphere "should be viewed with
caution"; recommendations include stan-
dardized monitoring of atmospheric nickel,
protective measures and health monitoring
in occupational exposure situations, epidemi-
ologic studies, and nickel toxicology
studies Mar, 1

Nier, Alfred O. C., of University of Minne-
sota, chaired NRC Committee to Study
the Long-Term Worldwide Effects of Mul-
tiple Nuclear-Weapons Detonations re-
porting on Long-Term Worldwide Effects
of Multiple Nuclear-Weapons Detonations
Autumn, 6, 7

Nisbet, Ian C. T., of Massachusetts Audubon
Society, chairs NRC Coordinating Com-
mittee on Scientific and Technical Assess-
ments of Environmental Pollutants organized
to study adequacy of information on pollut-
ants Autumn, 2

Nutrition and Fertility Interrelationships:
Implications for Policy and Action, Sub-
committee on Nutrition and Fertility, NRC
Food and Nutrition Board's Committee on
International Nutrition Programs, workshop
report urges integration of nutrition and
family-planning services to break cycle of
malnutrition, ill health, and uncontrolled
fertility confronting assistance agencies.
Report recommends worldwide program
sponsoring education on human lactation to

encourage breast-feeding; policies promoting
better nutrition for young females that aim
to postpone child-bearing; cautious joining
or parallel delivery of nutrition and family-
planning services with less specialization of
field workers; and adaptation of social
services to requirements of rapidly urbaniz-
ing areas in poorer countries Apr, 1, 4-5

O,... Alex G., of University of Utah,
elected to National Academy of Engineer-
ing Apr, 7

Ocean Affairs Board, National Research Coun-
cil: see Assessing Potential Ocean Pollutants;
Biological Oceanography Some Critical
Issues, Problems, and Recommendations;
Petroleum in the Marine Environment

oceans: see Assessing Potential Ocean Pollu-
tants; Biological Oceanography: Some
Critical Issues, Problems, and Recommenda-
tions; Marine Scientific Research and the
Third Law of the Sea Conference; Petroleum
in the Marine Environment

Ocean Science Committee, NRC Ocean Affairs
Board: see Biological Oceanography Some
Critical Issues, Problems, and Recommenda-
tions

O'Neill, Russell R., of University of California,
Los Angeles, elected to National Academy
of Engineering Apr, 7

Opik, Ernst J., of Armagh Observatory,
Northern Ireland, elected NAS foreign
associate Apr, 8

Opportunities and Choices in Space Science,
1974, NRC Space Science Board, report
recommends priorities for new project
starts by Office of Space Science of U.S.
National Aeronautics and Space Admin-
istration, urging Fiscal 1976 start for the
Large Space Telescope as part of a well-
balanced space-astronomy program to in-
clude high-energy, infrared, and solar
astronomy; board reiterated support for
High-Energy Astronomy Observatories
A, B, C, Pioneer Venus, and Mariner
Jupiter Saturn-Jan, 1

Osterberg, Jorj O., of Northwestern Univer-
sity, elected to National Academy of Engi-
neering-Apr, 7

P. Joseph A., of University of California,
Berkeley, elected to National Academy of
Engineering Apr, 7

Penzias, Arno A., of Bell Laboratories, Inc.,
elected to National Academy of Sciences
Apr, 3
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Perkins, Courtland D., of Princeton Univer-
sity's School of Engineering and Applied
Science, elected NAE president (who also
serves as NRC vice chairman) for remain-
ing three years of term vacated by R. C.
Seamans, Jr.; to succeed R. H. Cannon, Jr.,
as chairman of NRC Assembly of Engi-
neering July 1 Apr, 1

Petroleum in the Marine Environment, NRC
Ocean Affairs Board, report of 1973 Work-
shop on Inputs, Fates, and the Effects of
Petroleum in the Marine Environment
reviews the state of knowledge of effects of
petroleum in the ocean and urges continued
efforts for international control of inputs
and for research to reduce our current level
of uncertainty as to widespread environ-
mental impact. Excerpts from report de-
scribe need for more information on rates
of sedimentation and coastal deposit of
petroleum residue, rates of biodegradation,
effects on marine life and sea birds, possible
effects on human health, and efficacy of
clean-up techniques Jan, 2-3

Petrone, Rocco A., of National Aeronautics
and Space Administration, elected to Na-
tional Academy of Engineering Apr, 7

Platt, Joseph B., Harvey Mudd College presi-
dent, scheduled to speak at symposium in
recognition of National Science Founda-
tion's 25th anniversary at NAS annual
meeting April 21, 1975 Feb, 2

"Policy on Public Access to Information
Concerning Studies Conducted Under the
Auspices of the National Academy of Sci-
ences," policy statement issued by NAS
Council and endorsed by councils of Na-
tional Academy of Engineering and NAS
Institute of Medicine declares studies by the
Academy and its associated institutions
"should be conducted under conditions of
openness so that the public may be aware
of the procedures and information utilized";
statement calls upon Governing Board of
the National Research Council to adopt
public-access guidelines consistent with this
policy May, 1; text of the policy-
May, 1, 3

population: see Legalized Abortion and the
Public Health; Nutrition and Fertility Inter-
relationships: Implications for Policy and
Action; Population and Food Crucial
Issues; see also food resources; social
problems

Population and Food Crucial Issues, NRC
Committee on World Food, Health and
Population, study funded jointly by the
Academy and the National Science Foun-
dation is first in two-part response to 1974
task group request for NAS action on inter-
related problems of world food, health, and

population. Report concludes that food
supply problems are manageable for the
next five or ten years but alarming there-
after unless population growth-rate declines.
Needed are a worldwide food distribution
system responsive to regional disasters;
major expansion of agricultural science and
technology to produce adequate food sup-
plies and reserves; establishment of national
goals for food production and stabilizing
population, with developed nations helping
less developed nations towards the essential
goal of food self-sufficiency Autumn, 4-5;
second phase of NRC's efforts to under-
stand the overall problem is a more com-
prehensive study taking its direction from
1974 Presidential request that the Academy
design a program to mobilize U.S. resources
to improve world food and nutrition-
Autumn, 4

Potter, Van Rensselaer, of University of Wis-
consin, Madison, elected to National Acad-
emy of Sciences-Apr, 3

President's Science Advisory Committee Panel
on the World Food Supply: findings of 1967
report cited-Autumn, 4

Press, Frank, of Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, elected to three-year term on
NAS Council Apr, 1

Price, Paul B., Jr., of University of California,
Berkeley, elected to National Academy of
Sciences-Apr, 3

Products from Jojoba: A Promising New Crop
for Arid Lands, NRC Committee on Jojoba
Utilization, scientific and technical assess-
ment of practical uses of jojoba oil (based
on results of tests initiated by Indian Divi-
sion of U.S. Office of Economic Opportunity)
finds jojoba has extensive commercial possi-
bilities as a substitute for existing oils and
waxes such as sperm oil, carnauba wax,
beeswax, and spermaceti. Committee believes
jojoba can be exploited to economic benefit
in poverty-beset North American desert areas
where it grows wild as well as in other arid
lands, and recommends expanding jojoba
programs (now sponsored by U.S. Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare)
to give Arizona and Southern California
Indians jojoba-based industries. "The future
of jojoba lies in developing it into a
cultivated crop"-May, 2-3

Protecting Individual Privacy in Evaluation
Research, NRC Committee on Federal
Agency Evaluation Research, report con-
siders issues of conduct and use of social
research following U.S. Office of Economic
Opportunity request for advice on ways of
reconciling conflicting desiderata of privacy
protection and government accountability in
the use of tax dollars. Committee concluded

fuller public debate is needed to formulate
definitive procedures that ensure both
individual privacy protection and adequate
social research data; recommended are
strong guidelines providing physical protec-
tion of data from "unauthorized misuse,"
and guarantees providing legal protection
against "official misuse" Autumn, 3

Public Access to Information Concerning
Studies Conducted Under the Auspices of
the National Academy of Sciences, Policy
on: see "Policy on Public Access to Infor-
mation Concerning Studies Conducted
Under the Auspices of the National Academy
of Sciences"

Public Engineering Policy, NRC Committee
on: see Air Quality and Stationary Source
Emission Control

uate, Calvin F., of Stanford Univer-
sity, elected to National Academy of
Sciences Apr, 3

R..... Roy, of University of California,
Berkeley, elected to National Academy of
Sciences-Apr, 3

Rapid Population Growth: Consequences and
Policy Implications, 1971 NAS study com-
mittee report, cited Autumn, 4

Rees, Martin, Plumian professor at University
of Cambridge, scheduled to present Robert-
son Memorial Lecture at NAS annual
meeting April 21, 1975 Feb, 1

Reese, Lymon C., of University of Texas,
Austin, elected to National Academy of
Engineering Apr, 7

Reichl, Eric H., of Conoco Coal Development
Co., elected to National Academy of
Engineering Apr, 7

resources: see Air Quality and Stationary
Source Emission Control; Evaluating Inte-
grated Utility Systems; Mineral Resources
and the Environment

Ringwood, Alfred E., of Australian National
University, Canberra, elected NAS foreign
associate Apr, 8

Robertson, Leslie E., of Skilling, Helle, Chris:
tiansen, Robertson, elected to National
Academy of Engineering-Apr, 7

Robinson, Sir Robert, NAS foreign associate,
died February 8, 1975-Feb, 3

Rockefeller Foundation: see Arid Lands of
Sub-Saharan Africa

Rohsenow, Warren M., of Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, elected to National
Academy of Engineering Apr, 7

10 News Report

ROS-STI

Rose, Albert, of RCA Laboratories' David
Sarnoff Research Center, elected to National
Academy of Engineering Apr, 7

Rowe, Wallace P., of National Institute of
Allergy and Infectious Diseases, elected to
National Academy of Sciences Apr, 3

Ryle, Sir Martin, of Mullard Radio Astron-
omy Observatory, University of Cambridge,
England, elected NAS foreign associate-
Apr, 8

S chneiderman, Howard A., of University
of California at Irvine, elected to National
Academy of Sciences-Apr, 3

Schuck, Peter H., of Consumers Union,
quoted from NAS Institute of Medicine
conference report Ethics of Health Care
Jan, 5

Schwan, Herman P., of University of Pennsyl-
vania, elected to National Academy of
Engineering Apr, 7

Schwartz, Melvin, of Stanford University,
elected to National Academy of Sciences-
Apr, 3

Schwartzwalder, Karl, NAE member, died
May 2, 1975 Autumn, 3

Science and Public Policy, NAS Committee on:
study funded by National Science Foundation
Office of Planning and Resources Manage-
ment is underway to consider the process of
government decision behind the distribution
of research funds and the efficacy of the
peer-review system Autumn, 1-2; see also
Employment Problems in Astronomy

Science and Technology for International
Development, NRC Board on: see Arid
Lands of Sub-Saharan Africa; The Winged
Bean: A High-Protein Crop for the Tropics

Scientific and Technical Assessments of Envi-
ronmental Pollutants, NRC Coordinating
Committee on: organized to help Environ-
mental Protection Agency provide informa-
tion on environmental pollutants that may
Tequire regulation, committee will look at
adequacy of information on origins, move-
ment, fates, effects, and control of air, land,
and water pollutants to determine basis for
regulatory decisions and research needs-
Autumn, 2

Scientific Committee on Oceanic Research, of
the International Council of Scientific Unions,
NAS-NRC U.S. National Committee for:
see Marine Scientific Research and the Third
Law of the Sea Conference

Scott, W. Richard, of Stanford University,
elected to NAS Institute of Medicine
Autumn, 5

Seamans, Robert C., Jr., resigned NAE presi-
dency (succeeded by C. D. Perkins) to

become administrator of U.S. Energy
Research and Development Administration
Apr, I

Shannon, Iris R., of Rush University College of
Nursing, elected to NAS Institute of Medi-
cine Autumn, 5

Shires, G. Tom, of University of Washington
School of Medicine, elected to NAS Institute
of Medicine Autumn, 5

Shoupp, William E., acting NAE president
since December 1975, continues as vice
president of NAE following C. D. Perkins'
election as president Apr, 1

Shull, Clifford G., of Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, elected to National Academy
of Sciences Apr, 3

Siekevitz, Philip, of Rockefeller University,
elected to National Academy of Sciences-
Apr, 3

Simmons, Howard E., Jr., of E. I. du Pont de
Nemours & Co., Inc., and University of
Delaware, elected to National Academy of
Sciences-Apr, 3

Sinfelt, JJohn H., of Exxon Research and Engi-
neering Co., elected to National Academy of
Engineering Apr, 7

Sinkford, Jeanne C., of Howard University
College of Dentistry, elected to NAS Institute
of Medicine Autumn, 5

Skinner, Brian J., of Yale University, chaired
NRC Committee on Mineral Resources and
the Environment reporting on Mineral Re-
sources and the Environment Feb, 4

Smith, Joe M., of University of California,
Davis, elected to National Academy of
Engineering-Apr, 7

Smith, Robert L.. of University of Kansas,
elected to National Academy of Engineering
Apr, 7

social problems: see Agricultural Production
Efficiency; Controls on Health Care; Ethics
of Health Care; Graduate School Adjust-
ments to the "New Depression" in Higher
Education; Legalized Abortion and the Pub-
lic Health; Long-Term Worldwide Effects of
Multiple NNuclear-Weapons Detonations;
Nutrition and Fertility Interrelationships:
Implications for Policy and Action; Popula-
tion and Food Crucial Issues; Products from
Jojoba: A Promising New Crop for Arid
Lands; Protecting Individual Privacy in
Evaluation Research; Toward an Under-
standing of Metropolitan America; see also
food resources; population

Social Science Panel on the Significance of
Community in the Metropolitan Environ-
ment, National Research Council: see
Toward an Understanding of Metropolitan
America

Sokolov, Eugene Nikolaievich, of Moscow M.
V. Lomonosov State University, U.S.S.R.,

elected NAS foreign associate Apr, 8
Solar Energy Research Institute Committee,
National Research Council: addresses ques-
tions related to setting up and running the
governmental Solar Energy Research Insti-
tute mandated by the Solar Energy Research,
Development, and Demonstration Act of
1974. As requested by U.S. Energy Research
and Development Administration, committee
is considering such issues as the institute's
role and mission; scope of research; man-
agement structure and relationship to
ERDA; interactions with universities, indus-
try, ERDA National Laboratories, and other
government organizations; location of the
center or centers; and responsiveness to
changing national needs May, 3

Solomon, David H., of University of California
School of Medicine, Los Angeles, elected to
NAS Institute of Medicine Autumn, 5

Souders, Mott, NAE member, died December
11,1974 Jan, 3

space: see Atmospheric Chemistry, NRC Panel
on; Opportunities and Choices in Space
Science, 1974

Space Science Board, National Research Coun-
cil: see Opportunities and Choices in Space
Science, 1974

Spicer, Edward H., of University of Arizona,
elected to National Academy of Sciences-
Apr, 3

Spivak, Jonathan, health-affairs reporter for
Wall Street Journal, served as rapporteur
at 1974 NAS Institute of Medicine Confer-
ence; his observations on 'Imposing Better
Methods of Cost Control on the Health
Industry' reprinted from conference pro-
ceedings Controls on Health Care May,
6-7; elected to NAS Institute of Medicine-
Autumn, 5

SST: see Environmental Impact of Strato-
spheric Flight: Biological and Climatic
Effects of Aircraft Emissions in the Strato-
Sphere

Stein, Charles M., of Stanford University,
elected to National Academy of Sciences-
Apr, 3

Steiner, Donald F., of University of Chicago,
elected to National Academy of Sciences-
Apr, 3

Sternberg, Eli, of California Institute of Tech-
nology, elected to National Academy of
Engineering Apr, 7

Stever, H. Guyford, National Science Founda-
tion director, scheduled to speak at special
NAS symposium in recognition of NSF's
25th anniversary at NAS annual meeting
April 21, 1975 Feb, 2

Stigler, George J., of University of Chicago,
elected to National Academy of Sciences
Apr, 3

1975 Index Il
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Straus, Robert, of University of Kentucky Col-
lege of Medicine, elected to NAS Institute
of Medicine-Autumn, 5

Streisinger, George, of University of Oregon,
elected to National Academy of Sciences
Apr, 3

Strominger, Jack L., of Harvard University
Biological Laboratories and Sidney Farber
Cancer Center, elected to NAS Institute of
Medicine Autumn, 5

Sullivan, Louis W., of Boston University School
of Medicine, elected to NAS Institute of
Medicine Autumn, 5

Swanson, August G., of Association of Ameri-
can Medical Colleges, elected to NAS Insti-
tute of Medicine Autumn, 5

amm, Igor, of Rockefeller University,
elected to National Academy of Sciences-
Apr, 3

Teuber, Hans-Lukas, of Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, elected to NAS Institute of
Medicine Autumn, 5

Thon, J. George, of Bechtel Corp., elected to
National Academy of Engineering Apr, 7

Tien, Ping King, of Bell Laboratories, Inc.,
elected to National Academy of Engineering
Apr, 7

Timmerhaus, Klaus D., of University of Colo-
rado, elected to National Academy of Engi-
neering-Apr, 7

Toward an Understanding of Metropolitan
America, NRC Social Science Panel on the
Significance of Community in the Metro-
politan Environment, report of changingUS. living patterns finds "community" more
synonymous with "interest group" than with
"neighborhood," and describes metropolitan
areas as multicentered urban regions where
social, fiscal, and public-service advantages
are distributed inequitably. Panel concluded
that traditional neighborhood, or micro-
community, has become relatively less sig-
nificant as a locus of interaction and a force
in personality formation, surviving mainly
as an institution of control over the imme-
diate physical or public-service environment.
Report finds costs and benefits of metropoli-
tan expansion unevenly distributed, with dis-
persal of employment opportunities and
activities in tandem with suburbanization of
housing leading to increased segregation of
blacks; present structure of government
makes it more difficult to match needs and
resources. While recent energy shortage may
reverse the trend toward expansion, capacity
to deal with urban inequities requires appre-
ciation of interdependence and potential
common interests among metropolitan people

and their leaders May, 1, 4-5; excerpts
from report discuss diversity of urban social
structure, types of social interaction, and
urban crime-May, 5

Townsend, John W., Jr., of National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration, elected to
National Academy of Engineering Apr, 7

Transportation, U.S. Department of: see Envi-
ronmental Impact of Stratospheric Flight:
Biological and Climatic Effects of Aircraft
Emissions in the Stratosphere

U... Nations Law of the Sea Confer-
ence: see Marine Scientific Research and the
Third Law of the Sea Conference

United States Government: see names of indi-
vidual agencies

U.S. Senate Committee on Public Works: see
Air Quality and Stationary Source Emission
Control

urban living: see Toward an Understanding of
Metropolitan America

ine, Fred J., of University of East Anglia,
received, with D. H. Matthews, Arthur L.
Day Prize and Lectureship at NAS annual
meeting-Apr, 3

atson, C. Gordon, of American Dental
Association, elected to NAS Institute of
Medicine Autumn, 5

weapons: see Long-Term Worldwide Effects of
Multiple NNuclear-Weapons Detonations

Weber, Gregorio, of University of Illinois,
Urbana-Champaign, elected to National
Academy of Sciences-Apr, 3

Wegman, Myron E., of University of Michigan,
chairs NRC Committee on Implications of
Declining Pediatric Hospitalization Rates-
Autumn, 2

Weinberg, Alvin M., of Oak Ridge Institute
for Energy Analysis, elected to National
Academy of Engineering Apr, 8

Wenzel, James G., of Lockheed Missiles &
Space Co, Inc., elected to National Academy
of Engineering Apr, 8

Wessenauer, G. O., of Tennessee Valley Au-
thority, chaired NAE Integrated Utility Sys-
tems Board reporting on Evaluating Inte-
grated Utility Systems-Feb, 2

Westergaard, Mogens C. W., NAS foreign as-
sociate, died June 8, 1975--Autumn, 3

Westheimer, Frank H., to end term on NAS
Council-Apr, 1

Wheatley, John C., of Revelle College, Uni-
versity of California, elected to National
Academy of Sciences Apr, 3

White, David C., of Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, elected to National Academy of
Engineering Apr, 8

White, Harrison C., of Harvard University,
elected to National Academy of Sciences
Apr, 3

Whitman, Robert V., of Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, elected to National Academy
of Engineering-Apr, 8

Whittaker, Robert H., of Cornell University,
elected to National Academy of Sciences-
Apr, 3

Wiegel, Robert L., of University of California,
Berkeley, elected to National Academy of
Engineering Apr, 8

Wilke, Charles R., of University of California,
Berkeley, elected to National Academy of
Engineering Apr, 8

Wilkinson, Geoffrey, of University of London,
England, elected NAS foreign associate-
Apr, 8

Willenbrock, F. Karl, of National Bureau of
Standards, elected to National Academy of
Engineering-Apr, 8

Wilson, E. Bright, of Harvard University,
chaired steering committee of NRC Ocean
Affairs Board reporting on Petroleum in the
Marine Environment following a 1973 work-
shop Jan, 2

Wilson, J. Tuzo, of Ontario Science Center,
received John J. Carty Medai at NAS annual
meeting-Apr, 3

Wilson, Kenneth G., of Cornell University,
elected to National Academy of Sciences-
Apr, 3

The Winged Bean A High-Protein Crop for
the Tropics, NRC Board on Science and
Technology for International Development,
panel report focuses on indigenous tropical
legume Psophocarpus tetragonolobus and
its possibilities for cultivation in areas where
protein malnutrition is common-Autumn, 4

Woltjer, Lodewijk, of European Southern Ob-
servatory, received Benjamin Apthorp Gould
Prize at NAS annual meeting Apr, 3

Woodson, Herbert H., of University of Texas,
Austin, elected to National Academy of
Engineering Apr, 8

World Data Centers: see An Assessment of the
Impact of World Data Centers on Geophysics

World Food, Health and Population, NRC
Committee on: see Population and Food:
Crucial Issues

alow, Rosalyn S., of Mount Sinai School
of Medicine, City University of New York,
and Veterans Administration Hospital,
Bronx, elected to National Academy of
Sciences Apr, 3

12 News Report

*Documents marked with an asterisk (*) are available from the
Printing & Publishing Office, National Academy of Sciences
2101 Constitution Avenue N.W., Washington, D.C. 20418.
Other documents are available from other sources as noted. For
Transportation Research Board documents, write to the Trans-
portation Research Board, National Research Council, 2101
Constitution Avenue N NW, Washington DC 20418 For NTIS
documents, write 10 the Nanonal Technical Information Service,
Springfield, Va. 22161. Prices are subject to change.

Compensation Formula for Hearing Loss. Report of Working
Group 77-Compensation Formula for Hearing Loss; Com-
mittee on Hearing, Bioacoustics, and Biomechanics: Assem-
bly of Behavioral and Social Sciences, National Research
Council (Committee on Hearing, Bioacoustics, and Biome-
chanics, March 1975: 7 pp.; available from NTIS; AD/A-
014 487; $3.25 paper, $2.25 microfiche).

*Conference on Electrical Insulation and Dielectric Phe-
nomena: 1974 Annual Report. Prepared by the Conference
on Electrical Insulation and Dielectric Phenomena; Com-
mission on Sociotechnical Systems, National Research Coun-
cil (National Academy of Sciences, 1975; 706 pp.; ISBN
0-309-02416-1; $25.00).

Engineering Aspects of the Tornadoes of April 3-4, 1974. Pre-
pared by Kishor C. Mehta, es al. for the Committee on Na-
tural Disasters; Commission on Sociotechnical Systems, Na-
tional Research Council (Committee on Natural Disasters,
1975; 110 pp.; limited number of copies available from the
committee).

Incendiarism: An Overview and an Appraisal. Report on a
Conference on Arson and Incendiarism, July 29-30, 1975,
Washington, D.C. Committee on Fire Research; Commis-
sion on Sociotechnical Systems, National Research Council
(Committee on Fire Research, 1975: 14 pp.; available from
the committee).

Mechanical Rope and Cable (NMAB-306). Report of the Ad
Hoc Committee on Mechanical Rope and Cable; National
Materials Advisory Board; Commission on Sociotechnical
Systems, National Research Council (National Materials Ad-
visory Board, 1975: 105 pp.; available from NTIS; AD/A-
013 345; $5.25 paper, $2.25 microfiche).

Noise and Children: A Review of Literature. Prepared by John
H. Mills for Working Group 76, of the Committee on Hear-
ing, Bioacoustics, and Biomechanics; Assembly of Behavioral
and Social Sciences, National Research Council. Journal of
the Acoustical Society of America, October 1975; reprints
available from the committee.

Opportunities for Permafrost-Related Research Associated with
the Trans-Alaska Pipeline System. Report of a workshop,
March 19-22, 1975, Scottsdale, Az., Committee on Perma-
frost, Polar Research Board; Assembly of Mathematical and
Physical Sciences, National Research Council (Polar Re-
search Board, 1975; 37 pp.; available from the board).

*Problems of Drug Dependence: 1975. Proceedings of the
Thirty-Seventh Annual Scientific Meeting, Committee on
Problems of Drug Dependence; Division of Medical Sci-
ences, Assembly of Life Sciences, National Research Coun-
cil, Washington, D.C., May 19-21, 1975 (National Academy
of Sciences, 1975; 1212 pp.: ISBN 0-309-02417-X; $22.50).

Proceedings of a Symposium on Viral Hepatitis, National Acad-
emy of Sciences, Washington, D.C., March 17-19, 1975.
Committee on Viral Hepatitis; Assembly of Life Sciences,
National Research Council. American Journal of the Med-
ical Sciences, July-August and September-October 1975;
limited number of copies available from the committee.

Report of the Ad Hoc Panel on Forecasting Coal Technology.
Ad Hoc Panel on Forecasting Coal Technology, Committee
on Mineral Resources and the Environment; Commission on
Natural Resources, National Research Council (Ad Hoc
Panel on Forecasting Coal Technology, November 1, 1975;
27 pp.; available from the Committee on Mineral Resources
and the Environment).

*Second Supplement to the Food Chemicals Codex, Second
Edition (Second Supplement to F.C.C. [Food Chemicals
Codex] ID. Subcommittee on Codex Specifications, Com-
mittee on Food Protection; Food and Nutrition Board; Divi-

New Publications*
sion of Biological Sciences Assembly of Life Sciences, Na-
tional Research Council (National Academy of Sciences,
1975; 44 pp.).

Visual Elements in Flight Simulation. Report of Working
Group 34 of the Committee on Vision; Assembly of Be-
havioral and Social Sciences, National Research Council
(Committee on Vision, 1975; 70 pp.; limited number of
copies available from the committee).

*World Food and Nutrition Study: Enhancement of Food
Production for the United States. Board on Agriculture and
Renewable Resources: Commission on Natural Resources,
National Research Council; prepared for the National Re-
search Council Study on World Food and Nutrition (Na-
tional Academy of Sciences, 1975; 187 pp.: ISBN 0-309-
02435-8; $6.00).

*World Food and Nutrition Study: Interim Report and Rec-
ommended Actions on Nutrition Research and Development.
World Food and Nutrition Study: Interim Report, by the
Steering Committee for the NRC [National Research Council1
Study on World Food and Nutrition; Commission on Inter-
national Relations, National Research Council; Recom-
mended Actions on Nutrition Research and Development,
report to the Steering Committee for the NRC Study on
World Food and Nutrition. by the Food and Nutrition
Board: Assembly of Life Sciences, National Research Coun-
cil (National Academy of Sciences, 1975; 104 pp.; ISBN
0-309-02436; $5.50).
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TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH BOARD
Bituminous Emulsions for Highway Pavements (National Co-

operative Highway Research Program Synthesis of Highway
Practice 30). Transportation Research Board: Commission
on Sociotechnical Systems, National Research Council
(Transportation Research Board, 1975; 76 pp.; ISBN 0-309-
02337-8; $4.80).

Corrosion, Concrete, Quality Control, and Paint Beads (Trans-
portation Research Record 539). Transportation Research
Board; Commission on Sociotechnical Systems, National
Research Council (Transportation Research Board, 1975;
112 pp.; ISBN 0-309-02390-4; $4.80).

Effect of Roadway Geometrics on Traffic Operations (Trans-
portation Research Record 541). Transportation Research
Board: Commission on Sociotechnical Systems, National
Research Council (Transportation Research Board, 1975;
55 pp.: ISBN 0-309-02394-7; $2.60).

Frost, Moisture, and Erosion (Transportation Research Rec-
ord 532). Transportation Research Board; Commission on
Sociotechnical Systems, National Research Council (Trans-
portation Research Board, 1975; 105 pp.; ISBN 0-309-
02380-7; $4.60).

Motorist and Transit-User Services (Transportation Research
Record 536). Transportation Research Board; Commission
on Sociotechnical Systems, National Research Council
(Transportation Research Board, 1975; 48 pp.; ISBN 0-309-
02387-4; $2.40).

Pavement and Soil Characteristics (Transportation Research
Record 537). Transportation Research Board; Commission
on Sociotechnical Systems, National Research Council
(Transportation Research Board, 1975; 81 pp.; ISBN 0-309-
02388-2; $3.80).

Polymer Concrete (Transportation Research Record 542).
Transportation Research Board: Commission on Sociotech-
nical Systems, National Research Council (Transportation
Research Board, 1975; 66 pp.; ISBN 0-309-02395-5; $3.20).

Treatment of Soft Foundations for Highway Embankments
(National Cooperative Highway Research Program Synthesis
of Highway Practice 29). Transportation Research Board;
Commission on Sociotechnical Systems, National Research
Council (Transportation Research Board, 1975; 25 pp.;
ISBN 0-309-02334-3; $3.20).

Urban Accident Patterns (Transportation Research Record
540). Transportation Research Board; Commission on Socio-
technical Systems, National Research Council (Transporta-
tion Research Board, 1975; 56 pp.; ISBN 0-309-02393-9;
$2.60).

:
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NATIONAL ACADEMY OF ENGINEERING
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NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL
2101 Constitution Avenue N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20418
RETURN POSTAGE GUARANTEED

Feb. 12, 1976 National Academy of Sciences,
2 p.m. Washington, D.C.

Mar. 3-5, 1976 National Academy of Sciences,
8:30 a.m. Washington, D.C.

Mar. 15-17, 1976 Sheraton-Park Hotel,
9 a.m. Washington, D.C.

Mar 16, 1976 National Academy of Sciences,
am. Washington, D.C.

Mar. 26, 1976 National Academy of Sciences,
9 a.m. Washington, D.C.

Aug. 30-Sept.2 Rome, Italy
1976

Meetings, Special Announcements

110120230
MR KENNETH H GLSEN
PRESIDENTDIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP
MAYNARD MA 01754

SEconD Crass Postace Paw
AT WASHINGTON, D.C.

NROOOO 75

The following schedule lists public meetings and includes other special announcements of units of the National Academy of Sci-
ences, National Academy of Engineering, Institute of Medicine, and National Research Council. The schedule is prepared early,
and details are subject to change and should be checked directly with project offices as noted below. Any written submission
should be sent directly to the listed unit at 2101 Constitution Avenue N.W., Washington, D.C. 20418.

Steering Committee for the World Food and Nutrition Study, Commission on
International Relations; study in response to President Ford's request for
recommendations to apply U.S. research and development to alleviate world
hunger and malnutrition; committee invites written statements by Jan. 29 as
well as comments from the floor. For further information: B. B. West,
202/389-6855.

Symposium on Statistics and the Environment, Committee on National Statis-
tics and the Committee on Toxicology, in cooperation with the American
Statistical Association and the American Society for Quality Control; meet-
ing to promote interaction among statisticians, toxicologists, epidemiolo-
gists, and others in planning, conduct, and interpretation of environmental
observations. $30 registration fee. For further information: M. L. Straf,
202/389-6997.

Sixth International Conference on Demand-Responsive Transit and Other
Paratransit Services, Transportation Research Board; conference to provide
information on existing demand-responsive transportation systems, means to
initiate such services, and problem areas. For further information: M.
Damon, 202/389-6335.

Academy Forum: Frontier Expansion or Inward Development, one of a Series
of Forums in a Bicentennial Context. For further information: R. R. White,
202/389-6305.

Safe Drinking Water Committee, Commission on Natural Resources; meeting
to inform public of the progress of various subcommittees studying health
effects of drinking-water contaminants. For further information: R. House-
wright, 202/389-6747.

VII International Congress on Photobiology. Applications for travel grants
should be sent by March 15 to the U.S. National Committee for Photo-
biology, National Academy of Sciences, 2101 Constitution Ave. N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20418. For further information and application forms:
H. E. Sheppard, 202/389-6437.

Late Notices

Feb. 3, 1976 San Francisco, Ca.

Feb. 5, 1976 Denver, Co.

Feb. 9-10, 1976 National Academy of Sciences,
9 am Washington, D.C.

Feb. 17, 1976
9 a.m.

National Academy of Sciences,
Washington, D.C.

Committee on Nuclear and Alternative Energy Systems, Assembly of Engineer-
ing; hearings to receive views on plan for and issues to be addressed by
committee's study of current and likely states of energy technologies
through year 2010, policy choices and likely consequences of each, and
uncertainties regarding consequences, as well as energy demand, health
and economic implications, and environmental considerations. For fur-
ther information: M. H. Naftalin, 202/389-6243.

Board on Engineering Manpower and Education Policy, Assembly of Engineer-
ing; Conference on Modeling and Simulation in Engineering Manpower
Studies. For further information: J. P. Moore, 202/389-6675.

Committee on Public Information in the Prevention of Occupational Cancer,
Assembly of Life Sciences; meeting to receive views on character of pro-
gram to be established--by Occupational Safety and Health Administration
~-to provide employers and employees with information on risks of cancer
associated with particular forms of employment
be taken to reduce those risks. For further in'ormation: H. S. Parker,
202/389-6393.

WLU ULL Measures that may

News Report4



THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY . BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21218

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL RELATIONS

21 September 1971

Dr. E. E. David, Jr.President's Science Advisor
Executive Office of the President
Washington, D.C. 20506

Dear Ed:
I am writing about two things: new members and new

technology.
1. Possible new members that are neither social scientists nor
physical scientists, but have a foot in both camps:

W. Allen Wallis, statistician, past chairman of statistics
department at Chicago, present president of the University
of Rochester.
Frederick Mosteller, statistician, Harvard University.
David Blackwell, statistician, Berkeley. (Blackwell is a
Negro.)
Is John Tukey eliminated by his own choice?

John Kemeny, mathematician, president of Dartmouth.

Leo Goodman, statistician, University of Chicago.

2. Possible new social science members:

Otis Dudley Duncan, sociologist, University of Michigan,
work in occupational mobility, quantitative research methods.

Nathan Keyfitz, demographer, Berkeley (may be a Canadian
citizen).
George A. Miller, psychologist, Rockefeller University.

Ernest Hilgard, psychologist, Stanford.

Patrick Suppes, philosopher, psychologist, Stanford.

Paul Samuelson, economist (first Nobel prize winner in
economics), MIT.
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NS, DR. ANTHONY, b. Evanston, Dl, Nov. 21, 30; m. 56; ec. 5. ECO-
NOMICS, POLITICAL SCIENCE. R.A, Carleton Col, 52; Wilson fel, Stanford,
§2-53, Rosenberg fel, 52-53, Earhart fel, 54-55, Off. Naval Res. fel. 55-56,
M.A. & Ph.D.(econ), 56. Sr. analyst urban econ, REAL ESTATE RES. CORP,
59-60, dir. retail anal, 60-62, SR. V.PRES. URBAN PLANNING & EOON.
STUDIES, 62- Asst. prof, Chicago, 59-61. Econ. consult, Rand Corp, 63-65:
consult, City of Chicago, 64-; Econ. Develop. Admin, 65-; Dept. Housing &
Urban Develop, 66-; Nat. Adv. Cmn. Civil Disorders, 67- Mem, Nat. Cm.
Urban Probs, 66-68. U.S.N.R, 56-59, Lt.(jg). Econ. Asn. Relation of poli-tics to economic decision-making; theories of democratic decision-making
and the public interest; urban and real estate economics; urban transporta-
tion economics; economics location theory. Publ: An economic theory of
democracy; Inside bureaucracy, Little, 67; co-auth, A theory of large man-
agerial firms, J. Polit. Econ, 66. Address: 39 Brinker Rd, Barrington, Dl.
60010.

SOLOW, PROF. ROBERT M(ERTON), b. Brooklyn, N.Y, Aug. 23, 24; m. 45;
c. 3. ECONOMICS, STATISTICS. A.B, Harvard, 47, A.M, 49, Ph.D, 51; Soc.
Sci. Res. Coun. fel, Columbia, 49-50; LL.D, Chicago, 67. Asst. prof. statist,
MASS. INST. TECH, 50-54, assoc. prof, 54-58, PROF. ECON, 58- Fel, Cen-
ter Adv. Study Behav. Sci, 57-58; sr. economist, Coun. Econ. Adv, 61; Ford
Found. faculty res. fel, 63-64; Devries lectr, Rotterdam, 63; Marshall lectr,
Cambridge, 63; Wicksell lectr, Stockholm, 64; Eastman prof, Oxford, 68-69.
Econ. Asn.(John Bates Clark medal, 61); Economet. Soc.(pres, 64). Theory
of economic growth; capital and interest theory. Publ: Capital theory and
the rate of return, North Holland, 63; Nature and sources of unemployment
in the U.S, Almquist & Wiksell, 64; Neoclassical growth with fixed factor
proportions, Rev. Econ. Studies, 4/66. Address: Dept. of Economics, Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass. 02139.



NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
2101 CONSTITUTION AVENUE
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20418

September 25, 1971

Dr. Edward E. David, Jr.Science Adviser to the President
Executive Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20506

Dear Ed:
This note will serve to endorse the recommendation which

Holly Smith has submitted for Dr. James. B. Wyngaarden as
a prospective member of PSAC.

I have known Dr. Wyngaarden for a period only
slightly shorter than the acquaintanceship between
Holly Smith and Wyngaarden. I first knew him as a
postdoctoral fellow working in the laboratory of
Dr. DeWitt Stetten, (presently the director of the National
Institute of General Medical Sciences) in the Public
Health Research Institute of the City of New York and later
at the National Institutes of Health. It was I who invited
Wyngaarden to come to Duke University for a post which only
shortly thereafter I offered to Holly himself. For some
five years he served as director, at Duke, of the Medical
Sciences Research Training Program which I had created and
then was launched upon his career on the Duke medical facul-
ty.

There is no more solid citizen in the world of
medicine than Jim. He is extremely firmly grounded in the
scientific bases of medicine, is himself a sharp clinician,
an excellent teacher and extraordinarily efficient manager.
He succeeded Dr. Eugene A. Stead as chairman of the
Duke University Department of Medicine, one of the richer
plums in all of academic medicine in that the position
carries great prestige and house officers in that depart-
ment over the last twenty five years now occupy about one
quarter of all the chairs in medicine in the United States.



Dr. Edward E. David, Jr.
September 25, 1971
Page Two

Wyngaarden is an extraordinarily thorough man whowill accept appointment to a given post or task only if heis completely convinced that he can meet the require-ments thereof. He does his homework meticulously andit shows. This was particulary evident in the activitiesof the panel on medicine which was chaired by Ivan Bennett
and to which Holly himself contributed so very much.

I do believe that in the years ahead there will be
increasing reason for the membership of PSAC to include
substantial competence in the medical world and no one
individual more completely typifies the best of modernscientific medicine than does Wyngaarden.

Incidentally, Mrs. Ethel Wyngaarden is a devout,
hardworking Republican. I know nothing of Jim's personalpolitics since these have not been visible in any form.

Sincerely,

Philip Handler
President
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SCHOOL OF MEDICINE SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94122
DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE

August 9, 1971

Doctor Edward E. David, Jr.
Science Advisor to the President
The White House
Washington, D.C. 20500

Dear Ed:

I would like to bring to your attention the name of Doctor James B.
Wyngearden as a possible appointee to PSAC. I believe that his name was
brought up once in the past in this connection.

Jim Wyngaarden is Chairman of the Department of Medicine at Duke
University and formerly held the same position at the University of
Pennsylvania. In addition to being one of the leaders in internal medicine
in the country, he is fully qualified in biochemistry and is a member of
the American Society for Biological Chemists. Jim has made outstanding
contributions in the area of genetic and metabolic diseases. More important,
he has established himself as one of the clearest thinkers in biomedical
research and medical education in the country. He has worked on the
previous biomedical panel under the Chairmanship of Ivan Bennett and was
outstanding. He is now one of the most effective members of our current
panel on Training for Research in the Biomedical Sciences. I have discussed
this with Ivan, and he fully supports this proposal. Phil Handler knows
him very well from their days together at Duke University and can give you
confirmatory information concerning his abilities. Jim is approximately
47 years old and incidentally is a registered Republican. I do not know
of anyone else in medicine who would be more highly qualified for such
an appointment at this time.

Sincerely,

Hetty
Lloyd H. Smith, Jr., M.D.
Professor of Medicine
Chairman, Department of Medicine

cc: Mr. David Beckler
Dr. John D. Baldeschwieler
Dr. Ivan L. Bennett, Jr.



WVIVEIVILL Poo
EXECUTIVE OFFICE BUILDING
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20506

September 22, 1971

MEMORANDUM FOR

Edward E, David, Jr.

You asked me to meet with Ivan Bennett and Phil Handler in orderto arrive at suggestions for appointments to PSAC in the biomedicalarea. We had discussed this previously, but reviewed possiblecandidates once again on September 20th, We would like to suggesttwo candidates for your consideration, listed in preference sequence,It should be noted that Thomas was not replaced last year with a memberin the general field of biology and that Wood will be retiring this year,
1) James B, Wyngaarden - He served very effectively on theBiomedical Panel under Ivan Bennett, and is now one of our mostvaluable members of the Panel on Training for Research in theBiomedical Sciences, In addition to being a physician, he has firmceredentials as a biochemist, His curriculum vitae has beensubmitted already. We have reason to believe that he would bevery interested in joining PSAC and that he would give the necessarytime to be an effective member,

2) Harry Eagle (Albert Einstein School of Medicine) - Eagle can
perhaps be best described as a cell biologist. Phil knows himmuch more intimately than I do and will submit his curriculum vitaeand a supporting statement about his qualifications shortly.

I would like to note incidentally that Richard Nelson (Yale) has been veryimpressive in his contributions to the current Biomedical Panel as aneconomist,

L. H. Smith, Jr.
cc:
John D, Baldeschwieler
Ivan Bennett
Philip Handler
Herbert Simon

€



NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
2101 CONSTITUTION AVENUE
WASHINGTON, O.C. 20416

September 25, 1971

Dr. Edward E. David, Jr.Science Adviser to the PresidentOffice of Science and TechnologyExecutive Office BuildingWashington, D. C. 20506
Dear Ed:

This letter will supplement that from Holly Smithwith respect to our nomination of Harry Eagle to be amember of PSAC. As his letter indicated Jim Wyngaardenis our primary nomination but if for some reason this isnot acceptable it would be difficult to imagine a moresuitable candidate than is Harry Eagle. At present, heis Professor of Cell Biology at the Albert EinsteinSchool of Medicine. He has had a long career on thestaff of the National Institutes of Health, within thePublic Health Service proper and the faculty of JohnsHopkins University School of Medicine, in reverse order.In truth, Dr. Eagle has had not one but about threecareers. A distinguished microbiologist then a dis-tinguished immunologist he is today the dean of thatschool of endeavor which is called cell biology.Although his entire career has been characterized byresearch at the frontiers of fundamental biology, healso has had extensive clinical experience, broadknowledge of the problems of public health and was oneof the leaders in organizing the program by which syphilisand gonorrhea are almost eradicated by the use of peni-cillin.
His particular competence to engage in the kinds ofexercises familiar to PSAC can best be gauged by hisservice on COSPUP at the Academy. Perhaps it shouldsuffice to say that when Eagle's term expired, Harvey

despite our rather firm rule in this regard. Dr. Eagle is
Brooks did his best to have me reappoint Dr. Eagle



Dr. Edward E. David, Jr.
September 25, 1971
Page Two

invariably objective, dispassionate, and of a sharplycritical but always constructive turn of mind. He rarelytakes anything as necessarily given and, on COSPUP,invariably turned in incisive analyses of the problemsunder consideration and never failed to do his homeworkin any case. More recently also he served as chairman ofthe Life Sciences panel of the Space Science Board for theAcademy. The report of his panel was so good that NASAwrote to indicate that they had accepted all of itsmajor recommendations upon receipt of only a preliminarydraft which had not yet undergone review by the fullBoard or by our Report Review Committee. A briefcurriculum vitae is appended below.

Sincerely yours,

Phi 1p Handler
President

Attachment



HARRY EAGLE
Born July 13, 1905, in New York, New York. A.B., Johns HopkinsUniversity, 1923; M.D., 1927; M.S. (hon.), Yale University, 1948. Fromintern to instructor, Johns Hopkins University, 1927-32. Research fellow,Harvard Medical School, 1932-33. Associate in bacteriology to assistancprofessor, University of Pennsylvania, 1933-36. Commissioned officer ofthe U.S. Public Health Service in 1936: director, venereal disease research

laboratory, Johns Hopkins University, 1936-46, director, laboratory ofexperimental therapeutics, 1946-48; scientific director, research branch,National Cancer Insticute, National Insticutes of Health, 1947-49; chief,section of experimental therapeutics, National Institute of Allergy &Infectious Diseases, 1949-59; chief, laboratory of cell biology, 1959-61.Professor and chairman, department of cell biology, Albert Einstein
College of Medicine, Yeshiva University, 1961-. Recipient of Eli Lillybronze medal, 1936; Alvarenga prize, College of Physicians, Philadelphia,1936; Presidential Certificate of Merit, 1948.

Eagle has been a prolific worker whose fields of major interest have
ranged widely. Despite this diversification and spreading into manyfields, he has made very significant contributions in a number of them.His early work dealing with various immune reactions contributed solidlyto our knowledge of their mechanisms. Later he studied the Wassermannreaction and succeeded in ascribing an explanation to some of its more
emperic aspects. He worked out the nutritional requirements of the
Treponemata and devised a defined medium for their cultivation. Hestudied the binding power of penicillin in relation to its cytoxic actionand contributed to our better understanding of this antibiotic.

Eagle is probably best known for his recent very important studiesof the growth requirements of cells in culture. In this field, he has beena pioneer in determining the specific amino acid and the minimumvitamin requirements of mammalian cells growing in vitro. He hasfurther studied the nutritional requirements of such cells when infectedwith viruses. Much of the ease and dependability with which virologistsuse cultured lines of mammalian cells in their work wadays is attrib-utable to Eagle's earlier painstaking work in this field



PRINCIPAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO SCIENCE
BY HARRY EAGLE

Mechanism of hemolysis by complement. I. Complement fixation as anessential preliminary to hemolysis. (With George Brewer.) Journ,Gen. Physiol. 7: 845-862, 1929.

Specific agglutination and Precipitation. I. The mechanism of thereactions. Journ. Immunol. 18 393-417, 1930,

Studies in the serology of syphilis. I. The mechanism of the flocculationreactions. Journ, Exp, Med. 52: 717-738, 1930,

Studies in the serology of syphilis. II. The physical basis of che Wasser-mann reaction. Journ. Exp. Med. 52 739-746, 1930.

Studies in the serology of syphilis. III. Explanation of the fortifyingeffect of cholesterin upon the antigen as used in the Wassermannand flocculation tests. Journ. Exp. Med. 52 747-768, 1930.

Studies in the serology of syphilis. VIIL A new flocculation test for theserum diagnosis of syphilis. Journ. Lab. Clin. Med. 17: 787, 1932.

The effect of combination with diazo compounds on the immunological
reactivity of antibodies. (With Dorothea E. Smith and Percy

$17-643, 1936,

Some effects of formaldehyde on horse antipneumococcus serum and
diphtheria antitoxin, and their significance for the theory of antigen-
antibody aggregation. Journ. Exp. Med. 67 495-514, 1938,

On the presence in syphilitic serum of antibodies to spirochetes, their
relation to so-called Wassermann reagin, and their significance for
the serodiagnosis of syphilis. (Wich Ralph B. Hogan.) Journ,
Exp. Med. 71: 215-230, 1940.

The effect of multiple substicuents on the toxicity and treponemicidal
activity of phenylarsenoxides. (With Ralph B. Hogan, G. O. Doak,and Harry G. Steinman.) Journ. Pharm. Exp. Therap. 74: 210-216,1942.

The spirocheticidal action of penicillin in vitro and its temperature co-
efficient. (With Arlyne D. Musselman.) Journ. Exp. Med. 80:
493-505, 1944.

The inactivation of penicillins, F, G, and K, and X by human and rabbie
serum. Journ. Exp. Med. 85: 141-161, 1947.



The nutritional requirements of Treponemata. 1. Arginine, acetic acid,sulfur-containing compounds, and serum albumin as essential growth-promoting factors for the Reiter treponeme. (With Harry G.Steinman.) Journ. Bact. 56: 163-176, 1948,

Nutritional requirements of Treponemata. II. Pantothenic acid, gluta-mine and phenylalanine as additional growth-promoting factors forthe Reiter strain. (With Harry G. Steinman.) Journ. Bact. 60:
57-68, 1950.

The nutritional requirements of Treponemata. III. A defined medium forcultivation of che Reiter treponeme. (With Harry G. Steinmanand Vance I. Oyama.) Journ, Bact. 64 265-269, 1952.

The binding of penicillin in relation to its cytotoxic action. I. Correla-tion between the penicillin sensitivity and combining activity ofintact bacteria and cell-free extracts. Journ, Exp. Med. 99: 207-226,1954.

The binding of penicillin in relation to its cytotoxic action. IH. The
reactivity with penicillin of resistant variants of streptococci,pneumonococci, and staphylococci. Journ. Exp. Med. 100: 103-115,1954.

The specific amino acid requirements of a mammalian cell (strain L) in
tissue culture. Journ. Biol. Chem. 214: 839-952, 1955.

The specific amino acid requirements of a human carcinoma cell (strainHeLa) in tissue culture. Journ. Exp. Med. 102 37-48, 1955.

The minimum vitamin requirements of the L and HeLa cells in tissue
culture, the production of specific vitamin deficiencies, and their
cure. Journ, Exp. Med. 102: 595-600, 1955.

The nutritional requirements for the propagation of poliomyelitis virus
by the HeLa cell. (With Karl Habel.) Journ. Exp. Med. 104:
271-287, 1956.

The amino acid requirements of monkey kidney cells in first culture
passage. (With Aaron E. Freeman and Mina Levy.) Journ. Exp.Med. 107: 643-651, 1958.

Cytoxiciry in human cell cultures as a primary screen for the detection
of anti-tumor agents. (With George E. Foley.) Cancer Res. 18:
1017-1025, 1958.

Glucose and glutamine in poliovirus production by HeLa cells. (With
James E. Darnell, Jr.) Virology 6 556-566, 1958.



The effect of cell population density on the amino acid requirements forpoliovirus synthesis in HeLa cells, (With James E. Darnell, Jr.and Thomas K. Sawyer.) Journ. Exp. Med. 110: 445-450, 1959.

The utilization of proteins by cultured human cells. (With Karl A.Piez.) Journ. Biol. Chem. 235: 1095-1097, 1960.
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P. O. Box 218
Yorktown Heights, New York 10598October 4, 1971 914/945-2555

Mr. David Z. BecklerOffice of Science and Technology216 Executive Office BuildingWashington, D. C. 20506
Dear Daves

At the September PSAC Meeting, Ed David appointed me, SolBuchsbaum, Pat Haggerty, and Ken Olsen to make nominations forthe Physical-Sciences group of new PSAC members.
I have talked in person or by telephone with former PSAC membersGordon MacDonald, Murph Goldberger, Paul Doty, Frank Westheimer,and Harvey Brooks, and with Ken Olsen, Phil Handler, and SolBuchsbaum. I shall not be able to talk with Pat Haggerty untilthis afternoon, so I hasten to send you my list so far.
I append the typical, brief biographies from American Men ofScience, Who's Who, etc., arranged alphabetically followingthe list. However, I think that PSAC members who don't knowthese individuals personally can contribute most not by weighingthe published autobiographies against one another but byconsidering how appropriate are the interests and backgroundsof the nominees for the direction which we wish PSAC to take.The list follows, together with my specific recommendationsin each category.

Chemists
Ronald Breslow, Columbia University, does very interesting workin enzyme action. There is general agreement that he isan excellent scientist, but similar agreement that he wouldbe useful for PSAC only if he focuses his energy andintelligence on PSAC problems.
Herbert Gutowsky, University of Illinois, a physical chemistworking in nuclear magnetic resonance techniques. He isthoughtful and single-minded.
Jerrold Meinwald, Cornell University, has done striking workon the chemistry of the defense mechanisms of insects.Generally regarded very highly as a scientist and for PSAC.
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Harrison Shull, University of Indiana, a physical chemist/quantummechanician/computer type. Hard working, but perhaps notwith the initiative that we need on PSAC.
In this group I prefer Meinwald and Breslow in that order.

Biochemists
Jack Buchanan, MIT, enzymologist, more chemically oriented thanthe other biochemists/molecular biologists on this list.
Robert Holley, Salk Institute, Nobel Prize in determining thestructure of transfer RNA.

Donald Kennedy, Stanford University. Biologist. Does physiologyof sense organs. Has produced innovative curriculum inhuman biology.
Eugene Kennedy, Harvard Medical School, works in transportproteins (cell membranes).
Joshua Lederberg, Stanford University, Nobel Prize winner inbiology with a deep interest in problems of science andnational policy, ranging from systems aspects of medicalservice to questions of biological and chemical warfare.

In this group, I prefer Lederberg and Holley.

Physicists
Harold Brown, President of Caltech, former Defense DepartmentDirector of Defense Research and Engineering, presentlyactive member of the US delegation to SALT.
Robert Dicke, Princeton University, member of the NSB, stillan active physicist, very ingenious and wise both in physicsand in hardware programs.
Harold W. Lewis, University of California at Santa Barbara,until recently Chairman of the IDA Jason Division, Member
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of the PSAC Air Traffic Control Panel and of the PSAC Anti-
High Jacking Panel, with recent experience in both tactical
and strategic military areas, as well as the intelligencefield.

W. A. Nierenberg, Scripps Institute, La Jolla, formerly a
molecular beam physicist, now Director of Scripps. Would
serve as earth scientist for PSAC.

Norman Ramsey, Harvard, continues to do active research, head
of URA (University Research Associates), with interests
in atomic energy and nuclear power. His interests are
so close to those of G. Tape that they might be considered
as alternatives.

I believe that two of the PSAC vacancies should be filled from
this group.

Engineering
Burton Brown, General Electric, member of PSAC military panels.
Ivan Getting, President of Aerospace Corporation.
Donald P. Ling, retiring from Bell Telephone Laboratories and

Bell-Comm. An engineer for whom I have the greatest
respect.

Jack Ruina, Professor of Electrical Engineering, at MIT; formerly
Vice President of MIT in charge of government laboratories;
Member, General Advisory Committee to the Arms Control
and Disarmament Agency; formerly President of the Institute
for Defense Analyses and previously employed in the
Department of Defense. Conducted a well-known and highly
regarded view of the NIH around 1965.

Marvin Gustavson, Lawrence Radiation Laboratory at Livermore.
A physical chemist, Marv Gustavson has been concerned,
among other things, with the protection of nuclear weapons
and has served on PSAC Ground Warfare Panel.

In this group I prefer Jack Ruina and Ivan Getting.
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Environment

Norton Nelson, Head of the Institute for Environmental Medicineof the NYU Medical Center. Is head of the OST Panel onTrace Hazaradous Substances.
James Whittenberger, Associate Dean, Department of PhysicalHealth, and Physiology, Harvard University. Concerned

with industrial and artificial environments.
Alex Hollander, retired for several years from Oak Ridge National

Laboratory. Creator of the megamouse experiment. Interests
now in chemical mutagens. (BIOGRAPHY NOT ENCLOSED.)

Larry Hinkle, Cornell Medical School.
I have no preference among these, but the feeling that we need
more candidates. There is widespread sentiment for finding
a younger G. Evelyn Hutchisson from Yale University.

General Comments

I think that balancing the Committee with respect to fields,
to institutional and geographical distribution, age, etc., is
far less important than to obtain individuals of demonstrated

I think thatability, integrity, forthrightness, and energy.
a PSAC member ought to expect to devote one-fourth of his time
to PSAC concerns and that there are enough people fulfilling
these conditions to allow a good selection to be made.

I think that we waste a valuable opportunity if we appoint an
individual who in his term on the Committee does not do his
utmost to achieve what he believes is right. Experience shows
that opportunities arise rarely, and it is only by
perceptiveness, energy, integrity, and courage that we can
protect our national and the world against serious dangers and
capitalize on opportunities which may arise.
For this reason I believe that PSAC members should put PSAC
work and PSAC attendance above other governmental service, and
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that this should be agreed between the Chairman and potential
new members,

In regard to balancing of fields, we need to have people whowill be active across fields. I think we should state
convincingly what I believe to be true, that the marshalingof the very best technical talent can be achieved by the PSAC
panel mechanism on questions which are identified by the membersof the PSAC itself, and that the record of identification of
importdnt questions is in fact very good. Among these questions,I include insecticides and pesticides, population control,education, the cost of health care, etc., and I think that we
ought to make a good case for not opening PSAC to becoming a
kind of Noah's Ark,
I think that in judging the suitability of candidates for PSAC,one should consider courage, a skeptical but constructive view,an understanding of the importance of time, the ability toentertain two ideas at the same time and to judge between them,and a sense of self-importance. These personal qualities areoften but not always reflected in an individual's record of
accomplishments.

Sincerely yours,

XC Gam
Richard L. Garwin

RLG:ac

enclosures



CHEMISTS

GUTOWSKY, DR. HERBERT) S(ANDER), Dept. of Chemistry, Univeralty ofBRESLOW, PROF. R(ONALD), Box 566 Havemeyer Hall, Columbia University Dlinofs, Urbana, UI PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY Bridgman, Mich, Nov.8,

RONALD CHARLES DAVID BRESLOW, Professor (b. 1931).A.B., 1952, A.M., 1954, Ph.D., 1955, Harvard Univ. NRC Fellow
1955, Cambridge (Fngland). Organic Chemistry. Aromaticity and
antiaromuticity; biochemical model systems; interactions in small
ring compounds: mechanisms of organic reactions.
*R. Breslow and P. Campbell, Selective Aromatic Substitution

*R. Breslow and M.A. Winnik, Remote Oxidation of Unactivated
Methylene Groups, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 97, 3083 (1969),
*#R, Breslow, W.N. Washburn and R.G. Bergman, Detection of

*#L.D. Kispert, J.S. Hyde, C. de Boer, D.J. LaFollette and R.
Breslow, Combined Endor and Electron Paramagnetic Resonance

Techniques in a Study of Some Low-Symmetry Triphenylmethyt
Derivatives, J. Phys. Chem., 72, 4276 (1968).
*R. Breslow and I. Katz, Relative Reactivities of p-Nitropheny!

Phosphate and Phosphorothioate toward Alkaline Phosphatase and

in Aqueous Hydrolysis, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 90, 7376 (1968),
R. Breslow, Small Antiaromatic Rings, Angew. Chemie, Intern,

Ed., 7, 565 (1968).
R Breslow, L. Kaplan and D.J. LaFollette, Carbonium Ions

with Multiple Neighboring Groups. Il. Physical Studies, J. Am.
Chem. Soc., 90, 4056 (1968).
*4#R. Breslow, S..Garratt, L. Kaplan and D.J. LaFollette, Carbo-

nium Ions with Multiple Neighboring Groups. I. Synthesis, J. Am.
Chem. Soc., 90, 4051 (1968).
*R. Breslow and M. Douek, Antiaromatic Effects in Cyano-

cyclopropenyl Anions, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 90, 2698 (1968).
R. Breslow, Antiaromatic Systems, Chem. in Britain, 4, 100

(1968).
*R. Breslow, S.S. Olin and J.T. Groves, Oxidative Cyclization of

Farnesyl Acetate by a Free Radical Path, Tetrahedron Lett., 15,
1837 (1968).
*R. Breslow, R.H. Grubbs, R. Herber and S. Lippard, Studies of

Iron Tricarbony! Cyclooctatetraene Complexes, J. Aim. Chem. Soc.,

J. Am. Chem. Soc., 89, 5048 (1967).
+R, Breslow, J. Brown and J.J. Gajewski, Antiaromaticity of

Cyclopropeny! Anions, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 89, 4383 (1967).

Cyclooctatetraene iron Tricarbonyl! Complexes.
Ton E. Malmin, Metal Chelates as Enzyme Models.

Gordon A. Ryan, Synthesis of Cyclopropenone.

19; m. 49; c. 3. A.B, Indiana, 40; M.S, California, 46; Ph.D.phys. chem)Harvard, 49. Instr. chem, ILLINOIS, 48-51, asst. prof, 51-55, assoc. prof,
55-56, PROF. CHEM, 56-, head div. phys. chem, 56-62. Guggenheim fel,
54-55; vis. prof, California, 56; Walker Ames vis. prof, Washington (Seattle),
57, U.S.A, 41-45, Nat. Acad; fel, AAAS; Chem. Soc; fel. Phys. Soc; FaradaySoc. Molecular and solid state structure; nuclear magnetism, radio fre-
quency spectroscopy.

A -B, Harvard, 52, A.M, 54, Ph.D.(chem) 56. Nat. Res. Coun. fel, COLUM-
New York,,N.Y ORGANIC CHEMISTRY Elizabeth, N.J, Mar 3: m. 55.

BIA, 55-56, CHEM, 56-59, assoc. prof 59-63, PROF, 63- Chem. SocAromaticity and small cing compounds, biochemica model systems; reac-tion mechanisms.

MEINWALD, DR. JERROLD, b. New Yurk, N.Y Jan. 16, 27; m. 55; . 2.within Cyclodextrin Mixed Complex, J. Am Chem. Soc., 91, ORGANIC CHEMISTRY Ph.B, Chicayo, 47. B.S 48; A.M, Harvard.50.3085 (1969). Althouse fel, Ph.D.(chem), 52. Du Pont fel, CORNELL, $2, instr CHEM,52-54, asst. prof, 54-58 assoc prof, 58-62 PROF 62- Fel, Sloan Found58; Gugrernheim fel, 60-61: Louderman lectr, Washington (St. Louis), 64;four-coi. lectr, Mt. Holyoke Col, Smith Co1, Amherst Col. & Unv Massa-chusetts, 65; summer, vis prof, New Hampshire, 62. Consult, ScheringCorp; Norwich Pharmacal Co; Allied Chem Corp. U.S.N,Ro 45-46 AmChem. Soc; Brit Chem Soc; Swiss Chem. Soc. Provierns 0 structureCyclobutadicnocyclupentadienyl Anion, Am. Chem. Soc., 91,
196 (1969). synthesis and reaction mechanism from the field of natural products;thesis and reactions of highly strained systems; molecular rearrangements

phere!
pheromones. Add ress: Dept. of Chemistry, Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y.
photochemistry; chemical defense mechanisms of arthropods: chemistry of

JERROLD MEINWALD, Professor (b. 1927). Ph.B., 1947, BS.
1948, Univ. of Chicago; M.A., 1950, Ph.D., 1952, Harvard Univ.
Organic Chemistry. Chemical defense mechanisins and chemical
communication in arthropods; biosynthesis; chemistry of natural
products; carbonium ion rearrangements: synthesis and reactions
of highly strained molecules; organic photochemistry.
#). Meinwatd, Y. C. Meinwald and P. H. Mazzocchi, Sex

Pheromones of.the Queen Butterfly: Chemistry, Science, 164,
1174 (1969).
*J, Meinwald and L. Hendry, Defense Mechanisms of

Arthropods. XXV. Stereospecific Synthesis of an Allenic
Sesquiterpenoid from the Grasshopper Romalea Microptera,
Tetrahedron Lett., 27, 1657 (1969).

#5, Meinwald, A. M. Chalmers, T. E. Pliske and T, Eisner,
Identification and Synthesis of trans,
trans-3,7-Dimethyl-2,6-decadien-1,10-dioic Acid, a Component of
the Pheromonal Secretion of the Male Monarch Butterfly, Chem.
Comm., 86 (1969).

#3. Meinwald, A. M. Chalmers, T. E. Pliske and T. Eisner,
Pheromones. Identification of
trans, trans-10-Hydroxy-3,7-Dimethyl-2,6-Decadienoic Acis as a

Major Component in 'Hairpencil' Secretion of the Male Monarch
Butterfly, Vetrahedron Lett., 47,4893 (1968).
#J. Meinwald, Y. C. Meinwald, A. M. Chalmers and T. Eisner,

Dihydromatricaria Acid; Acetylenic Acid Secreted by Soldicr

89, 6864 (1967).
R Breslow, J.T. Groves and G.A. Ryan, Cyclopropeny! Cation,

Beetle, Science, 160, 890 (1968).
*M. B. Robin, H. Basch, N. A. Kuebler, B. E. Kapfan and J.

Meinwald, Assignments in the Ultraviolet Spectra of Olefins, J.
Chem. Phys., 48, 5037 (1968).
#J. Meinwald, K. Erickson, M. Hartshorn, Y. C. Meinwald and

T. Eisner, Defensive Mechanisms of Arthropods. XXIIL An Allenic
Sesquiterpenoid from the Grasshopper Romalea Microptera,
Tetrahedron Lett., 25, 2959 (1968).
*}. Meinwald and R. A. Chapman, The Solution Photochemistry

of Some Bicyclic Ketones, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 90, 3218 (1968).
G. M. Klein, J. P. Heotis and J. Meinwald, Hydrolytic

Dimerization of Ethy! 5-Amino-2-Furoate, J. Org. Chem., 33,
1105 (1968).*J: Meinwald and F. Uno, The Synthesis of
Bicyclo[ 2.1.1 }hex-2-ene, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 90, 800 (1968).
*#3, Meinwald, J. C. Shelton, G. L. Buchanan and A. Courtin,

Highly Strained Bicyclic Systems. XII. Synthesis and Solvolysis of
1,5,5-Trimethyibicyclo[2.!.1 }hex-2- yl p-Toluenesulfonate, J. Org.
Chem., 33, 99 (1968).

Douglas J. Laollette, Intramolecular Solvation.
Robert B. Fairweather, Metal-catalyzed Reactions of Coordinated

Substrates.
Stephen S. Olin Free Radical Cyclization of Terpenes.
Robert H. Grubbs, I Cyclobutadiene Derivatives. f1. Studies of

John W. Kobcina, Photosynthetic Reactions: Intramolecular
Reactions of Acyclic Dienones.
Thomas N. Wheeler, Carbonium

Conformationally Rigid Cyclobutanes.
Allen T. Hamner U, Photosynthetic Reactions: A Study of the

Intramolecular Paterno-Buchi Reaction.
Fumio Uno, Studies on Highly Strained Hydrocarbons.
Douglas A. Seeley, Photochemistry of oDialkenylbenzenes.

lon Rearrangements of
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SHULL, DEAN HARRGON, b. Princeton, NJ, Aug. 17, 23; m. 48; div; m. 62;c.5. PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY. A.B, Princeton, 43; Ph.D.(phys. chem),Calvforsia, 48. Assoc. chemist, U.S. Naval Res. Lab, Wash, D.C, 43-45;Nat. Res. Coun. fel, Chicayo, 48-49; assoc. scientist, Ames Lab, AtomicEnergy Cmn, 49; asst. prof. phys. chem, Jowa State, 49-55; assoc. prof,INDIANA, 55-58, prof. CHEM, 58-61, RES. PROF, 61-, DEAN GRAD. SCH,66., dir, res, comput. center, 59-63, acting chmn, chem, dept. & actingdean, 65-66. Guggenheim found. fel, 54-55; Sloan res. fel, 56-58; asst. dir.res, Quantum Chem. Group, Sweden, 58-59. Mem. subemt. molecularstruct. & spectros, Nat. Res. Coun, 57-63, chmn, 58-63, mem. cmt. phys.chem, 63-66, cmt. awards under Fulbright-dlayes Act, div. chem. & chem.
tech, 59-, chmn, 63-, mem. panel surv. chem, Westheimer Cmt, 64-65,mem, adv. panel chem, Nat. Sci. Found, 64-67, chmn, 66-67, consult, Off.Sei. Info. Serv, 65- US.N.R, 45. AAAS; fel. Phys. Soc; Faraday Soc; Chem.Soc; Asn, Comput. Mach. Quantum chemistry; theoretical and experimentalmo.ecular spectroscopy and structure. Addres3: Dept. of Chemistry,

HARRISON SHULL, Professor (b. 1923). A.B., 1943, Princeton
Univ.; Ph.D., 1948, Univ. of California, (Berkeley). Fhysical Chem-
isiry. Quantum mechanics; theoretical chemistry; application of
electronic cuimmputers to molecular problems of chemical interest;
molecular potential functions and intermolecular interactions.
#C. F. Bunge, Electronic Wave Functions for Atoms. f. Ground

State of Bc, Phys. Rev., 168, 92 (1968).
*R. E. Brown and H. Shull, A Configuration-Interaction Study of

the Four Lowest Stales of the LiH Molecute, Intorn. 5. Quan-
ium Chem. H, 6631968).
#3. F. Harrison, Electric-Dipole Polarizability of HzO and NH3, J.Chem. Phys., 49, 3321 (1968).
*A. Macias, Configuration-Interaction Study of the H3-System. IT.

Expanded Basis, J. Chem. Phys., 49, 2198 (1968).
#). F. Harrison, Nuclear Quadrupole Coupling Constants in Poly-

atomic Molecules, J. Chem. Phys., 48, 2379 (1968).
*H. S. Kiang, Natural Expansion of Many-Electron Wave Fune-

tion, Phys. Rev., 167, 116 (1968).
#R. E. Christoffersen and H. Shull, Nature of the Two-Electron

Chemical Bond. VIL, J. Chem. Phys., 48, 1790 (1968).
#R. Ferreira, Electronegativity and Chemical Bonding, Adv.

Chem. Phys., 13, 55 (1967).
#J. F. Harrison, Some One-Electron Properties of H2O and NH3,J. Chem. Phys., 47, 2990 (1967).
*C. S. Lin, "Vectal" Representation of the Wave Function and Its

Physical Meaning, Can. J. Phys., 45, 3667 (1967).
*C, S. Lin, Some Remarks on the Linear Dependence Problem in

Variational Calcutations, Theor. Chem. Acta, 8, 73 (1967).

Gana University, Bloomingtaa, Ind. 47401.

A
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BIOL. CHEM, Pennsylvania, 43-46, asst. prof, 46-, assoc. prof, 49-50 prof50-53: PROF. & HEAD DIV, MASS, INST. TECH, 53- Nat. Res. fet NobetInst, Stockholm, 46-48, mem. fel. emt, Div. Med. Sci, Nat. Res. Coun sub.emt, nomenclature biochem, 60-66; mem. Nat. Cmt, Int. Union of Biochem.tat, 57-60, secy-treas, 63-66; lectr, Harvey Soc, 58. Civilian with Nat. Do.fense Res. Cmt, 43. Nat, Acad; Soe, Biol, Chem; Chem. Soc: Am. Acad (El
bodies, synthesis of purines; isolation and purifleation of enzymes,

HOLLEY, DR. ROBERT V(ILLIAM), b, Urbana, Il, Jan. 28 22m 45° 1
BiOCHEMISTRY. A.B, Mlinois, 42; Ph.D.(org. chem), Cornell, 47. Asst.
chem, Cornell, 42-44, res. chemist, med. col, 44-46, Nat. Res, Coun. fel,
46-47, Am. Chem. Soc. fel, State Col. Wash, 47-48; asst. prof. org. chem, assoc. prof, 47-55, PROF, 55- Fulbright fel, With Off. Sct. Res & De.N.Y. Exp. Sta, CORNELL, 48-50, assoc. prof, 50-57, res. chemist, U.S, velop, 44. Fel Phys. Soc; fel Geophys. Union; fel. Am. Acad. Gravitation;Piant, Soul & Nutrit. Lab, 57-64, PROF. BIOCHEM, UNIV, 6- Guggenheim geophysics;
fel, Calif. Inst. Tech, 55-56; mem. biochem, study sect, Nat. Insta, Health,
62-66, Lasker award, 65, Civilian with Off. Sci. Res. & Develop, 44-45.
AAAS; Chem. Soc; Soc. Biol. Chem. Protein biosynthesis; nucleic acids.
Address: Dept. of Bicchemistry, Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y. 14850,

HOLLEY, DR. ROBERT W(ILLIAM). Biochemistry. See H-K Vol. & Suppl.

resident fel, Salk Inst. Biol. Studies, 68- Nobel Prize in med, 68. Address:
P CO. Box 1609, San Diego, Calif. 92112.

Pnysiol; Physiol. Soc. Comparative physiology of sense organs, especiallyvisual systems; central nervous system of Crustacea. Address: Dept. ofBiological Sciences, Stanford University, Stanford, Calif. 94305.

KENNEDY, DR. EUGENE P, b. Chicago, Ml, Sept. 4, 19; m; c, 3. BIOCHEM.
ISTRY. Ph.D.(biochem), Chicago, 49; hon, M.A, Harvard, 60. Am. Cancer
Soc. fel, California, 49-50; asst. prof, dept. biochem. & Ben May Lab, Chi-

51-55, assoc. prof, 55-56, prof, 56-60; HAMILTON KUHN PROF,
BIOL. CHEM, HARVARD MED. SCH, 60- Fel, Nat. Sci. Found, 59-60, Nat.
Acad; Am. Acad; Chem, Soc.(res, award, 55; Paul-Lewis award, 58); Soc.
Biol. Chem. Metabolism and function of lipids; membrane function; phos-
phoproteins; mechanism of enzyme action. Address: Dept. of Biological
Chemistry, Harvard Medical School, Boston, Mass. 02115,

LEDERBERG, PROF. JOSHUA, b. N.J, May 23. 25. GENETICS. B.A, Colume
bia, 44; Ph.D. (microbiol), YaLe, 47, c.D, 60." Asst. prol. genetics, Wincon-

sin, 47-50, assoc. prof, 50-54, prof, 54-58, prof. med. & genetics & chmn,
dept, 58-59; PROF. GENETICS & BIOL. & EXEC. HEAD DEPT. GENETICS,
MED. SCH, STANFORD, 59-, DIR. KENNEDY LABS MOLECULAR MED, 62-
U.S.N.R, 43-45. Genetics and evolution. Address: Dept. of Genetics, Stan-
ford University School of Medicine, Palo Alto, Calif. 94304.

PHYSICISTS

BROWN, DR. HAROLD, Office of the Secretary of Defense, Washington, D.C.PHYSICS. New York, N.Y, Sept. 19, 27; m. 53; . 2. A.B, Columbia, 45,BUCHANAN, DR. JOHN M(ACHLIN), Dept. of Biolory Massachusctts Institute M.A, 46, Lydig fel, 48-49, Ph.D.(physics), 49; hon. D.E, Stevens Inst. Tech,Technolory, Cambridge 39. Mass. BIOCHEMISTRY, Winamac, Ind, Sept. 29, 64. Lectr. physics, Stevens Inst. Tech, 49-50; physicist, Lawrence Radiation
Lab, Califorma, Berkeley, 50-52, mem. staff, Livermore, 52-53, group leader,v2 rd, 43; hon D.Sc, Michigan, 61. Fel, Harvard Med Sch, 39.43: tnstr. 53-55, div. leader, 55-58, assoc, dir, 58-59, dep.dir, 59-60, dir, 60-61; DIR. DE-FENSE RES. & ENG,OFF. SECY. DEFENSE, 61- Lectr. & mem. sci. staff, Co-
lumbia, 47-50. Adv, U.S. Del. Conference experts Detection Nuclear WeaponsTests, Geneva, 58; sci. adv, U.S. Del. Conf. Discontinuance Nuclear Weap-ons Tests, 58, sr. sci. adv, 58-59; consult, Dept. State, 58-60, panel con.sult, President's Sci. Adv. Cmt, 58-60; consult, sci. adv. bd, U.S. Air Force,58-61. Mem, Polaris Steering Cmt, 56-58; sci, adv. cmt. ballistic missiles,Lilly award, 51). Yothests of glycogen; oxidatlon of fatty acids and ketone Secy. Defense, 58-61; President's Sci. Ady. Cmt, 61. Distinguished CivillanServ, award, U.S. Navy, 61; Columbia Univ, medal, 63. Phys. Soc. Nuclearand neutron physics; nuclear explostves and reactor design; weaponssystems.

DICKE, DR. ROBERT H(ENRY), Dept. of Physics, Princeton UniversityPrinceton, N.J. PARTICLE PHYSICS. St. Louis, Mo, May 6, 16; m. 42; e.3. A.B, Princeton, 39; Ph.D.(physics), Rochester, 41, Staff mem. radiationlab, Mass. Inst. Tech, 41-46; asst. prof. PHYSICS, PRINCETON, 46-47

LEWIS, PROF. H(AROLD) W(ARREN), b. New York, N.Y, Oct, 1, 23; m. 47,

Asst. prof. physics, California, 48-53; mem. tech. staff, Bell Tel. Labs,
N.J, §1-5; assoc. prof, PHYSICS, Wisconsin, 56-57, PROF, 57-64; CALI-
FORNIA, SANTA BARBARA, 64- Mem. staff, Inst. Adv. Study, 47-48, 50-561.
U.S.N.R, 44-46, Phys. Soc, Theoretical physics. Address: Dept. of Phys-
ics, University of California, Santa Barbara, Calif. 93106,

NIERENBERG, PROF. WILLIAM A(ARON), b. New York, N.Y, Feb. 13, 19;KENNEDY, PROF. DONALD, b. New York, N.Y, Aug. 18, 31: m. 53: . 3. m. 41; c. 2. PHYSICS. B.S, City Col. New York, 39; M.A, Columbia, 42,PHYSIOLOGY, ZOOLOGY A.B, Harvard 52, A.M, 54, Nat Sci Found. fel Ph.D. (physics), 47. Tutor physics, City Col. New York, 39-41; res. scten-Ph.D, 56 Asst. prof ZOOL, Syracuse, 56-59, assoc. prof 59-60:; asst,
62, assoc, 62-65 PROF, 65- Soc. Zoo ; Soc. Gen

tist, Manhattan Proj, 41-45; instr. phystcs, Columbia, 46-48; asst. prof,
Michigan, 48-50: assoc. prof, CALIFORNIA, Berkeley, 50-56, prof, 56-65;
DIR. SCRIPPS INST, 65- Dir, Hudson labs, Columbia, 53-54; prof, Miller
Inst. Baste Res. Sct, 57-59; asst. secy. gen. sci, NATO, 60. Consult, U.S.
avy, 47; Lockheed Aircraft Corp, 57-; cmt. nuclear constants, Nat. Res,
'oun, 58-; Nat. Security Agency, 68-; President's Spec. Projs. Cmt, 58-

Mem. mine adv. cmt, Nat. Res. Coun, $4- Fel. Phys. Soc; Am. Acad; Geo-
phys. Union, Gas diffusion; molecular and atomic beams; nuclear moments,
Addross: Scripps Institutton of Oceanography, University of California, San
Diego, La Jolia, Calif, 92038,

RAMSEY, PROF. NORMAN F(OSTER), JR, b. Washington, D.C, Aur. 27, 15;
m, 40; . 4. PHYSICS. A.B, Columbia, 35, Tyndall fel, 39, Ph.D.(physics),
40; Kellett fel, Cambridge, 35-37, MA 41 DSc 54 hon. M.A, Harvard, 47,
Fel, Carnegie Inst. Dept. Terrestrial Magnetism, 39-40; assoc. PITYSICS,
Illinois, 40-42; assoc. prof, Columbia, 42-47; HARVARD, 47-50, prof, 50-
66, HIGGINS PROF, 66-, dir, nuclear lab, 48-50, 52. Res. assoc, radiation
lab, Mass. Inst. Tech, 40-42; group leader & assoc. div. head, atomic
energy pro}. lab, Los Alamos Sci. Lab, California, 43-45; head physics
dept, Brookhaven Nat. Lab, 46-47; Guggenheim fel, 54-55. Dir, Varian
Assocs. Consult, Off. Sci. Res. & Develop. & Nat. Defense Res. Cmt, 40-45;
U.S. Secy. War, 42-45. Trustee, Brookhaven Nat. Lab, 52-56; Carnegie
Endowment Int. Peace; Univ. Res. Asn. Mem, sci. adv. bd, U.S. Dept. Air
Force, 49-56; U.S. Dept. Defense, 54-58; sci. adv, NATO, 58-59; mem. gen.
adv. cmt, Atomic Energy Cmn, 60-; chmn, high energy physics panel, Sci.
Adv. Bd, Off. of the President, 63. Lawrence award & medai, 60. Civilian
with U.S.A.A.F; U.S.N, 44. Nat. Acad. Sci; AAAS; fel. Phys. Soc; Philos.
Soc; Math. Soc. Nuclear moments; molecular beams; high energy particles;
nuclear interagtions in molecules; deuteron quadrupole moment; molecular
structure; diamagnetism; thermodynamics; proton- proton scattering; bil-
lion volt accelerators; atomic masers; electron scattering. Address: Dept.
of Physics; Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. 02138,

48; A.B, DePauw 38: M.S, Michigan, 39: Ph.D.(biochem) Har.

relativity; astrophysic

PHYSICE, AB, N.Y. Univ, 43; A.M, California, 44, Ph.D. (physics), 48,
IV to Vth ed, Phys. & Biol. Vols. New information: On leave from Cornell,

prof, STANFORD, 60



ENGINEERING

BROWN. BURTON P. (SM'60-F'67 ), Sr. Consulting Eng.

GETTING, DR. (VAN) A(LEXANDER), 605 Tigertail Rd, Los Angeles, Calif.PHYSICS. New York, N.Y, Jan. 18, 12; m. 37; c. 3. B.S, Mass. Inst. Tech,
33; Rhodes scholar, Oxford, 33-35, D.Phil.(astrophys), 35; hon. D.Sc, North-
eastern, 94. Jr. fel, Harvard, 35-40; mem, radiation lab, Mass. Inst. Tech,
40-45, assoc. prof. elec. eng, 43-47, prof, 47-50; asst. develop. planning,
deputy chief staff develop, U.S. Air Force, 50-51; v.pres. eng. & res,
Raytheon Mfg. Co, 51-60; PRES, AEROSPACE CORP, 60- Mem, sci. adv.
bd, U.S. Air Force, 45-; mem, Res. & Develop. Adv. Coun, Sig. Corps, 52-
oo; mem. undersea warfare cmn, Nat. Acad. Sci. Presidential Medal for
Merit, 48; Naval Ord. Develop. award; Air Force exceptional serv, award,
€9. Civilian with Off. Sci. Res, & Develop; sect. chief, Naval Fire Control,
Noi. Defense Res. Cmt, 43-45; spec. cunsult. to secy. War, 43-45. AAAS;
fui. Phys. Soc; fel. Inst. Elec. & Electronics Eng; fel. Am. Acad; sr. mem.
L.st. Acronaut. & Astronaut. Particle accelerators; nuclear physics; radar;fire control; gaseous discharges; astrophysics; multivibrator synchroniza-toa for accurate timing of long intervals; automatic tracking of targets by
radar; rapid scanning radar antennas.

LING, DR. DONALD P(ERCY), b. Albany, N.Y, Jan. 2, 12; m. 40; c. 1.
MATHEMATICS. B.A, Amherst Col, 33; Cambriage, 33-34; M.A, Columbia,
38, Ph.D.(math), 44. Instr. math, Phillips Acad, Andover, 35-37; instr.
maih, Columbia, 40-44, mathematician, appl. math. group, Nat. Defense
Res. Cmt, 44-45; res. mathematician, BELL TEL, LABS, INC, 45-58, dir.
mil. anal, 58-61, EXEC. DIR. MIL. SYSTS. RES. DIV, 61- Math Soc. Pure
mathematics; guidance techniques; systems analysis; space technology.
Adaress: Bell Telephone Labs, Inc, Whippany, N.Y. 07981.

RUDVA, PROF. J(ACK) P(HILIP), b. Rypin, Poland, Aug. 19, 23; nat; m. 47;3. ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING. BS, City Col, 44; Microwave Res.
inst. fel, Polytech. Inst. Brooklyn, 48-50, M.E.E, 49, D.E.E, 51. Instr. elec,

Brown, 50-51, asst. prof, 51-52, assoc. prof, 52-54; res. assoc. prof,
co..trol systems lab, Mlingis, 54-59, res. prof, coord. sci. lab. & prof. elec.
ens, 59-63; PROF. ELEC. ENG, MASS. INST. TECH, 63-, V.PRES. SPEC.
LABS. 66- Dep. for res. to Asst. Secy. Res. & Eng, U.S.Alr Force, 59-63;
asst. dir. defense res. & eng, Off. Secy. Defense, 60-61, dir. adv. res. projs.
agency, U S. Dept. Defense, 61-63; pres, Inst. Defense Anal, 64-66. Mem.
ant. Sci. Radio Union. Consult, Exec.Off. Sci. & Tech; Dept of Defense;
US. A.r Force Sci. Adv. Bd; Arms Control Disarmament Agency; Dept.
Health, Ed. & Welfare. Fleming award, 62; Secy. Defense meritorious
civilian serv. award, 63. U.S.A, 45-46. AAAS; fel. Inst. Elec. & Electron-
ics Erg; List. Aeronaut. & Astronaut; Inst. Strategic Studies. Statistical
theory of noise; radar systems. Address: 28 Hawthorn St, Cambridge,
Mass. 02138.

GUSTAVSON, DR. M(ARVIN) R(ONALD), P.O. Box 808, Lawrence Radiation
Lab, Livermore, Calif. PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY. Chicago, Ill, Nov. 4, 27; t

m. 53; . 2. B.S, Carncgie Inst. Tech, 48; Ph.D.(phys, chem), Cornell, 53.
Chemist. Shell Develop. Co, 53-57; div. mgr, Aerajet-Gen. Nuciconics Div,
Gen. Tire & Ruvbcr Co, 57-60; v.pres. & gen. mgr, Ordtech Corp, 60-61;

California, 54-58; consult, govt. & indust. orgns, 60- Chem. Sec. Reaction
kincucs; petrocheriistry; nuclear reactor design and application; radiation '

chemistry; nuclear and non-nuclear weapon system design and evaluation;
command and control; research organization and administration.

ENVIRONMENT

NELSON, DR. NORTON, b. McClure, Ohio, Feb, 6, 19; m. 36; c. 3, ENVIT-
RONMENTAL MEDICINE, BIOCHEMISTRY. A.B, Wittenberg Col, 32, hon.
D.Se, 64; Chicago, 33; Ph.D.(biochem), Cincinnati, 38. Asst, Children's
Hosp. Res. Found, Ohio, 34-38; instr, Cincinnati, 38-45, asst. prof, 46-47;
assoc. prof. environ. med, med. center, N.Y. UNIV, 47-53, prof, 53-66,
chmn. dept, 55-66, dir. inst. environ. med, 54-66, acting dir. Univ. Valley in
Sterling Forest, 62-66, PROVOST, UNIV. HEIGHTS CENTER, 66_ Biochem _

ist, May Inst. Med. Res. Oo, 38-42; res. assoc, Children's Hosp. Res.
Found, 46-47; regent's Iectr, Califorma, 63. Trustee, Found. Adv. Ed. Seb.
Mem. cmn. environ. hyg, Armed Forces Epidemiol. Bd, 60-66; stucy group
smohing & health, Am. Cancer Soc-Am. Heart Asn-Nat. Cancer Inst Nit
Heart Inst; med. & sei. adv. bd, Will Rogers Mem. Fund; Int. Cmn. Occup.
Health; former chmn. emt. toxicol. & former mem. cmt. atmospheric &
indust. hyg, mem, man in space emt, 61, space sci. summer study, Iowa, 62,
working group, Gemini-Apollo manned orbiting lab. exp, 64 & space res.
summer study, 65, Nat. Acad. Sci-Nat. Res. Coun; mem. expert pncl car-
cinogenicity, Int. Union Against Cancer, 62; mem. panel «ur pollution, Gross
emt. air pollution, Dept. Health, Ed. & Welfare, 61, nat. adv. environ. health
emt, 63-67 & former mem. nat. adv. cmt. community air pollution to Sur-
geon Gen; mem. environ. sci. & eng. study sect, Nat. Insts. Health; panel?
non-neoplastic disease, Surgeon General's Adv. Cmt Smoking & Health,
U.S. Pub. Health Serv, 63; mem. adv. cmt. res. etiol. cancer, Am. Cancer
Soc, 62, chmn, 64-65. Dir. chem. sect, Armed Forces Med. Res. Lab, Ky,
Sanit.C, U.S.A, 42-46. AAAS; Air Pollution Control Asn; Chem. Soc; Indust.
Hyg. Asn.(secy, 54-57); Pub. Health Asn; Soc. Pharmacol; Soc. Biol. Chem;
Harvey Soc; Soc. Exp. Biol. Carcinogenesis; toxicology; physiology of fluids
and electrolytes; carbohydrate and fat metabolism. Address: New York Uni-
versity, University Heights Center, New York, N.Y. 10453,

GE, Heavy Military Elec. Dept., Court St. P ant, SyracuseN.Y.13208.

WHITTENBERGER, DR. JAMES L(AVERRE), b. Dahinda, IN, Feb. 12, 14;
m. 43: 0. 3. PHYSIOLOGY. S.B, Chicayo, 37, M.D, 38; hon. A.M, Harvard,
§1. Intern, Cincinnati Gen. Hosp, 38-39; Smith fet. surg, Chicago, 39-40;
asst. rcs, Thorndike Mem. Lab, Boston City Hosp, 40-42, house physician,
4th med. serv, hosp, 42-43; Commonwealth Fund fel. med. & physiol, sch.
med, N.Y.Univ,43;.ssoc.PHYSIOL,SCH,PUB,HEALTH, HARVARD, 46-47,
asst. prof, 47-49, assoc. prof, 49-50, PROF, 51-, HEAD DEPT, 48-,JJAMES
STEVENS SIMMONS PROF. PUB. HEALTH, 58-, ASSOC. DEAN, 66-, res. fel.
med, med. sch, 40-42,asst.dean, 55-66, Asst, Pcter Bent Brigham Hosp, 46.
Consult, Cluldren's Hosp, 48- Med.C, 43-46,,Capt. AAAS; Physiol. Soc;
Soc. Clin. Invest; Pub. Health Asn; Indust. Hyg. Asn. Respiratory physiol-
ogy; occupational medicine; environmental health, Address: Harvard Unl-
versity School of Public Health, 55 Shattuck St, Boston, Mass. 02115.

HINKLE, DR. LAWRENCE E(ARLE), JR, b. Raleigh, N.C, Feb, 7, 18; m. 42;
ec. 6 INTERNAL MEDICINE. A.B, North Carolina, 38; M.D, Harvard, 42.
Intern, Peter Bent Brigham Hosp, Boston, Mass, 42-43; asst. res. internal
med, New York,Hosp, 46-48, provisional attend. physician, outpatient dept,
48-50; instr. med, MED. COL, CORNELL, 50-51, asst. prof. clin. med, 51-
§6, assoc. pref, 56-61, clin. assoc. prof. MED, 61-64, ASSOC. PROF, 64-
Commonwealth fel, New York Hosp, 48-50, asst. physician, out-patient dept,
50-51, physician, 51-58, asst. attend. physician, 58-64, assoc. attend, physi~
cian, 64-; assoc. dir. human ecol. study prog, Cornetl Med. Col, 56-64, dir,
64- Dipl, Am. Bd. Internal Med, 53. Med.C, 43-46, Lt. Psychosomat. Soc.
(pres-elect, 65); Harvey Soc; Am. Med. Asn; Diabetes Asn; Indust. Med.
Asn; Fedn. Clin. Research (secy-treas, 52-54, v.pres, 55, pres, 56), Dia-
betes mellitus; stress and disease; human ecology. Address: New York
Hospital, 525 E. 68th St, New York, N.Y. 10021.DIR. X DIV, LAWRENCE RADIATION LAB, 61 Spec. lectr, & exten,
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

WASHINGTON, D.c. 20506

September 22, 1971

MEMORANDUM FOR

Dave Beckler

Subject: PSAC Membership

Dick Balzhiser would like to recommend Prof.
E. Huckey as a potential PSAC member. Huckey
is from the Department of Metallurgical Engineer-
ing at the University of Michigan.

Jhn D, Baldeschwieler
Deputy Director



EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

WASHINGTON, D.C, 20506

September 21, 1971

MEMORANDUM FOR

Dr. David

SUBJECT: Proposed PSAC Candidate: Harold W, Lewis

As I understand you are willing to receive from the OST staff proposed
PSAC candidates, I suggest for consideration Professor Harold W.
Lewis of the University of California, Santa Barbara.

Professor Lewis is a theoretical physicist who has been associated with
federal R&D for more than ten years. He has been a member of IDA/
JASON since its inception in 1960 and its Chairman since 1966. Asa
measure of his capabilities, his choice as Chairman was determined by
his associates in JASON -- Gordon MacDonald, Murph Goldberger,
Murray Gell-Mann, Ken Watson -- and concurred in by IDA's president
at the time -- Maxwell Taylor. In my view, his performance in JASON
demonstrates his intellectualéleadership capabilities and that he is a

eer of cther TASON and ope A emberae

Gell-Mann, Garwin, Goldberger.

In the course of his JASON work which has been heavily defense-oriented,
he has become familiar with both the relevant technological issues of
strategic and tactical systems, appreciates the subtleties of the inter-
actions of weapons systems and the political realities in which progress
is made. Concurrent with his chairmanship of JASON, he has been a
member of the Air Force Science Advisory Board, the DCPG Science
Advisory Committee and the PSAC Air Traffic Control Panel.

In addition to his defense interests, it was under Lewis' chairmanship
Since aboutof JASON that that group branched into civil R&D work.

1967 JASON has been working on a contract with DOT which he and I

r
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were instrumental in obtaining. That contract gave a broad charter,
of which ATC was but the first task. Similar efforts were carried on
with HUD -- in the housing area as 1 recall. Recently, as you know,
he has been responsible for the study of civil applications of lasers for
this Office.

In addition to his defense and civil interests, Lewis has had a close
association with the Intelligence community for about 5 or 6 years.
He has worked on R&D problems for the CIA Office of R&D and was
a member of Gene Fubini's photographic panel during 1970.

ohn Martin

Copy to
Mr. Beckler



DEPARTMENT OF STATE
Washington, D.C. 20520

BUREAU OF INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC
AND TECHNOLOGICAL AFFAIRS

September 27, 1971

Dear Norm:

Per your telephone inquiry, we have thoughtabout names to suggest for the upcoming vacancies
graphical data is enclosed.
on PSAC. A brief list with some pertinent bio

As may be evident, all five names are of
individuals prominent in engineering, rather than
pure research. It is our feeling that with so
much governmental attention on technology matters,
PSAC would be strengthened by more emphasis inthis area.

Sincerely,

TT
dub FULLACK
Director

Enclosure

Dr. Norman P. Neureiter,Office of Science and Technology,
Executive Office Building,

Washington, D.C.
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POSSIBLE CANDIDATES FOR PSAC

Edward L. Ginzton
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, Varian Associates.
Member NAE and NAS. Chairman NAS Panel on Automotive
Exhaust Standards. Man who devised and promoted SLAC.

W. G. (Gerry) Shepherd
Academic Vice President, University of Minnesota.
Former dean of engineering. Former president IEEE.
Member NAE.

Seymour W. Herwald

Vice President for Engineering, Westinghouse. Former
president IEEE. Member NAE.

Howard W. Rmmons

Professor of Mechanical Engineering, Harvard University.
Prominent aerodynamics expert. Member NAE and NAS.

W. Kenneth Davis
Vice President Bechtel Corporation, President, Atomic
Industrial Forum.



PRESIDENT'S SCIENCE ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Health Services Research and Development Panel
(

Charge

To examine critically the current contribution and future potential of health
services research and development in improving the health status of the nation, with
particular reference to:

A. The contribution of health services research and development in the
formulation and evaluation of national health goals, priorities, and
strategy;

B. Problems and priorities for health services research and development in
the decade ahead;

C. Sources and level of support;

D. Organizational and structural requirements for health services research
and development;

E. Development of manpower, information systems, and other resources to

support health services research and development;

F. Communication of research findings.
a



PRESIDENT'S SCIENCE ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Health Services Research and Development Panel

Definition

Health services research and development is an "applied" field, The

objectives of the field are twofold: 1) to improve the delivery of patient care,
and 2) to make more efficient use of scarce resources.

Health services research and development is concerned with the full
spectrum of personal health services, from preventive measures through arrange-
ments for treatment to physical and social rehabilitation, provided by health

personnel.

The focus is on the processes of applying biomedical knowledge to treat,
control or eliminate disease in communities and throughout the nation, rather

than on the development of that knowledge.

Usually "personal health services" are differentiated from "environmental

health services, "" which do not involve direct contact between health professionals
a andividuals

The major areas of concern to health services research and development are:

1) the financing of personal health services; 2) the production, distribution and

performance of health services personnel; 3) the development and use of health

services-facilities and equipment; 4) the organizational framework for providing

health services; and 5) the health services consumer - his needs, his use of

services, and the effect of services on his health.

Health services research encompasses those aspects of technological

research directed at solving problems peculiar to the health services industry.

It customarily requires establishment of demonstration projects to test new and

improved methods for providing health services.



August 5, 1971

PSAC PANEL ON HEALTH SERVICES R&D

NAME ADDRESS
POSITION AND

Panel Chairman

Kerr L. White, M.D.

Office of Science & Technology

Leonard Laster, M.D.

Members

Edward J. Connors, MHA

Victor R. Fuchs, Ph.D.

Robert J. Haggerty, M.D.

Jean L. Harris, M.D.

Professor of Medical
Care and Hospitals
John Hopkins School of
Hygiene and Public Health
615 North Wolfe Street
Baltimore, Maryland 21205

Office of Science & Technology
Executive Office of the Presider
Washington, D.C. 20506

Director
University of Michigan Hospital
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104

Director. Center for Communi AMA Nencan TY

Health and Medical Care
643 Huntington Avenue
Harvard University
Boston, Massachusetts 02115

Vice President
National Bureau of Economic
Research, Inc.
261 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 110916

Chairman and Professor
Department of Pediatrics
University of Rochester
260 Crittenden Boulevard
Rochester, New York 14627

Executive Director
National Medical Association
Foundation, Inc.
1150 17th Street, N. W.
Washington, D.C. 20034
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Theodore P. Meuchling Vice President
Arthur D. Little, Inc.
25 Acorn Park
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02140

William R. Marshall, Ph.D. College of Enginecring
University of Wisconsin
1517 University Avenue
Madison, Wisconsin 53706

Baldwin Maull Marine Midland Bank
250 Pakr Avenue
Room 610
New York, New York 10017

David Mechanic, Ph, D. Professor of Sociology
University of Wisconsin
Madison, Wisconsin 53706

Edmund D. Pellegrino, M.D. Vice President for the
Health Sciences
State University of New York
Stony Brook, New York 11790

David Z,. Robinson, Ph.D. Vice President
Carnegie Corporation
437 Madison Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022

Lloyd H. Smith, M. D. Professor of Medicine
University of California
San Francisco, California 94122

William A. Spencer, M.D. Director, Texas Institute for
Rehabilitation and Research
Texas Medical Center
P.O. Box 20095
Houston, Texas 77025

John G. Truxal, D.Sc. Vice President
Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn
333 Jay Street
New York, New York 11201



SPEECH PRESENTED BY DR, EDWARD E, DAVID, JR., SCIENCE
ADVISER TO THE PRESIDENT, AT EASCON MEETING, WASHINGTON,
D, C,, ON OCTOBER 7, 1971

It is a great pleasure to rejoin old and valued colleagues. I

might say that I value you more now than when I worked exclusively

within the disciplines the IEEE represents. From the perspective of

the White House, the Institute appears stronger and more relevant

today than ever before. I am particularly pleased with the conference

theme of EASCON -- technology is alive and needed, I am glad too

that you didn't add that it is alive and living in the Soviet Union or

China,

The timing of your meeting is auspicious for we are arriving

at a stage in the nation's development when technology must respond

in an unaccustomed way. It is almost as though we were again in the

era of the early 1940's when technology had to confront the Nazi

challenge. Today the situation is more complex, for the villain is

more diverse, less identifiable, and indeed will not succumb to a

brute force approach, Nevertheless, the IEEE and other elements of

the scientific and technological community must respond, and respond

adequately, if the nation is to meet the challenges of the 70's, Most

significant, we have a President who not only recognizes this situation

very well but who is insisting on vigorous and purposeful action in

applying science and technology. I share the President's feeling, and
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let me tell you briefly today how my office and other elements in thefederal government are responding to these demands. The overallprograms that emerge may set the tone and direction of R&D foryears in the future,
You must pardon me if I have telegraphed my punch, but Iwanted to bring to you the President's direct support of your conferencetheme, that technology is alive and needed. He has made this quiteclear to me personally and in a number of recent public statements,and here let me quote from one of them, When speaking to a recentJoint Session of the House and Senate, he said:
"Let us find the means to ensure that in this decadeof challenge, the remarkable technology that took theseAmericans to the moon can also be applied to reaching ourgoals here on earth,
"That is why, in the next session of the Congress,I shall present new proposals in both of these areas: taxreform to create new jobs, and new programs to ensure

the maximum enlistment of America's technology in meetingthe challenges of peace, "'

In the months ahead, we will be working hard to give substance tothese statements by formulating the bold and imaginative elementsnecessary to capitalize on the opportunities of the day.
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You may be interested in knowing a bit of the inside story as

to how the President's statement is being implemented, what directions
seem promising, and who the principal characters are, As you may
know, I hold not one job but four, As Science Adviser to the President,
I have unique access as a scientist to the upper levels of the executive

machinery of the government, The Science Advisory post has been in

existence since 1957 and the first person to hold the job was Dr. James

R, Killian, It has been traditional that the Science Adviser is also

chairman of the President's Science Advisory Committee, Through

this committee and a roll of consultants which runs to over 200, the

President has access to the best technical advice available in the

country and, I dare say, the world. This is a most important element

in formulating new programs that above all must be technically sound.

As the Director of the Office of Science and Technology, I have

a staff of about 25 professionals, This staff covers all of the physical

and life sciences, also including the practice of engineering and

medicine, Too, we are coming to appreciate the cogency of the

social sciences, Social sciences are becoming more and more

heavily involved in matters which yesterday could have been considered

purely from a technological vantage point. Within my own office I find

that operationally to be true, for one of the most vital contacts we
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have is with that much-maligned and highly skeptical group called

the Office of Management and Budget. OMB exerts strong influence

over the federal purse-strings, and in decisions to embark on new

programs, Between OMB, OST, and other White House elements,

the President has increased potential for the making of a science

and technology policy for the nation, a potential which we are now

seeing come to fruition,

The fourth job which I hold is Chairman of the Federal Council

for Science and Technology. This Council consists of the principal

R&D officers of the federal government and provides a unique

glimpse into the workings and programs of the agencies, including

everything from NASA to Agriculture and from DOD to Interior. It

is through this mechanism that certain programs are coordinated

across agency lines, For example, our Interagency Committee on

Atmospheric Sciences coordinates weather modification programs

in NOAA, NSF, Interior, and Agriculture, In formulating new pro-

grams, the Federal Council provides an effective input from the

entire gamut of federal apparatus,

Now, perhaps all of this sounds neat and straightforward but

as you all know, things are actually done in any organization in quite

different ways than one would think from merely examining the
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organization chart, Within every organization there is an infra-

structure that exerts the lion's share of creative thought. Somehow

many of the best ideas arise spontaneously outside the formal

organizational structure, In trying to trace back the motivations for

our studies of new technological opportunities, I find there is indeed

that degree of spontaneity.

The beginnings of that go back to when I first assumed my

present job about one year ago. It was very clear that a principal

task would be to bring new programs into being to keep the nation in

the technological forefront. Aerospace and defense research and

development had declined and technological unemployment had reached

levels of about 35,000 or more. Productivity in the economy had been

more or less stagnant for a period of months, and the now advertised

trade deficit was beginning to appear. It was clear to me that an

invigorated R&D program could be an important tool in meeting the

challenges inherent in these situations. It is worth noting that not

all segments of opinion would agree that R&D is a key to productivity,

trade, and jobs. Many economists believe that manipulation of

economic variables -- taxes, allowances, and the like -- can provide

solutions. I agree that in the short-term they can. The longer term

calls for programs with substance to produce new products and new

industries.
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effective action, During the past year we have evolved an organization

which closely matches the President's image of a reorganized federal

executive. Now we have a military and national security division, a

natural resources and environmental division, a human resources

division, and a division of civilian technology. Though this reorgani-

zation has been functional for sometime, it wasn't until late last

month that we bothered to formalize it with the usual flow-chart,

As those of you familiar with OST know, our staff comes to us from

universities, industry, and other government agencies, They serve

for varying periods, but two years is about par for the course, Then

they return to their own jobs, campuses, or industry, Over the past

year we have had a 50 per cent turn-over and that was completed

last month without losing momentum on our route to our main goal

of a program of technological programs to keep the country competitive,

The role of OST and the infra- structure to which I referred

earlier is illustrated very well by the President's Energy Message

which he sent to Congress on June 4 of this year, The message

proposed three significant initiatives. One was the completion of a

demonstration liquid-metal-fast-breeder power reactor by 1980.

Since his June 4 message, the President has announced construction

of a second such plant. The second initiative proposed pilot plants
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to investigate several methods of reducing sulphur oxide emission

from fossil power plant stacks, The third initiative proposed a

pilot plant for the production of clean gas fuel from coal. In total,

the President has requested some $87 million of increased federal

funding, and there is in addition over $200 million of industry support

pledged as of today, In this message the President also called on OST

to undertake further studies of possible new technological developments

covering the fields of energy sources, techniques for distribution, and

more efficient consumption, The message was remarkable to me

because it is the first in which a President has proposed an R&D

solution to a national problem, and this certainly bodes well for the

future of science and technology. The Energy Message, I feel certain,

is the first of many in this spirit.

I raised the subject of the President's Energy Message so I

can indicate how it came about. Three members of my staff in OST

worked for several months in reviewing all of the many energy

studies which had been done in the past. These amounted to at least

20 principal efforts over the past ten years by such diverse elements

as Resources For The Future, the Petroleum Council, and Cornell

University. OST itself issued several reports on narrow segments of

the overall energy problem, In reviewing all of this it became quite
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clear that a national energy program was required. To crystallize it

a committee of the Domestic Council at the White House, chaired by

Dr, Paul McCracken who is Chairman of the Council of Economic

Advisers, was appointed, I was Cea member of that committee and it

encompassed the many federal interests in the energy problem. The

final Energy Message was the result of the deliberations of that

committee which brought to bear not only scientific and technical ideas

but also economic, legal, social and political considerations. Thus,

action of the kind represented in the Energy Message is the result of

a coalition of many forces, capped of course by a Presidential decision.

A similar infra-structure and mode of action preceded the President's

health message which placed heavy emphasis on technology for health

care delivery, and also the same thing was true for the cancer initiative

which is being implemented this year.

This coalition of forces will be a principal ingredient in

formulating new programs to sustain the goal of technological leadership

It all began to come together in April of this year, About that time

Dr, Paul McCracken, Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers,

made a speech in which he spoke eloquently of the importance of

research and development to the well-being of the economy. Later,

after a joint effort between the Council and OST, Dr. McCracken and

I sent a letter to the President outlining some ideas for stimulating

research and deyclopment activities in industry, These ideas are
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still under study, but mention of them has appeared in the press,

Generally speaking, they have to do with increasing the pace of

innovation through incentives of various kinds.

Somewhat later, Mr. Peter Peterson, formerly President of

the Bell & Howell Company, joined the White House staff and emphasized

the importance of the coupling of foreign trade balance and high

technology products, Again, joint consultations between his staff

and OST produced several actionable items pointed toward increasing

the competitiveness of American industry with Japan, the European

Economic Community, and other nations, As time passed, other

important elements were added to the infra-structure, including

encouragement from General Bernard Schriever and a number of

private advisers, All told there seemed to be a definite groundswell

in recognition of the importance of R&D for the national well-being.

All of this, plus the encouragement of the President's Domestic

Council, led me and Dr. Goldmuntz, who is Executive Director of

the Federal Council for Science and Technology, to begin work earlier

this year with the agencies to study specific technologies in the same

spirit as we did in our earlier work preceding the Energy Message.

Over the past two to three months, we have worked with many people

in the federal agencies and departments and with outside consultants
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to uncover promising ideas, Iam inno position at the present time

to tell you about specifics, for their merit and ultimate fate are by

no means decided, I can say, however, that they represent a

creative effort on the part of the federal R&D community which goes

beyond anything I have seen produced in the recent past. Contributions

have come from the officials and staff of the Departments of Transportation,

Housing and Urban Development, Interior, Commerce, EPA, NASA,

Agriculture, the National Science Foundation, and HEW, The proposals

range from advanced transportation systems to increased protection

from natural disasters and improved air quality. And all of them are

feasible only through technology-intensive systems or products. Iam

particularly pleased that all of the proposals include a strong quality-

of-life component, almost routinely. This indicates the significant

progress we as a nation have made in reconciling high technology

with human and environmental considerations.

Another aspect of these proposals is that they are pointed

principally at demonstration or prototype activities. Referring back

again to the Energy Message, all three of the programs there, the

breeder reactor, the sulphur oxide removal trials, and the coal

gasification plant were pointed at either demonstration or pilot

operations, As you well know, this is a necessary stage in bringing

a technology to the level where it can lead to a marketable and useful
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product, It is also a stage of development in which large funding is

usually required and in which government participation with industry

is appropriate, Again, the prototype of the energy program is relevant

here, for both the power utilities and the equipment manufacturers are

participating by providing a major share of the financing, In addition,
and

of course, we must continue to develop new technology/to assure U.S,

leadership in exploratory research,

The ideas received from the agencies and departments are now

being evaluated technically by my staff and by special panels of

consultants, The task here is clear, to be certain the proposals are

scientifically and technologically sound, This, of course, is the key

item and it is the heart of the Science Adviser's job to assure high

quality in federal R&D, I would be less than frank if I did not say

that some of the ideas and proposals are warmed-over rejects, They

range all the way from outright nonsense and pet projects with little

or no contribution to make to first-class: new ideas which are very

likely to provide entirely new thrusts and directions, We are in the

process of sifting these. We may end up with four or 400, We as yet

don't know the answer, but we can testify that technology is very much

alive and we intend to cultivate it.
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As for what happens from here, the output from OST will be

subjected to similar, tough evaluations in terms of social, financial,

legal, and other considerations. As I indicated, we have a strong

coalition of forces to undertake this examination, Our infra-structure

will certainly examine them for their impact on domestic problems

and opportunities and on foreign trade. An important new ally in

all this is a new addition to the White House staff, Mr. William

Magruder, Bill Magruder knows the ins-and-outs of technology and

industry. It was only a month ago that he was appointed Special

Consultant to the President. He is a strong resource in bringing

this effort to fruition. He, I, and others will cooperate in framing

an overall package which will bring all of the considerations into

balance,

As you can tell, this is a very ambitious undertaking but we

hope to have it in the initial form before the end of the year, It is too

early to tell what programs will emerge, for the ultimate goal is to

produce solid programs which can contribute to significant national

opportunities, to economic growth, to exports, and to technological

leadership, and of course to the quality-of-life of the nation as a whole,

In addition, I have great expectations for this program in terms of its

effect on the technical enterprise of the nation, I believe that it can
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provide a base of inspiration for invigorating our enterprise by setting

meaningful goals such as the President's ''clean energy for the 70's

and 80's", Most of all, I think this effort reinforces the theme of

your conference that technology is alive and needed. You can be sure

that the President shares your conviction,

# # #
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HARVARD UNIVERSITY DIVISION ENGINEERING AND APPLIED PHYSICS

PIERCE HALL, CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 02136 OFFICE OF THE DKAN

July 28, 1971
AUG 23 1971

Mr. David Z. Beckler
Office of Science and Technology
Executive Office Building
Washington, D, C. 20506

Dear Dave:

In the course of my presentation of the OECD report to PSAC on

July 19, you may recall that you requested that I transmit to you
the outline of the more detailed recommendations which I said I had

prepared in connection with the earlier drafting stages of the report.
These recommendations are somewhat more concrete, and perhaps succinct,
than those formulated in the report itself, since members of the com-
mittee felt that many of them were too unique to the U.S. situation
and not sufficiently general. Nevertheless, you indicated that you
might find these recommendations useful in connection with further
discussion of the report.

It is my intention in fact to try to go through these recommendations
and use them as the basis for a fairly lengthy personal letter to the

Secretary General, expressing my own point of view.

In point of fact, I believe that you do already have in your files
a copy of this set of recommendations, which I sent to Hugh Heffner
last September in response to his request for a progress report on

the OECD study. However, I realize that I have sent you so many docu-
ments in various connections that perhaps you will have difficulty in
locating the correct one, and for this reason I am sending you another
xerox copy. You are of course welcome to distribute this material
to the members of PSAC or of the Haggerty panel as you see fit, although
I imagine that you may have to retype the material in order to make it
legible,
Sincerely yours,

Harvey Brooks

HB :ms
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Outline of OECD Recommendations and Conclusions

1. Higher education and scientific manpower

Bes Is there an excess, deficiency, or wrong mix of the output of

higher education, especially from the post-graduate level? In most OECD

countries number of places in higher education at all levels has been

set by social demand rather than by analysis of the future needs or

society. The post-acadexic enployment market has been thought to set

-the choices of studeats indirectly, and this has been thought a suf~

ficient manpower policy without further channeling into specific oceup=

ations or subjects. As a result the system of higher education hes

tended to expand propiigtionally in all its parts including research.

This whole approach is now coming into question as experience indicates

that the social demand for aavanced education has much greater capacity

for growth over long periods of time than was originally thought. On

the other hand demand is very hard to forecast, as the future needs of

society are hard to foresee, and new developnents in science and tech=

nology, as well as new aspirations end expectation created both by

scerenc and technology and by social change, change perceived social

necds. The time lag between entry into higher education and entry into

the employment yarket means that market incentives have too long a

tine lag with the present rapid rate of hange to accurately channel

manpower. The excellent studies begun by OECD of the economics of

supply and deuand for educated manpower, and of the economics of higher

education in general, shovld be continued with special emphasis on

manpower forecasting. A special sroblen 4s how to equality of

opportunity with respect to higher education without creating a large

pool of individuals overeducated for the occupations open to then.

b. There is need for mich closer study of the income redistribution

aspects of higher education, and the comparison of social and private

:

achieve
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to higher cducation under the conditions of mass higher eduention }now

existing or soon to exist in the OECD countriocs. Such studies need to

be broken down by field of study, and intercomparisons bewween countries

should provide a useful perspective.
c. In future planning for higher education the OECD countries

greater differentiation in teaching approaches, organization, and

accommodate to a wider variety of cognitive styles, and to ullow the

economies and benefits of greater inatitutional specialization. Un-

iforuity no longer has the social utility that it did when

ucation was for a small elite ynich would enter a few key professions.

and occupations, There is also a need for a better integration of higher

education and work experience, anda ebnore gradual transition from ed=

ucation to work, with some education continu; formally throughout an

individual's working life.
2. Support of basic research

ae The current shift in emphasis away from high~tevhnology

defense research does not imply less basic research to meet society's

future needs, but does imply sone snift of empjasis particularly to-

wards the understanding of complex interdependent systems and the siences

that deal with the natural envizonnent as such a complex system. For

example, there is a need to deepen understanding of the ways in which

modern technico-economic systems function, in order to sharpen the tools

for the macro-management of economies--tools which appear to be losing

their efficacy under modern social conditions.

De The enptiasis on technological assessment and wise environwental

manecenent means that in the introduction of new technology a consider=

ably higher ratio of fundmental and exploratory type applied research

to development may be needed than in the past, because the forecasting

ts
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search oricntation 800uld be institutions in order to

higher ed-

of side-effects requires more fundamental understanding than the mero



demonstration of technical feasibility and comercial
@. Since the results of basic science are 9art available to all

nations, there is a temptation as communications improve for each nation
to underspend on basic science in the hope of taking economic advant=

age of the science produced in other countries. In consequence it may

become necessary to arrive at some general international understandings
about levels of fundamental research in each country as a prom

portion of GNP. Conversely, in the planning and evlauation of funda~

mental research in each country an increasingly international ovientation
is necessary. This would include the consultation of scientists in one

country in evaluating research proposals or planning facilities and pro-

grams in another.

ds The present level of funding of fundamental research in sual
Scale science should be maintained as a proportion of GNP in the OECD

countries, while encouraging those countries that are lagging in this

respect to gradually bring their level of support up to the others.

3. International cooperation in large scale science

large scale facilities such as accelerators, radio telescopes, or

satellites, as well as more general purpose facilities. such as oceano=

graphic research esséls.
b. While international financing of some large scale facilities

might be desirable, the associated political complications make this

difficult, and in the meanwhile there is much more that could be done

in the way of international planning of major national facilities' so as

:
:
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to achieve the maximum possible degree of complenentarity between

national « 'The ultimate objective of international planning

be to see that expensive and unique experimental and observational

capabilities throughout the world are used for the most important and

significant experiments irrespective of the national origin of the
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proposers. While a certain auount of national competition in seience

is a etimlus to excellence, the OBUD countries at teast should be

Moving away froma national competition, especially in big facilities,
and towards a more international orientation. This is necessary

order to get the most value ont of national scientific investments,

but in addition international cooperation in large scale basic science

an set a model for cooperation in other areas and help in some of the

international institution building that will be necessary increasingly

for the control and regulation of technology on an international basis.

ec. The OECD science policy connittee should take the initiative

in creating working parties to explore and develop plans for greater .

cooperation and planning OECD countries in selected areas of "big

science". Azthough such cooperation in technological and applied science.

areasy particularly those related to the environment, are not excluded,

we be}ieve that fundamental science provides the most fruitful and

promising area for joint planning and sharing the utilization of fac~

ilities in the near future. One possible undertaking of such task groups

"would be to prepare inventories of major fundanental research facilities

in the member countries, and to make such inventories widely available

to the scientific community. It may also be desirable to explore the

feasibility of a number of international fellowships available

gyecifically for the purpose of encouraging the cross-national util-

ization of major basic science facilities. OECD might well serve as

the agency for the selection of fellows and the administration of the

program. a

d. In operating in the international science area OECD must re~

cognize the many other international bodies, official and non~official,

woicu are alreauy active, and try to avoid duplication or pre-emption

:

nal dng

of international activities that are already going well, for example,



the Global Atuospheric Research Progran, or the International Biological
Program. We believe, however, that the major facilities area is one in
which there has not been as much joint planning as is possibvle, end that

here sone encouragenent and push fron governnenis is needed. 'This sort

of joint planning effort, however, must be sold to the scientific com-

munity on the basis tnat it makes possible qualitative accomplishments

which would not be possible on a national basis, not as a pretext for

delaying or cancelling national prograus. a a

4, Determination of scientific priorities
a. A fairly sharp distinction rust be drawn between priority de~

termination in technological development, where the benefits are fairly
well definable in advance, and basic science, where the benefits are

_

usually definable only on the basis of historical experience, and not

relevance to particular defined areas or social need.
De The: determination of priorities in fundawental science is a com=

plex process involving many inputs, including how the individual scient-

ist aSsesses the opportunities and problems and thus chooses to invest

his own time and effort, plus the external influences that affect his

choices.' Relevance of basic science to defined areas of social need is

elusive' and uncertain, and this limits the possibility or effectiveness

of priorities in a centralized fashion. Thus any system of

centralized priority setting must receive an extensive input from the

scientific comunity, and must allow a sufficient margin of support for

projects of high scientific excellence which do not fit the selected

priorities of the moment, and which are representative of the priority

choices of individual scientists and research groups of demonstrated

capability and accouplishment. The determination of priorities my be

thought of as embod,ing a three-way trade off between intrinsic

scientific interest, social relevance, and cost. Thus social relevance

of a project may justizy a lower quality cut-off, while projects of

hich ana) tty and Jow cost shou3 d receive support a nost nde endent



of social relevance. The most difficult choices probably lie in the
area of combined high cost and high intrinsic scientific interest with
relatively low apparent social relevance. In this domain the existence
of a substantial international consensus, and a degree of international
planning and consultation could be most helpful in reinforcing choices.
The other area of uncertainty is that of combined hizh apparent social
relevance and high cost with relatively low current scientific quality
and intrinsic interest. Here the question arises whether increases of
support will attract higher quality people into the field, and result
in the turning up of new scientific questions of greater intrinsic in~
terest. Support of such programs temporarily on a sheltered basis is
justified, but should not be continued indefinitely unless the quality
in. the field becomes conparable with that in other areas of basic
science. As the resources for hasic science becone snaller relative
to the scientific opportunities which can be pursued-~a, situation which

-Qppears almost inevitable, since science grows exponentially wuile re-
sources tend to grow arithnetically--it will be increasingly necessary
to. develop methods of cross comparison of quality between widely dif-
ferent fields which will have credibility in the scientific commun ty

and with the public. It seems that this should be an issue of special
concern to the science policy committee of OECD. OECD might wish

to consider holding a conference on priority setting for basic science,
analacous to the Jouy en Josas conference on science oolicy of a few

Years
c. For the purpose of discussing priorities 1% may be useful to

Classify basic acadenteally-oriented science into four categories as
as

é

follows:
1) General support for the infrastructure of science without

regard to field. In Europe and the U.k. this ineludes that part of

research activity in universities which is supported through instit-
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utions and by ninistrics of education and sclence, Lt would generally

comprise faculty support, post graduate student stipends, general pur~

pose laboratory Cquipment and technical services, and other expenses not

highly speciiic rt) particular projects. The of this support must

be related in some way to overall technical manpower needs and to higher

"education policy in general,

2) Support for research projects in small scale Science chosen

primarily on the basis of intrinsic scientific interest and excellence

'and the quality of the people involved without reference to centra+ ly

deteruined priorities of fields or institutions. The volune and dis-

tribution of support in this category should be related to proposal

' pressure", i.e. to the sum of the decentralized choices of individual

researchers and snall research

3) Support for research in KIEKEKA fields selected for spec-

ial exphasis either on the basis of unusual scientific opport:nity

and promise or on the basis of Social iuportance or a combination o?

the two. support may ond probably should be selective also as to

institutions in order to insure the creation of "critical mass" efforts

in the selected fields. I+ is in this area, that centrally determined

Sach

are
priorities X& appropriate.

i 4) Construction, operation, and support of science 'in unique

and complex facilities of the "big science" variety where, again, con

eentration of effort and support is required to achieve the most sig

nificant progress, This again As an area in which centrally determined

priorities are appropriate, However, in many cases the detailed chaices

of experiments and snaller instrunentation should be left for decent-

ralized choice and support more along the Lines of category l, with

"mechanisms set up 'to insure as far as possible accéss to the facilities

on. the basis of the intrinsic scientific merit of 'the experinuents pro-

osed.
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above basis of categorization is easy or a ffievlt depending 'upon the

general organizational structure. It corresponds more closely to the

UK and kuropean structure than to the American However, it would be

@ major contribution towards a more rational and coherent science pol=

icy with respect to basic science if the scientific programs of the

OBCD countries could be analyzed on e coz parable basis according to the

above schene, and this might well be undertaken as the next step in
"the statistical studies being conducted by OECD.

5. Technological assessment and environinent

a. Since the 1962 report the emphasis of science policy has been

on. policy for science, i.e. on the allocation of resources to scientific
research and technological develppuent, and on the role of science and

technology in economic growth and industrial development, During the

-goming decade the emphasis must be much more on science for policy, Le€e

on the input of scientific considerations in policy decisions of a sociel,

political, or economic nature. AS an example there is need for much

ttention Sn ta thaww evolution of

health care delivery systems, including particularly the social science

aspects, and the of health problems at the socio-medical

interface. Comparative studies and effectiveness measures of health

value and interest. Another area of importance, of course, is the
care delivery syst eus in different countries might be of particular

scientific input to policy for environmental protection and ement ,

including neasures of effectiveness in this areas

be Tne central theme in OECD for the coming aecade is that econ-

omic growth is no longer enough. This is well expressed in the recent

OKCD report 'op/wp2(70)6, "the Gvowth of Output in OECD.Gountries", in

the followisig terms!

"But the, general problen of how to put the fruits of growth to
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meeting social Wants and how to mitigate the coats and nuisances created
by growth, is comson to most countries. exchange of in-
formation and idcas in this field is therefore likely to be useLuleccee
For these reasons a study of some of the central problems of longer
term growth, in relation to resource allocation, technological
and social choice, and the development of the kind of national and inter-
national policy action needed to give better direction to the growth

wy

process, should be a mejor task for the future work of
We believe that the above recommendation implies a much closer

integ of science policy with economic policy than in the past.
In the words of Dr. Christensen, "science policy must be out

of its isolation from economic policy, because econowic growth is es~

sentially technological progress." "For further development of this
heme refer to Dr. Christensen's paper.

ce Recent discussion of technological and environuental assesssnent

has tended to emphasize the negative aspects of technology, and the

importance of enticipating and deleterious "second-order"

effects before they attain crisis proprtions. However, it also inportant
to point out that many current problems of society arise from inadequate

developnent of technology for the public Boctor-apact from defense

in comparison with tecnnology for the manufacuring The -very

slow growth of productivity in the governnent services and in the service

sector generally, particucarly in education und medical care, has béen a

major source of. inflationary pressures in all the OCD countries, as

well as a cause of inadequate social performance of the econoMic system

an relation to individual and social welfare. There 1s no adequate in=

centive for innova,wtion or for productivity increase ia these areas, and

no adequate measure of performance. slany of the deficiencies are clearly

:

technological in the classical sense; notably air traffic control, anti-

pollution technology of all kinds,



areas waieh relate primarily to productivity in the public sector,

ground trayisportation tochnology; espocially the Lategration of aif~
ferent modes, postal services, health care delivery, public housing, ote

>

OECD should consider extending its research cooperatsLon activities into
+

The road research work is one example of such an activity which touches
n this area. This seems much-.more promising than attenpts at coonere
ation in areas of more traditional private trial concern, such as

moterials or data processing,
d. It is true that technically feasible solutions to many problens

of environment a] manasencnt and . control exist, and that we have nos

adequately apolied the technology that is available On the other

hand, it must be reccgnized that eccnomics and technology cannot be

separated in this area, and that technical solutions aredifficult
or impossible to apply because of cost and the unwillingness of the

public to accept the necessary costs. Thus both technological innov-
. ation and more vigorous public policies arc needed; neithGr can probe

ably succeed without the other. Furthermore, aaditional technical
4 hieis edeq far balar

'ana benefits of technology.
e. Opinions appear to differ as to the degree to which growing

environmental concern and natio action to meet it will affect inter
national equilibriua in trade. This is an area woich requires con-

reassessnent. Considerable self-restraint on the part of OSCDtinu
countirics will be needed in respect to unilateral of stendardsinposition
on the one hand, and aggressive shifting of production to take ad-

vantage of lax standards on the other. This nay prove a par ticularly

Fouchy provlon in 'rolation +0 multinational companies unless the dif~

ferent countries in which they operate adopt a conceerted stence ctwards

environacatal regulation and standards. OECD should Keep this problem

under surveillance, and this wild require. close coordi.ation of economic



:

and science policy groups. :

4f. Cne general issue which arises under the preceding relates to
the way in environmental standards are applied. On the one hend,
economic efficiency would suggest moving towards a division of labor in
which polluting activities are shifted to countries and regions where

the absorptive capacity of the environment is greatest. On the other

hand, consistent application of such a philosophy would result an Un=

Afors Ccterioration of the environment, whereas social considerations
argue for the preservation of clean areas, There is also a lore

detailed technical question as to whether enviroumental standards should

be based on limits of emission at source, or in what degree they should

take into account the contribution of a given emission to a tolerable
of pollutant concentration 'ata defined location. Although these

G@eisions will be primarily economic in the short term, they cannot be

made independently of a knowledge of she technological prcespects for

pollution control as well as for less polluting NANULactUring

This again calls for close collaboration between economic and science

policy groups within in any erfort to aeat environmental

problens.
g. Many problems are becoming global an nature and

require international collaboration poth to assess the extent of the

problem and to take remedial action. This is particularly true with

respect to certain aspects of atmospheric yollution, the pollution of

international waterways, and the conta.ination oF the oceans by pes=

ticides, fertilizers, and radioactve wastes. The tecinical character

of these probleas is often not fully understood, and monitoring systems

are insufficient +o determine what is happening. Since monitoring

systeus can very expensive, tuere is an urgent need for deveLopang

re

:

a better technico-econ-mic rationale for what to monitor woen ane where



in relation to the tine-urgency of various contaminant problems, the

availovility ond prospects of the necessary technology, and the con=

tribution ofeach monitoring station to the global assessment. Since

the OLCD countries are the prime contributors to the problem, it is
quite appropriate that OECD shoulda perfora a central role in assembling
authoritative inforuation in this general field, serving as a central
clearinghouse for compiling and evaluating such inforsation, but taking
full advantage of the activities of other invernational groups, both

official and wnofficial. imphasis should be on putting out authori-
tative status reports which can be readily understood by policy nekers

and .are policy-oriented.
he Ald technological progress comes at some cost, and some risk is

attendant on the intr or extension of any technology. Because

the public does not understand 'that technological progress inevitably
involves the balancing of risks against benefits a situation exists in

which widely different standards are applied in different technolog~

ical areas. For example, every developed nation accepts an enorious

annual death toll from auto accidents yet views wita great alarm the

possible from low Level radiation from nuclear power plants.
Often it is buch easier to quantizy. the risks of a given technology

than it is the benefits, but equally often the converse is true. There

is urgent need for a much better intellectual rationale in this whole

area. Tnere is the question not only of the sun total of risks and

bencfits but also their allocation among various segnents of society»

fhis is in fact an appropriate field of economic scholarship which is

in its infancy. It is a field wich padly needs to be freed from its

present euotional nystification. It would appear that this is an area

which OECD could do a good deal to stimulate interest, and the

seience »olicy conmittee nicht consider how could be done in some

representative arcaSe



6. firus and technology ter
4

a. All studies of technolory transfex ouphasize the key import-

arice of the Hovenent of ideas and experience with people. Technological

Wnowshow, unlike basic science, tends. to be relatively undocumented, and

to be embodied in the minds and skilis of individuals and to be. trans~

ferred throngna direct personal interactions and oa-the-job learning.

rt is. for this reason that uuLtinational firas are of great actual and

potential importance in the transfer and diffusion of technology, and

hence in the rapid spread of tecimological progress. A further discussion

of the role of multinational Virus is included in the appendix by U.

The importance of miltinational firms, and both the benefitsColumbo.

-and probleus they introduce for national economic policies, warrant a

continuing study of the economic' arid technological of such firms,apact

Such studies should be related to the studies of the allocation of costs

and benefits of technological progress advocated under itea 5 he. abeve.

De One of the priacipal couplaints against multinational Sirus

is that their decisions often conflict with netional economic ond in-

dustrial policies, and the threat to relocate gives them much stronzer

bargaining power than competing or related indigenous industry. The

problem exists in the areca of labor-nanagenent relations, in access to

capital markets, and in general personnel and management practices. To

extent. the multinational firm has made purely national policies
"nin the economic and even the social sphere obsolete, and there is there=

fore a growing need for agreenent adong the ORCD nat countries on the

broad objectives of econcitic and social policy, and for concerting

specific actions. This is an area in which OECD has been active, but

could become even wore active.
Ts Technical assistance and underdevelopuent

ae National science policies within the developed should



mony

be formulated with particular ntion to on the Lpa'

This would include fostewing the aevelopFADS of indigenous

din science ond technology relevant to the economic situation o2 thc

LDC's, and tee opening of markets for the iDC's in the developed

tries for labor-intensive industrial production. Investment in the

LDC's should be coupled with technology transfer and on the job

of indigenous and teconicians.

:

:

be + The so-called brain drain cannot be counteracted by
LDC

service of scientists and technologists in their home rere v

but it should be possible to develop relationships between

in developed and undeveloped countries so that LDC scientists heve

opportunity to stay in their own countries without becoming isolate?

from world science,
c. Countries in intermediate stages cf developzent can often be

of assistance in the devolopment process of LDC's and should be uscd

for this purpose to a greater extent.

ad. OCD should catalogue the activities of its members in scicnc:
their to developuent.ia

are not prepared to susgest a definite percentage we believe that valste

developed countries ought as a matter of conscious and explicit policy

devote a certein fraction of their Rh. and D. activities to

relevant to developuent. This would the provision of oppor-

tunities and incentives for scientists and engineers from developed

countrics to spend periods of tine in LDC's both to previde tec

assistence and education in situ an to fa.iliarize themselves wiva

LDC problems and conditions.

8. DevelLoonent and application of the sociel sciences

a, Whereas aluost all the problems addressed by science anu

in the past decade were predominantly technological, in the sense of

physical and biological technology, the problems being addressed



the newer priorities of the 70's all have an important social component.

politica skills of an intuitive sort arc not based on science.

sciences have a great deal to offer in coating witn the social aspects
of problems such as medical care, education, pollution, population con
trol, technical assistance, and national planning in such fields as

onomics has a long history of inputs at the policy Level; this will have
to extend to other areas such socioloigy and political science. 'fhe

social sciences need to +be much better integrated into science policy.
Furthermore the spending scale for many social science projects is often

inadequate to the questions veing addressed; the social sciences will
have to learn how +0 plan, organize, and manage Larger and more anbit=
ious projects.

The social sciences, with the exceytion of economics and to

extent psychology, lack an organized prcefession or suvprofession
concerned with trabsiating into action and policy,
to engineering for the phygical sciences or medicine for the biomedical

sciences, 'his represents a challenge to education to train such a

profession, and also to governuent and industry to icarn how to use the

social sciences. Furthermore, the social sciences have been late in

Gaining ecadenic recognition, especially in Lurope » end until recently
have not attracted the best talent. Recently they have mace cosider-

able strides, and the advent of couputer techniques and systems concepts

offers great prowise for rapid progress. in.+ho near future. Like all
new and potweriul tools, however, these are in danger of bemsing their

users and causing them to mistake technical virtuosity for profundity

Much of this aspect will have to be dealt with through managerial and

Nevertheless the lmowledge insight, and mnethodologicsofthesocial °

1

4

transportation, housing, and land use. Of 4.he 3oclal sciences only ec=+

A

sone

of thought. The danges to the social sciencss, hoyever,



gome from excessive popularity accounanied by unrealistic expectations
as to what they can accomplish especially in the 'short term. This
could lead to public disilusion with the social sciences, and to
@essive preoccupation with policy~relevant research to the detrinent
of the development of theory, On the other hand, the demands of pract-
ical problens could also help to open un new domains to theoretical
etudy and contribute to conceptual development while also permitting
some quantitative techniques to be tried on a larger scale than would

"be possible with basic notivations alone.
Ce the social sciences should be fully included in future R. and De

funding and manpower surveys of OECD.

9. Biomedical sciences and science policy
a: there has been a tendency to leave the biomedical sclences out

of discussions of science policy, especially in Europe. In the U.5.

biomedical research and associated training accounts for nearly 50%

of the research and advanced training Federal funds coming to acadenic

institutions (classified as "academic science"). Biomedical research

is Less self-conteined, both on its basic and applied sides, i.e

sciences, and engineering. On the applied side, as the technology of

the cure of discase continues +o advance dramatically, emphasis in ap-

plication shifts to the ifterface between social and behavioral science

on the one hand and biological science on the other=-to the socio-med=

ical pathologies such as drug abuse, alcoholism, mental retardation,

and Giseases originating in envirohmental factors such as air pollution.

Also engineering,and operations research are increasingly involved in

rationalizing the system of delivery of medical care. In short the health

A

it is more interdependent with physical sciences, social

economics

af

of tie population has become to a growing extent one of the hichest

priprity tasks of science policy, and yet this is not fully recognized

in most discussions of science policy.



be Science policy in the biomedical area not only the

azlocation of resources to and the organization ofresearch in the

biomedical sciences, put also policies on the organization and fin-
qneing of the health care delivery systen, on medical and

professional education, on the diffus ion of nedical technology, and
on the mane.enent of public health problems, especially those of a.

socio-medical nature. As indicated previously medical care is a prime

example of one of those quasi public sector services where productivity
lags. The recent OECD report on inflation (CPE(70)8) points out that

"inefficiency in achieving social and other objectives the public
sector is just as much a potential source of inflation as inefficiency
or excessive profits in the private sector....eHealth end education are

are

examples of areas of government expenditure which manifest strong in-
come elasticitzes of demand, high labour intensities, and low product~

ivity increaseS-oese the implementation of public health and educational

services involves substantial and rapidly rising public expenditure,"

In the health field the situation is greatly complicated by rising ex~

-pectations. Productivity is difficult to define. Clearly the dis~

covery of me thods of immunization ayaiust polio, or drugs to control

Parkinsonisn, represent enormous reductions in cost to society, and so

n @ sense increases in productivity On the other hend, the costs of

manegenent Of az ce diseases, for which no cure

- ds available, have escalated enornovsly, even when measured against

the decrease in mortality and morbidity resulting from this care. The

econonics of health care has usually been a taboo subject. health

is regarded as an absolute good for which no cost is too It is

now recopnized, however, that since health care is & pearce resource,

vasculer

it is not exenpt from the principles of economics. ComparaLive national

studies witnin ONCD might be of particular value in this area.
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C1, fechnolosy and 'the structure of work

Rapidly i educaational levels of the creating
are

a demand that work be not only finonctally but.also -psycholosieally
rewarding. this requires more attention to! the conscious Gesiyn of

experience into the of production, This, of course,

applies even more to the service occupations 'than to nanufacturirig.
of treac-off 3 axe

possible between worker satisfaction and produetiive erficiency, or

what role technology can play in improving the 'psychological Satis~

out to ve one of the crucial social problens of advenced societics.

may well be that the present world-wide unrest anon educated youth

is caused part br a universal, unwillingness to accept the character

of the occupations offered by society on their present terms, and the

anti-tecinology aspects of the student rebellion are connected with

8 verception that the present occuvational structure is ectermined

primarily by the requirenents or technology in relation to economic

efficiency. In nany ways this sontinent is in collision

with the crisis of productivvity. in service public occup-

ations. Lo the extent that greater fulfillment in work

entails a loss of economic efficiency in the narrow sense, the collective

social goels of society and the individual personal goels of ful-
i

filluent may be in direct conflict. ALL these considerations, of

course, also interact with the nature of education end the expectations

and world views created by the educetional experience, Because of

the
:

There is very little knowled.ze

decade this may turnfaction of occupetional exoerience. In the next

:

LALO OGLE Wey

1

7

:

the comuonality of the problems developed societics,
wu

there is a need for understanding them in a trans-national context.

Many of the superficially plausible explanations of student unrest,

for exanple, which seem to apply in the UeSe, are thrown in question

when one sees the same situation in other cowitries where the U.S.



circuustunces do not obtain. I+% may we1 be that the social con-

ditions creat cd by material affluence are incompatible with the

persona1 obyles necded to maintain, operate, and
. disprove a Coiiplex technological society. thus a najor challenze to

science policy may prove to be ty find new goals for tec!mological
innovation related to the adaptation of wow styles to the psycho-

logical needs of man rather then, as in the past, the adapttation of

man to the work styles required for maxima economic efficiency.

what is known or being researched on this general topic, possibly in

the form of aa international siailar to those held on the

of higher education, The focus of the necting, however,

be It is suggested taat ODCD nuke an avteupt to bring together

econorad

ought to relate to science policy and what science and technology

might do ,resolve the probleus. OLCD in such a conference might per=

form 4 useful service ia defining more closely the nature of the

problei outlined above, and thus pointing towards lines of research

which wight contribute eventually towards its understanding and res-
. Olution.
.12. Technological diversity

a. @he combination of technology and "economic rationality"

tends to produce what ht be described as "tecnnological mono~

cultures." The classic of this is, of course, intensive

whiC} enphasizes single plant varieties » creating high

productivity at the experse or ecological diversity and stability.
There is an analasous ceological situation with respect to technol

n the uore traditional SCUGCs Tho automobile drove out urban

te

:

example

ogies
Nees transit. The aireraft is driving out tne pasgenger train, ese

pecially in the U.S. The transatlantic jet aircraft has all bees el~but

iminated cceean travel. There are hidden social costs associated with



this driving out of 'older that often do not become ap~
: CS nave locked societyparent til baad

wn

relationships is one of the 8wbbier and nore aspects -of

associated wein to the new way of life itz the acy
urbia and are 5ocd exasiples. The understanding of such

1

:
teen asscssuent.

whe situation aescriped above is produced in part by the re~

technology. Tus aturns to scale which are
:

oz1S
#

growing technolory always tO becone more efficient, end hence

cncaper, while , technology, tends to become less efficient,
:

further acoravated by lagsand more ex-ensive, / This Situation
:

n structuraal adjustuent pnd in labor x bys the situation is
often furtner aggravated by the actions or govermnents. Governuents

take action to foster n and beneficial in their eaxely

But

stages, otten csteblis +jing hidden subsidies, This be desirable for
:

an infant technology, which needs special encourasenent when it is on

a small scale, since it Cannot compete with esttaplished 1

unti it hes erough to enjoy revtirns to scale vo

those of well-estabLished technolo : tieSe however, policies appropriate

for infant technolgsies tend LOX polit jicel reasons to be perpetuated
i

peyond tac time wiyen they are really beneficial from a proecer Socreaa
t

Viewpoint. In this Way foster the development or techno=
wyutd

overanents
a aneve oceurrea throvgh the

V

Working or tne tivate4

c. the above situation applies' particularly with respect to

technolosies which compete With cach other Zor the satisfaction of. the
?

sane or sinilar co needs @

various uoacs Ox transportation. he situation is les gerious ween
The classic case o2 course the

the organisation of production is guch that the trade-off between

ious cans taizes place witnin a sing e economic unit, as it does to



a greater degree in the field of communications, thus the organization

Of both industry and along lines of purpose or Function

rether than means or technique has certain auvautages in these terns,

although these advantages are counterbalanced by the economic effic-
dency which tends vO result froz bringing toget? of means

that serve a variety of different ends, SBE thus facil tebing the

transfer of technology from one social purpose to another. (oe. ite

Rosenberg, "zconomic Development and @ransfer or Hechnology in

Technology and Culture, Vol. 2, Noe 4).
c. Technological diversity thus may provide hidden social benefits

ox external benefits" which require social intervention to naintaoin

them, this also relates to the satisfaction of wou discussed under

the previous section, The trouble is thet the argunent too easily

slips over into an argument to * subsidiging inefficient economic

erations, 'the original argument for far subsidies was the mainten-

ance of the social and psychological values of the family fara, and

sinilar hidden subsidies are provided an many OCD countries for the

inefficient small retail distribution outlet. There need to be ways

of quantifying and defining the social venefits, if any, wuich result

frou suca AEXAKRE economic inefficiencies. liodern pro-

auction processes, using computer techniques, orfer tae possinility

of re-introducing much more diversity into the production process,

sophisticated tools can be designed to be faba by individuals an

alternative to the extreme divieion of labor an the production line.

1

possidility 4

end in meny types of services. Similarly there is

This kind of question needs to be ptudied.

t
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-Nuclear Fantasy?
Iix-Professor Siegel
Claims a Breakthrough *

I n Controlling Fusion
KMS Industries Bucks AEC

In Effort to Tame Forces
Of the H-Bomb for Power

'A Genius or a Promoter'

. By Setu LIPSKY
Staff Reporter of THe WALL STREET JOURNAL
ANN ARBOR, Mich.-Last June's annual

meeting of fledgling KMS Industries Inc., a sci-
entific research firm, had formally adjourned.

But nearly everybody in the small audience
lingered on for a post-meeting discussion. One
intent listener was an unobtrusive observer
from the Atomic Energy Commission. Others
were investment analysts and, of course,
shareholders. They all hung spellbound on the
words of a rotund former University of Michi-

. years, paving the way
- for a breakthrough in
electrical power pro-

could be installed in

gan professor, 49-year-old Keeve M. (Kip)
Siegel, KMS' founder and chairman.

Kip Siegel was talking about a nuclear
breakthrough that promises ''an eminent
change in tire uf
It sounded like science fiction, KMS, he

said, intended to harness the forces of the hy-
drogen bomb for peace-
ful purposes within five

duction through nu-
clear fusion, That
would make possible
generating plants so
safe, compact and pol-

the basement of an

provide electricity for

If Kip Siegel really
has what he says, he has the solutions to
some problems in controlled nuclear fusion
that so far have baffled the best minds in
atomic energy. Whether he has is all but im-

+ possible to determine right now-partly be-

, Says are his key patent applications. But his
project is important enough that top White
House scientific advisers have asked for brief-
ings on KMS and its finances.

THE WALL STREET JOURNAL, Wednesday, January. 12, 1972
A Tribute to Persuasiveness

That Kip Siegel could assemble an audience
at all is a tribute to his persuasivencss. His
laboratory is unequipped. He still is trying to
line up $25 million in urgently needed start-up
money. He is having trouble finding the 300
staffers he needs. The Securities and Exchange
Commission is looking gimlet-eyed at his whole
scheme. And past investors in Mr. Siegel's ven-
tures have some bitter memories; prices on
their shares have gone way, way up and then
fallen way, way down,

Against that unpromising background. the
giant First National City Bank of New York
has become KMS' banker. Orville Freeman,
former Secretary of Agriculture and Thom2s
W. Evans, a law partner at Richard M. Nixon's
former firm of Mudge, Rose, Guthrie and Alex-
ander, have become directors of the company.
Bendix Corp., a large company that has done
some atomic work for the government, has
agreed in principle to provide some financing.
And Mr. Siegel has hired away from the AEC
the man who ran its research laboratory at the
University of Puerto Rico.

To grasp what Mr. Siegel wants to do, a
smattering of nuclear physics is instructive.
The broad theory of generating power through
fusion sounds simple. Small atoms, such as

certain hydrogen atoms, are heated to a point
where they are stripped to their basic cores,
and then fuse into new and larger atoms: the
fusion releases enormous amounts of heat en-
ergy that would take the place of conventional
fueis. there was only onc way to

generate sufficient heat to strip the hydrogen
atoms-detonate an A-bomb. Now scientists
can create high-enough temperatures in the
laboratory, but they still don't know how to
contain the stripped-down hydrogen cores so
that they will fuse under control.
A "Grave Question"

Mr. Siegel thinks he has at least some of the
answers. He first surfaced with his scheme in
1969, when he and Dr. Keith Bruechner, KMS'
top scientific staffer and a former consultant to
the government on classified fusion projects,
visited the AEC and told scientists there that
KMS was going to seek patents on technology
involving the use of laser beams to resolve
some heating and control problems in fusion. _

The visit touched off a war of nerves be-
tween Mr. Siegel and the government. For one

thing, AEC weapons laboratories had been
working secretly for years on laser fusion.
Some officials weren't sure that such work
could be pursued by private scientists without
the risk of compromising government weapons
secrets. To some other officials and outside sci-
entists, it also appeared that a former govern-
ment consultant was mixed up with a private
entrepreneur in an effort to grab exclusive
rights to a potential advance the whole society
should share in.

In the view of AEC Commissioner James T.
Ramey, KMS "essentially stole our patents."
He says that allowing any private company
that relies on a former government consultant
to continue such research "'raises the grave
question of whether individuals and organiza-
tions should be permitted to exploit for private
gain what could be construed to be an 'insider
role' based on past access to highly classified
government data and 'know-how.' "

Mr. Siegel insists the laser approaches were
Dr. Bruechner's own, not the governments,
and denies thev were derived from government
consulting. He asserts that if patent rights can
be denied on such work, scientists would no
longer consult for the government.

The AEC first dealt with the problem by
slapping a top-secret cover on KMS" patent ap-
plications. The agency next tried to persuade
IMS to withdraw its proposal for a fusion proj-
ect. But Mr. Siegel persisted, and last Febru-
ary the AEC agreed to allow KMS to proceed

Please Turn to Page 22, Column 3

:
+

Jution-free that they

apartment building and :

40 blocks around.

cause the AEC has locked up what Kip Siegel



berg the former AEC man in Puerto Rico, to

posed partnership with three or four other in-

Continued From Page One
with its project under a 53-month contract. At
the same time, the AEC set restrictions and
limits on the venture. It said it would contest
any decision of the Patent Office granting KMS
patent rights. It expressly stated that its con-
tract with KMS implied no judgment that the
KMS approach would work. And: the contract
provided no government funding.

Since then, the AEC has approved part of
KMS' private financing arrangements and talized way--only Dr. Bruechner knows the bigmade it somewhat easier for KMS to hire fu-
sion scientists. But the AEC also has moved to
step up its own fusion research. That may deeply in all aspects of a problem.
mean more government funding of outside re-
searchers working for the AEC, and more com- "virgins,'' researchers without experience in
petition for KMS.

The AEC contract helped lure Henry Gom-

the company. Mr. Siegel's biggest coup, how-
ever, was getting Bendix to agree to join a pro-

dustrial corporations to kick in an estimated
$50 million in research and development. Mr.
Siegel is still looking for the other partners.

Bendix executives were aware of KMS' pat-
ent applications and knew some of the details.
Bendix has operated an atomic facility at Kan-
sas City, Mo., for 18 years, and its chairman,

Michigan's aeronattital research inthe late large' éléctrié power plants-using ,econdmically.jample,- touted "hewW inventions' such as ionog-+

A. P. Fontaine, and one of his top scientists,
had security clearances that gave them a peek
at the patent applications. Moreover, Mr. Fon-
taine and Mr. Siegel were old buddies. When
Mr. Fontaine was direetor of the University of,

1940s, he lured Mr. Siegel to Ann Arbor from! feasible fusion reactors are still at least threni raphy an X-rav teehninie far in

Polytechnic
Mr. Siegel's original deal with Bendix called

for him to come up with the other partners by
last Sept. 30 and to formally establish the part-
nership on Oct. 15. As a starter, the partners-
except for KMS, which would have a majority
partnership interest but would put up none of
its own money-were to commit $25 million.
The Oct. 15 deadline since has been postponed
to a date in April, Mr. Siegel says. If by then
Mr. Siegel hasn't found other partners, Bendix
could pull out of the deal.

Nuclear Fantasy? Ex-Professor
Claims Advance in Fusion Control

Selling it to other companies is a tougher/
thing, partly complicated by the AEC's top-se- as chairman, but he soon got into a disputecret claxsification on KMS' patent applications, with McDonnell management, a dispute heSome companies shied away when they learned Says was centered on whether Conductron,of the security dispute. Secrecy also has hin- which had been reorganized as part of adered KMS' recruiting effort. The AEC warmed McDonnell subsidiary, should produce televi-some scientists with recent experience in clas- sion sets. The company already was in radar,sified fusion were not to go to work for KMS, laser photography and other exotic specialties.
apparently to safeguard government fusion se- According to one careful count, Mr. Siegel leftcrets. Moreover, KMS is said to have organized {McDonnell-Conductron with more than 35 Con-its research in such a rigidly compartmen- /ductron people.

picture-that it is uninteresting to some crack .sidiary posted a $6 million net loss in 1967, 2
scientists who prefer to involve themselves '$4.9 million loss in 1968, and a $21.2 million loss

Mr. Siegel concedes that he hired some/ductron as a separate entity.
fusion. Some outsiders assert that he has been/gel was on an acquisition binge at KMS. It

Meanwhile, Conductron as a McDonnell sub-

in 1969. McDonnell then stopped running Con-

While Conductron was turning sour, Mr. Sie-

forced to offer 'fantastic salaries to very me-
diocre people."

Even with plenty of money and manpower,
some skeptical experts say, Mr. Siegel can't
possibly stage his demonstration in the time he
says he can. One big roadblock is that KMS

bought more than a dozen firms in its first two
years. It sold things as varied as toys and tech-
nical consulting services. The firm produced
small profits in the first vears, but problems
arising out of its diversification dealt it a loss
in 1969. The stock, once as high as $70, plum-still has no real laboratory, just an empty shell meted to $4.13 a share that year.in a research park here. One expert believes By 1970, KMS was caught in a liquiditythat it would take two years and $5 million just erunch-as was its Detroit bank, Bank of the

to get the lab working. Furthermore, a number Commonwealth. KMS suddenly shifted gears
of informed scientists believe that KMS so far and disposed of about 12 acquired operations in
is relying on little more than theoretical calcu-
lations-indispensable, to be sure, but not spe-
cific enough to permit speedy design and con-
struction of a model fusion reactor.

Glenn T. Seaborg, former chairman of the
AEG, is sticking to his original.forecust thar -pigture han was justified The.report, far ex-;

decades away. Since Jamies Sciiesinger took ugnosis
over as chairman, AEC fusion scientists
haven't changed their estimate that their own
work still is ahead of KMS'.

Concerned over the speculative nature of
KMS' project, the Securities and Exchange
Commission has carefully monitored company
and AEC statements to guard against an un-
warranted run-up in its stock prices. After
KMS' contract became public knowledge last
year, the stock rose to $16.75 a share from $11

a year and a half.
Even before 1970, some insiders at KMS be-

came unhappy. One squabbie grew out of an
Aug. 15, 1969, report to shareholders that a
KMS technical adviser thought painted a rosier

The technica: director complained
that ionography at KMS at the time was noth-
ing more than an idea; the company had no
machines, no photographs, nothing to market. j

He says he was "'shocked'' by the report, andj
he says it was one factor in his decision to quit!
the company. After leaving, he wrote the SEC
to complain. Mr. Siegel now concedes the ion-
ography announcement was premature, but he
blames the incident on incorrect information
he received from his scientists.

Ai.
- -:

Yet at the same time KMS was in such fer-
ment, Mr. Siegel was preparing for his bold
venture into fusion. Says one investor who has

ing a bundle on his first venture, Conductron followed Mr. Siegel's career closely: "He's
Corp. Started in 1960 with $12,000 in borrowed either a genius-or a promoter."
cash, Conductron grew to an enterprise with

;

salés of about $10 million when Mr. Siegel sold
out to McDonnell Aircraft Corp. (now Mc-
Donnell Douglas) six years later. He says he
made $4 million in Conductron.

Things didn't go so well for Conductron
after McDonnell bought, Mr, Siegel's control-
ling interest. Mr. Siegel stayed on for a while

in over-the-counter trading. Since then it has
droyiped to below $10.

Mr. Siegel founded KMS in 1967 after mak-

: :: : :

: : : : : : :
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world. He has applied his scientific
knowledge of economic geology to min-
eral and mineral fuel resource studies
which have led to his recognition as a

key figure in the development of na-
tional policies on mineral and energy
resources.

@ Irene Parsons, Assistant Adminis-
trator for Personnel, Veterans Adminis-
tration, for her fair-handed leadership
during major agency reorganizations and
for enhancing equal opportunities for
minorities, women, and the handi-
capped. She has been in Government
service for 26 years. According to VA
Administrator Don Johnson, Miss Par-
sons "has established for the VA a

position of leadership among Govern-
ment agencies in the public policy pro-
grams of the President."

@ Dr. Fred L. Whipple, Director,
Astrophysical Observatory, Smithsonian
Institution, for outstanding scientific

Dr. Fred L. Whipple

Charles F. Wilson

MARCH 1972

THE TOP TEN

Dr. Laurence N. Woodworth

contributions as builder and director of
the Smithsonian's astrophysical labora-
tory and for contributions to space and
defense research. He has been with the
Smithsonian since 1955. He is also
professor of astronomy at Harvard Uni-
versity.

® Charles F. Wilson, Chief, Concilia-
tions Division, Equal Employment Op-
portunity Commission, for his skillful
negotiations with large corporations and
unions to halt discrimination and in-
crease job opportunities for minorities
and women On the job over 10 years,
Wilson, a Marine in WW II, was instru-
mental in the establishment of the first
law school in Florida that would admit
Negro students. In Florida, also, he was
the first member of his race to practice
law in Pensacola and the first Negro
attorney in the Attorney General's of-
fice.

@ Dr. Laurence N. Woodworth,
Chief of Staff, Joint Committee on
Internal Revenue taxation, U.S. Con-
gress, for his expertise and social con-
science in formulation of intricate tax
laws such as the Revenue Acts of 1962
and 1964 and the Tax Reform Act of
1969. He has been on the staff of the
committee singe 1O44

In supporting Woodworth s nomina
tion for the award Rep Wilbur D Mills
(D Ark, Churman of the Ways and
Means Committee and of the Joint
Committee on Internal Revenue Taxa-
tion, said: ''His expertise has been such
that the accomplishments of the Con-
gress in tax reform would have been
virtually impossible had it not been
available "

Awards for Special Achievement:
® Dr. Daniel V. DeSimone, Office of

Invention and Innovation, Institute for
Applied Technology, National Bureau

of Standards, Department of Com-
merce, for his leadership on the land-
mark metric system conversion study.
Nine years at NBS, DeSimone is a

recognized authority on technological
innovation, invention and patents. In
1970 he received the highest award the
Commerce Department can bestow-the
Gold Medal for Outstanding Service.
(DeSimone is now assistant to President
Nixon's science advisor.)

® Clifford D. May, Jr., Deputy Man-
ager, National Communications System,
Defense Communications Agency, De-
partment of Defense, for his major role
in the 1963 "hot line" agreement with
the Soviet Union, and for leading the
U.S. team in a recent SALT (Strategic
Arms Limitation Talks) agreement to
improve the DCL (Direct Communica-
tions Link) between the two countries.
May has been in Government service for
26 years.
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FINANCE
[A combination of three key trends has
caused us to start this column: (1) with
Federal spending accounting for some
22 percent of the Nations Gross Na-
tional Product (GNP}, where Washing-
ton intends to spend those funds will
have an unparalleled influence over
where economic growth in the Nation is
most likely to occur; (2} the present
Administration clearly intends to exer-
cise that leverage over the economy; (3)
most readers of Government Executive
are in an income bracket where you,
personally, could profit from expert
advice on how to translate those general
trends into specific stock purchases.

[To avoid potential conflict-of-inter-
est problems, for ourselves as well as
you, we've gone to an independent
source for this analysis. Little known
outside the investment fraternity, but
highly regarded within it for his expert-
ise, Fischer, in this first article, lays the
groundwork for specific trend-com-
ments he will be presenting on this page
in each of the magazine's future
monthly issues, ]

HE SPEEDED-UP TEMPO of Presi-
dent Nixon's economic game plan,

(first wage-price, parts of which were
announced last August) are somewhat
like the kind of offense a football team
would move into in the last two minutes
of an otherwise losing-game effort.
Whether he has started his "two-minute
drill" early enough to stimulate the
economy and thus, aid his re-election
this Fall is one thing.

But for stock market investors-if
they choose their investment targets

INVESTMENTS
Fischer's Forecast

By PAT FISCHER
Hornblower, Weeks,
Hemphill & Noyes

wisely-the fact that he's started at all
means 1972-73 ought to be good invest-
ment years. Main reason: his economic
moves are supported by some hard, real
events which will occur in the next
decade and are, from an investment
standpoint, very encouraging.

That, in turn, is reinforced by the
simple fact that Government economic
programs simply can't be turned around
on a dime, whether he is re-elected or
not. Thus, no matter who is elected in
November 1972, the best advice for
investors is, "Don't fight the trend," at
least not within the timeframe noted
above.

Besides the Phase I-Phase II wage-
price controls, most public attention has
been given to a third part of the "game
plan," i.e. releasing the dollar from the
gold standard and letting it seek its own
level in relation to foreign currency.
This international monetary crisis was
brought on by a U.S. deficit balance-of-
payment situation which increased our
short-term liabilities overseas.

That, in turn, aggravated our domes-
tic money problems, e.g. inflation,
higher interest rates, etc. Foreign trade
currently represents only five percent of
U.S. GNP. To allow this to dictate our
national economic goals, as press public-
ity suggests it is, seems like allowing the
tail to wag the dog.

For the real results of inflation, etc.,
are declining business activity, soaring
savings rates. And, it seems evident,
Nixon's game plan calls for reversing

r
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both those past trénds in a hurry. While
the Federal Government has been noto-
riously ineffective in its efforts to har-
monize fiscal and monetary policy, Pres-
ident Nixon's recent efforts, hopefully,
will arrest inflation (this country's big-
gest bandit), stabilize prices and rejuve-
nate economic activity.

They should, almost certainly in the
long term if not the short term. Stock
market attempts to forecast future earn-
ings of the American industrial complex
are not errorless. But they can hardly
miss observing significant changes taking
place in the age groups which make up
our population.

By 1980, the U.S. will have a popula-
tion of 228 million persons, most of the
increase coming in the 18 to 35 age
category. That latter group will control
nearly 40 percent of the Nation's dis-
posable income. They will be better
educated, demanding higher quality
products and services, be more receptive
to new products, and will spend more
money, in many cases more than their
income, using credit to fill the gap.

The natural consequence of two mil-
lion persons reaching 21 years of age
each year is that we can expect a higher
rate of marriages, new families and new
offspring. Though it is believed they will
follow a trend of fewer babies per
family than their grandparents had, they
will travel more, enjoy more of the
leisure hours our high-technology econ-
omy has provided. With fewer children,
they will have more time and money to
pursue their desired standards of living.

And it is during those early years of
family formation that long term mone-
tary commitments are made, creating a
greater demand for: housing, autos,
appliances, furniture, carpeting, etc. For
these young men and women to earn
and control 40 percent of U.S. dispos-
able income-in effect, for them to
create that demand, means they must be
employed.

Whatever their motive, political or
otherwise, Government (with autono-
mous control over nearly one-fourth the
GNP) clearly intends to stimulate the
business activity to take care of that
employment challenge. Reaching the
goals will not be easy. Example: while
the Nation's population growth will
drop from 1.4 percent in the last decade
to 1.2 percent in the next, the labor
force will jump from 1.5 percent to 1.7
percent, an increase of 15 million em-
ployable persons by 1977.

To fully employ them, large addi-
tions to plant and equipment will be
required. Business spending per em-
ployee has increased at a 2.8 percent
rate for the last few years, in terms of
1958-dollar purchasing power. With in-
creased product demand, favorable in-
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